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StrateGems 2001 #2 Award
International FIDE Judge: Marjan Kovacevic, Zemun, March 2003
It was a pleasure and honor to judge this tournament. StrateGems has quickly become a hit
magazine and its originals keep improving. Although 2001 wasn’t the top year for twomovers,
it included many interesting compositions and lovely miniatures (good reason to extract special
distinctions for the best miniatures). Above all, I was very lucky to have a clear winner.
Among 64 compositions, many ambitious multiphase concepts did not find their place in
the Award and I will try to explain why.
Generally, no theme or mechanism deserves recognition by itself (apart from some task
records, whose difficulty has been approved by attempts of many expert composers). A working mechanism is only one part of a composition, its skeleton. The composer should add flesh,
clothing and cosmetics, by involving as much good chess and artistic elements as possible.
(That is why I dislike a mathematical or mechanical approach to problem chess.) Here are
some concrete examples of this topic:
T0251 flight-taking and checking tries
T0254 multiple threats in the solution (and in one of the tries) which fail to be separated at
least in a free Fleck-form
T0259 no compensation for the aggressive pinning moves
T0278 well-known cyclic permutations, adding nothing to many predecessors
T0287 the white Queen is sleeping in otherwise aggressive tries.
The next two problems, by the same and very talented author, contain the same principal
weakness: their mechanisms are artificially extended to achieve the intended harmony. In both
cases the author added a pair of pieces needed only for one of the phases: wBa8 and bSb7
sleeping in the solution of T0303 and wBa8 and bRb7 sleeping in the try of a) twin of T0258.
T0258 was purposely left for the end. By adding twin Ba8-h8, the author made the b) part
incorrectly, since there are major duals in the threat 1.c4! 2.Qe4(Qf3)# and variation 1…Rb1
2.Re2(Qe2)#. It was an unpleasant surprise for me to see in it a partial anticipation of my own
twomover (A), published the same year, but some months later than T0258. I had begun from
about the same position as T0258 and then changed unpinning to interference to get thematic
set-play with two pairs of thematic dual-avoidance variations (the first two lead to new mates,
while the other two become refutations). Then I found the key, which opens a new dimension
of the content, withdrawing the rear piece of the half-battery and allowing a completely new
pair of dual-avoidance. The comparison may serve as a good example of the principles mentioned above. More will be added in comments to the awarded T0299.
Now, let’s go to my personal selection:
2nd Prize
Paul Vataresoni
1st Prize
3rd Prize
Philippe Robert
Joe Youngs
& Yoel Aloni
(A) Marjan Kovačević
diagrammes 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wgwdwdwd]
[bgw$wdwd]
[wdbdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdQdwIN]
[0wdwdwdw]
[4wdwdwdw]
[gwdpdwdB]
[wdpdwGwd]
[wdwhN0wd]
[pdQdwdwH]
[wdw0w)w)]
[1wdwdw0b]
[!wdwdwdw]
[dwdwiwdw]
[dwdwiNHR]
[p$w)Pipd]
[wdp)P$Bd]
[KdwdNdpd]
[wdPdwhpd]
[$wdwdwdw]
[Hw4kdwdw]
[Gw0w)wdw]
[dw)whwGb]
[wdwHBdw)]
[ndwdp)wI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwGwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2*
(11+8)
#2
(11+10)
#2
(6+6)
#2
(12+8)
1st Prize - (Philippe Robert - T0291) The solution 1.Bf5! (2.Rf3#) and the try 1.e5? (2.Nc5#),
1…Be4! present the Lender combination (one Le Grand and one sequence reversal effect),
difficult enough when achieved by two bN moves, 1…Nb7 and 1…Ne4. The real surprise
comes from the 1.Qf5? (2.Rf3#), 1…Rxa3! try, which involves the Vladimirov effect of interference on e5 field. Both tries together present even more difficult combination, containing one
Le Grand and one Vladimirov (anti-reversal) effect. Apart from the “black dual” (1…Nb7 is

equal to 1…Nd~ in the solution) and the confession made by the author himself that the whole
blend is somewhat “academic”, this is the most important problem of the tourney. Solution:
1.e5[A]? (2.Nc5[B]#), 1...Nb7[a]/Ne4[b] 2.Bf5[C]/Rf3[D]#, 1...Be4!, 1.Qf5? (2.Rf3[D]#),
1...Nb7[a]/Nxe4[b] 2.e5[A]/Nc5[B]#, 1...Rxa3!; 1.Bf5[C]! (2.Rf3[D]#), 1...Nb7[a]/Nxe4[b]/
Rxa3 2.e5[A]/Nc5[B]/Qd2#
2nd Prize - (Vataresoni/Aloni – P0268) The introductory attempts (tries) to move the Ne4,
(threatens 2.Qd6#) results in three possible refutations: 1…Be6!/Bd7!/Rd7!. In dealing with
these three defenses, White has eight different mates, starting from the set 1…Be6 2.Bd6#. The
other logical tries 1.Ng3? Be6!, 1.Nf6? Bd7! and the solution 1.Ng5! show five different mates
after the Grimshaw interferences on d7, and another two after 1…Be6. The solution involves
two mates after those three defenses, but such a reduction is the only way to solve the puzzle.
As an addition, there is the threat correction try 1.Nc5!? (2.Nd3#) with a new refutation
1…Bf5! The only thing the authors should be criticized for is the naming of additional tries
(1.Nd2? Be6! and 1.Nf2? Be6!). These phases could only reduce the value of the content, since
they contain dualistic threats and repeat the same refutation. Solution: 1.Nd2? (2.Nc4/Qd6#),
1...cxd2 2.Bb2#, 1...Be6!, 1.Nc5? (2.Nd3#), 1...Be6,Rd7 2.Qxe6#, 1...Bf5!, 1.Nf6? (2.Qd6#),
1...Rd7/Be6 2.Nfxg4/Qxc3#, 1...Bd7!, 1.Ng3? (2.Qd6#), 1...Rd7/Bd7 2.Nxg4/Nf7#, 1...Be6!,
1.Nf2? (2.Nd3/Qd6#), 1...Rd7 2.Nfxg4#, 1...Be6!; 1.Ng5! (2.Qd6#), 1...Rd7,Be6/Bd7
2.Qe6/Ngf7#
3rd Prize - (Joe Youngs - T0290) Is it possible to find a new kind of brilliant key nowadays?
Well, we all know the famous Mansfield’s #2 with one flight given by the key and unpinning
to allow cross-checks. However, here we have two flights and two cross-checks allowed by the
spectacular unpinning key 1.Ne4!!, all followed by battery mates. If the answer to the first
question turns to be positive, then this problem is an invention, and deserves a Prize. Solution:
1.Ne4!! (2.Re8#) Ne~+/Nxf5/Kxe4/Ke6 2.Nd4/Nc5/Nxd6/Ng7#

4th Prize
Sp. Honorable Mention
Milan R. Vukcevich†
Givi Mosiashvili
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
(B) MK Example 1
(C) MK Example 2
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wIndbdwd]
[wdwdndwd]
[wgwdwdn!]
[wdwINdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[IphwdQdw]
[dNdwdw0w]
[dpGR0w4w]
[wdw0Pdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdpdpdwd]
[wdbdkgpH]
[dw0kdwdw]
[HkdNdwdw]
[dwdkdNdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdw)Rdwd]
[pdw)wdwg]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[)bGwdw)w]
[dwGb$wdw]
[dRdwdwdw]
[whrdPdBG]
[wdwdRdwd]
[wdwdwdRd]
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwgwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#2*
(9+8)w--------w
#2
(9+8)
#2
(7+8)w--------w
#2
(8+8)
(D) MK Example 3
w________w
4th Prize - (Milan R.Vukcevich† - T0253) The try, 1.Bg1? (2.Re5#)
[wdwdwdwd] 1…Be3! and the flight-giving key 1.Qg7! (2.Re3#) present the fash[dpIwHwdw] ionable combination of the Le Grand (reciprocal change of threats
[wdbdkdrd] and mates after the same defense) and the Sushkov (total dual[dwGwdRhw] avoidance in threats of two phases) theme. The thematic defense
[wdwdNdwd] 1…cxd4 blocks d4 field but unguards e5, or c5, respectively. As in
[dRdwdwdw] the previous two problems, I hope the anticipation test will be nega[wdwdwdQd] tive. Solution: 1...cxd4[x] 2.Re5[A]/Re3[B]#, 1.Bg1? (2.Re5[A]#),
[dwdwdwdn] 1…cxd4[x] 2.Re3[B]#, 1...Be3!; 1.Qg7! (2.Re3[B]#), 1…cxd4[x]
w--------w
#2
(7+6) 2.Re5[A]#, 1...Kc6/Bg6/Rxe2 2.Qb7/Qb7/Rxe2#
Special Honorable Mention - (Givi Mosiashvili - T0299) This is a recognition given to the
interesting mechanism and, at the same time, a criticism regarding giving up on the road to
Prize level. The white Queen and the white Rook overtake different battery and pinning roles,
with a lovely geometry, in this genuine four-phase mechanism. However, there were many
technical and artistic goals to be chosen and achieved, instead of completing the work in a
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mechanical way. The capturing refutation 1…Nxd5 could be avoided at the cost of a side pinmate, to get something like B, with additional thematic change, a white “aristocratic” position
and some long moves, edge-to-edge and corner-to-corner. Another direction was to try wP
instead of wN as a front battery piece, as in position C, which involves two more changed
mates and a pair of unified line-closing refutations. Both positions are more economical then
the T0299. Finally, one could accept a capturing refutation as a price for a more attractive
position, such as D, with only 13 pieces. At this point I have to stop, though the author could
have continued searching for a perfect Meredith position, or maybe for another battery creation
after something like 1.Qg4? in D. An inventor should take responsibility of dressing his ideas
(especially when they are good) in a final, artistic form! Solution:1.Qf1[A]? (2.Rb2[B]#),
1…Bc2/Nd6 2.Rxc2/Nxc7[C]#, 1...c5!, 1.Rb2[B]? (2.Qf1[A]#), 1…c5/Nd6 2.Qd7/Nxc7[C]#,
1...Bf6!, 1.Qf5? (2.Nxc7[C]#), 1…Bxd5 2.Rb2[B]#, 1...Nxd5!; 1.Re5! (2.Nxc7[C]#),
1…Bxd5/Nxd5 2.Qf1[A]/Qxb7#

5th Honorable Mention
1st Sp. Commendation 2nd Sp. Commendation 3rd Sp. Commendation
Milan R. Vukcevich†
Valery Krivenko
Luke Neyndorff
Bernard Ivanov
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwg]
[wdwdBGwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wHwdkdwd]
[dwdpdw1n]
[$wdwdPdk]
[dw!wdw)k]
[dwdwdwGw]
[w)piw0wd]
[wdwdwdNd]
[wdwdwdpg]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdPdQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iw!w1wdw]
[w)wHwHw0]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdRdwd]
[4wdRdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdrdwdwG]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Indw$bdB]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(12+13)w--------w
#2
(6+1)
#2 b) +wBe5
(3+3)
#2*
(5+2)
c) +wNf2

th

1st Honorable Mention 2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention 4th Honorable Mention
Eugene Rosner
David Shire
Cor Groeneveld
Jacques Savournin
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[bdwdwdwd]
[wgwdkdNd]
[whwdwIwd]
[Kdw$Ndwd]
[0wdwdw0K]
[dNdpdwIp]
[dw0pdQdP]
[dwdwdw0B]
[rdw)wdPd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdw0wdpd]
[wdwdpdQg]
[0wdkHwdR]
[dwdwdwdw]
[1wdwiBHw]
[dw0windp]
[RdwdNdwd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdRdwdp4]
[wdPdwdwd]
[GpdwdpdQ]
[dwdwdwdB]
[dwdwGwdn]
[0wdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwGQdw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[whw)w)wd]
[grdwdBdw]
[dwdRdwdw]
[dbdrdwdw]
[GwdwHwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2...
(10+10)w--------w
#2
(7+12)
#2*
(11+9)
#2...
(7+7)
1st Honorable Mention - (Jacques Savournin - T0275) To my knowledge, the late Imants
Kissis was the first to present the main three thematic phases of this problem (1.Nc5? Bxe5!;
1.Ng5? Rxd6! and 1.Qxf3!) with B2 effects in the solution. However, the problem enriches the
prototype mechanism with an additional two changes after 1.Qd7? Bd4! and with the third B2
effect in the solution, after the same (third) refutation: 1…Bd4 2.Bc4#. Solution: 1.Qc8?
(2.Qc4/Qg8#) Bd4!, 1.Qd7? (2.Qf7#), 1...Rxd6/Bxe5 2.Qxd6/Nc3#, 1...Bd4!, 1.Nc5?
(2.Qe6#), 1...Rxd6/Kxd6 2.Qxf3/Qd7#, 1...Bxe5!, 1.Ng5? (2.Qe6#), 1...Bxe5/Kxe5 2.Qxf3/
Qe6#, 1...Rxd6!; 1.Qxf3! (2.Qf7#) Rxd6/Bxe5/Bd4/Rxf1/Ke6 2.Nc5/Ng5/Bc4/Qxb3/Qf7#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Eugene Rosner - T0271) The main theme of the solution, a pair of
Gamage variations, is expressed by interesting attempts to control the pinned black Bishop in
different ways: 1.Re1? (2.Qh5#) Be5! and 1.Bf5? (2.Qh5#) h1Q! Furthermore, there is a byplay, in the solution, on the same d6-square and the corrective effect of the key (coming from
the additional try) 1.Bd~ Bd6!. Simple and lively. Solutions: 1.Bf5? (2.Qh5#) h1Q!, 1.Re1?
(2.Qh5#) Be5!, 1.Qg4? (2.Qxd7#) Bf5!, 1.dB~? (2.Bxd7#) Bd6!; 1.Ba5! (2.Bxd7#),
1...d6/d5/f5/Bd6 2.Qxe4/Qb5/Qh5/Nxd6#
3rd Honorable Mention - (David Shire - T0256) I like the tricky play of the white Bishop,
line closing and dual-avoiding self-blocks. I dislike the dualistic threats in the main try 1.Be4?
Rxh7!, where the dual separation variations 1…Qd5 and 1…d5 are not prevented, and the
“black duals” 1…Rd4(Rf1) in the second try 1.Bxg4? Qa8!. Solution: 1.Be4? (2.Qe7/Qg7#),
1...Rf1/Bxe4/Nxg5
2.Bd4/Rxe4/Bf4#, 1...Rxh7!, 1.Bxg4? (2.Nf3#),
1...Rf1,Rd4/Be4/
Ng1,Nxg5/Qd5/d5 2.Bd4/Rxe4/Bf4/Qg7/Qe7#, 1...Qa8!; 1.Bd3! (2.Re4/ Bd4#), 1...g3/Qd5/d5
2.Nf3/Qg7/Qe7#
4th Honorable Mention - (Cor Groeneveld - T0276) The classical blend of the Secondary
Fleck in the solution and three white combination attempts, at the cost of added wP’s on d2 and
f2. Solution: 1...Ke4 2.Qxe6#, 1.d3? (2.Nf3#) Nxg3! (2.Nd3?), 1.f3? (2.Nd3#) Nd6! (2.Nf3?),
1.Bg8? (2.Qxe6#) Nd4!, 1.Nc7? (2.Qe6#) Nd4!; 1.Rd6! (2.Qxe6#), 1...Nxd6/Nxg3/Nd4 2.Nf3/
Nd3/Qe4#

5 Honorable Mention - (Milan R. Vukcevich† - T0261) Wonderful battery play, with a pair
of shut-offs on e2-square and a Grimshaw on the same square, compensates for the poor key
and the heavy position. Solution: 1.Qe8! (2.Qb8#), 1…Re2/Be2/Ra8/Qf8 2.Nb3/Ng6/Nde2/
Nfe2#, 1...Qg8/cxb5 2.Qe7/Nxb5#
Special commendations for miniatures:
1st Special Commendation - (Bernard Ivanov - T0267) An unusual position with excellent
key and two promotions. Solution: 1.Bg7! (zz), 1...Kxg7/Kxg6 2.f8Q/f8N#
2nd Special Commendation - (Valery Krivenko - T0292) Entertaining twins prevent basic
solution by closing different lines and, at the same time, allow different promotions after unpinning of wP. Solution: a) 1.Qh2! g5 2.Qc2#; b) 1.Qf7! (zz), 1...B~/Bxg7+/g5 2.g8N/
Qxg7/Qf5#; c) 1.Ng4! (2.Nf6#), 1…B~/Bxg7+/g5 2.g8Q/Qxg7/Qc2#
3rd Special Commendation - (Luke Neyndorff – T0248) Although the key takes two flights
and gives only one, this is a rare presentation of two changed unpins in set and solution. Solution: 1...Q~/Qe7 2.Qf8/Qxe7#; 1.Qd5! (2.Rxe5#), 1…Q~/Qe7 2.Qd7/Qg8#

4th Sp. Commendation 5th Sp. Commendation 1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
Eligiusz Zimmer
Robert Lincoln
Srećko Radović
Rauf Aliovsadzade
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[dwdw!w)k]
[dwdpdNdw]
[4pdNdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[wdwdwdbg]
[wdwdpdwd]
[w$w0Ndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdNdw]
[dB0kgrdR]
[dwdkdBdw]
[piNdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[whrdw0wd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dq0wdP0w]
[dpdwdPdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Qdw)NdKd]
[wdw)K)wg]
[!wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdRdwdw]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(9+12)
#2
(5+2)
#2
(9+8)
#2
(4+3)
4th Special Commendation - (Eligiusz Zimmer - T0266) Radical change of play after 1.Kd5?
a3! and the solution 1.Na5!. Solution: 1.Kd5? (zz), 1...Kxb3/Kb5/axb3 2.Qb2/Qxa4/Qa5#,
1...a3!, 1.Nd2? (zz), 1...Ka5/axb3 2.Qxa4/Nd5#, 1...a3!, 1.Qb2? (2.Nd5#) axb3!, 1.Qd1?
(2.Nd5#) axb3!; 1.Na5! (zz), 1...Kxa5/axb3/a3 2.Qxa4/Nd5/Qe1#
5th Special Commendation - (Robert Lincoln - T0242) Correction play by both black Bishops. Solution: 1.Qf6! (zz), 1...Bg~/Bxf5/Bh~/Bxg7+ 2.Qxh6/Qxf5/g8Q/Qxg7#
1st Commendation - (Srećko Radović
Sir Jeremy Morse valued this problem as a
task record for the number of errors contained in only two black defenses. Each of them, harmoniously, presents: half-pin, interference, unguard and selfblock. Solution: 1.d3! (2.dxc4#)
Rd4/Bd4/Nxd3 2.Nxc3/Nxf4/Qa8#
-

T

0

2

5

7

)

125

126

2nd Commendation - (Rauf Aliovsadzade - T0289) All three phases allow surprising checks
met by different actions of the wQ. Solution: 1.d4? (2.Nf6[A]/Nc7[B]#), 1...cxd3+e.p./c3
2.Qxd3/Qxb3#, 1...Ra2+!, 1.f4? (2.Nf6[A]#), 1...Re3+/Rh6 2.dxe3/Qh1#, 1...Bxf4!; 1.Ke3!
(2.Nc7[B]#) Rxf3+/Bf4+ 2.Qxf3/ Nxf4# (1.Qb1? Rh4!)
All claims of anticipation to Misha Mladenovic by January, 1, 2004.

StrateGems 2001 #3 Award
Judge: Robin Matthews, Diss, Norfolk, England. April 2003
For whatever reason, this event did not attract very many of the paladins of present-day
three-move composition. No doubt, as a result, the standard was lower than in some past years.
However, there were a number of high-class entries and an encouraging number of promising
entries (not all of which made their way into the award) from relative newcomers to the threemover.
I didn’t start with the intention of giving the top two places to entries from the management of StrateGems – but there could be no doubt that they were the best! The choice between
them wasn’t easy. They are very different from each other. Milan’s is more original, but
Mike’s is more enjoyable.

1st Prize
Mike Prcic
StrateGems 2001
w________w

[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[0w)P)wdw]
[k)wdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+3)

2nd Prize
Milan R. Vukcevich†
StrateGems 2001
w________w

[wdw$wdwd]
[dw!wHwgw]
[rdPdP0wd]
[0Rdwdwdn]
[w0PdkdwI]
[dw0w0w0w]
[wdndPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(9+11)

1st Honorable Mention
Yoel Aloni
StrateGems 2001
w________w

[wdw$wdwd]
[dpdndwdN]
[bdwdwdnd]
[4wdwdwdr]
[w)wGk0Pg]
[)BdwdR0N]
[w!PdwdPd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(13+10)

1st Prize - (Mike Prcic - M0231) A very quotable problem, and quite difficult. In the thematic
tries, there are three interferences by the wK. Two of these interferences are with a promoted
wQ (including an interference with its attractive long-range mate from h4). The third interference is with a promoted wR that, surprisingly, appears in a correction variation. This delightful
problem is a memorable find. Solution: 1.Kc8? axb4!, 1.Kc7? Kxb4 2.d8Q a4!, 1.Ke7? Kxb4
2.d8Q Ka4!; 1.Ke8! (zz), 1...Kxb4 2.d8Q Ka4/Kxc5/a4 3.Qh4/Qxa5/Qb6#, 1...axb4! 2.d8R!!
Ka5 3.Ra8#
2nd Prize - (Milan Vukcevich† - M0201) Consecutive self-blocks, where the self-block at the
second move allows white self-interference at the mate. Perhaps not quite out of Milan’s top
drawer, but a fine and novel theme, perfectly constructed. Solution: 1.Nc8! (2.Nd6+) Nd4/Nf4
2.Qf4+!/Rd4+! Nxf4/Nxd4 3.Nd6#.
1st Honorable Mention - (Yoel Aloni - M0200) Two Novotnys introduce interferences with
both bRs on the fifth rank. This was the theme of WCCT6, where I had the honor of being the
judge. I doubt it would have ranked very high in that event, but the standard in WCCT is ferocious, and it is high praise to say it would probably have secured a place in the award. Solution: 1.c3! (2.Qc2+) Nc5/Nde5 2.Ng5+!/b5!.

Commendation
2nd Honorable Mention Commendation
Commendation
Efren Petite
Petrašin Petrašinović
Abdelaziz Onkoud
Evgenij Fomichev
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
StrateGems 2001
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#3
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#3
( 8+12)
2nd Honorable Mention - (Petrasin Petrasinovis - M0216) Plenty of good play here in the
traditional three-move style. The main variations 1...Q/Rxd5+ show black self-pin, w square
vacation by wK, and contingent promotion mates. In addition we have an unpin in the threat
and (at the mate) after 1...Qd2 2.c8Q+, also a remote self-block after 1...Rg8. I don’t see the
underpromotion referred to in the published solution (1...Qd2 2.Nd8? + Rxd8 3.cxd8N +
Nxd8!). Solution: 1.Nxd5! (2.Qf5+ gxf5 3.Nf4#), 1...Qxd5+ 2.Kh4 ~/Rxf7 3.Ng5/c8Q#,
1...Rxd5 2.Kxg4, 1...Rg8 2.Qe5+ Kxf7 3.Qxe7#, 1...Qd2 2.c8Q+ Rxc8 3.Nc7#
Commendations (in order of publication):
Commendation - (Abdelaziz Onkoud - M0212) Good and varied Grimshaw and double
unguard play. Solution: 1.Qb1? Rb3!, 1.Qd1? Rd3!; 1.Qc1! (2.Qb2/Qd2), 1...g3 2.Qd2!,
1...Bg7 2.Qb2!, 1...e3 2.Qd1!.
Commendation - (Evgenij Fomichev - M0226) The only entry in the modern virtual play
style. It would have ranked higher if it had had a larger element of paradox. The Nowotny
threat is unusual in this type of problem. Solution: 1.Qa7? (2.Nxf5#), 1…Nh4!, 1.Qa4?
(2.Ne6#), 1…Ng5!; 1.Rc3! (2.Qd5+ Rxd5/Bxd5 3.Ne6/Nxd5#), 1…Nh4 2.Qa4 ~/Re5
3.Ne6/Qxc4#, 1…Ng5 2.Qa7 ~/Bd3(e6) 3.Nxf5/Qxc5#
Commendation - (Efren Petite - M0228) The roughly symmetrical layout proves a straightforward way of showing a cycle of continuations and mates between the squares g5, g8, dl, c7,
and g5. Solution: 1.Qg1! (2.Bxe4+ Kd4(e5) 3.Bxc3/Qg7#), 1…Rd4 2.Qg5[A]+ e5 3.Qg8[B]#,
1…e5 2.Qg8[B]+ Kd4 3.Rd1[C]#, 1…Re5 2.Rd1[C]+ Qd4 3.Nc7[D]#, 1…Qd4 2.Nc7[D]+
Ke5 3.Qg5[A]#, 1…Ke5 2.Qg5[A]+ Kd4 3.Rd1[C]#, 1…Kd4 2.Rd1[C]+ Ke5 3.Qg5[A]#
[Editor’s note: Peter Olszewski’s M0219 was initially awarded 2 nd Honorable Mention. After
the award was finalized, the judge received the improved version of M0219. The judge decided
to remove his problem from the award and asked us to reprint the new version in 2003. The
new version has been reprinted in this issue and is eligible for the 2003 competition.]
All claims of anticipation to Rauf Aliovsadzade by January 1, 2004.

Probleemblad – Chess Problem Magazine of The Netherlands
Editors: #2, #3 and #n Piet le Grand, Spiegelstraat 87, NL-7552 MZ Hengelo,
p.legrand@math.utwente.nl; Studies, Ward Stoffelen, Henrilei 59, B-2930 Brasschaat, Belgium, ward.stoffelen@yucom.be; Retros, Peter van den Heuvel, Perseusstrat 21, NL-7521 ZA
Enschede, schaakbordje@gmx.net; h#, Peter van den Heuvel; s#, Johan Beije, Korenbloemweg 83, NL-1338 XT Almere, jomebe@planet.nl; Fairies, Johan Beije
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StrateGems 2002 Moremovers Award
V. Shavyrin, 04/15/2003
The overall result of "SG-2002 n#" may be considered a success. Most of the problems
expressed clear-cut ideas of what I deem to be the main criterion, which is why a number of the
miniatures are not in the award. M0253 was re-published.

Special Prize
3rd Prize
2nd Prize
1st Prize
Hans Peter Rehm
Aleksandr Feoktistov
Baldur Kozdon
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Special Prize - (Hans Peter Rehm - M0272) A Bristol reverse executed in bold hand---a
visiting card of this remarkable composer. Solution: 1.Be6! (2.Qh5 and after 1...d1Q 2.Bxf5+
Kxf5 3.Qh5+) Rh1 2.Ba2 (3.Qc4#) Rc1 3.Qb3 (4.Qxb4+) Ba6 4.Qd5+ exd5 5.Bxd5#
1st Prize - (Marcel Tribowski - M0258) Indo-Germanic motifs. White Bishops' Nordic appearances conform with their courtliness in relation to the white Rooks which, in an Indian
manner, and pendulum swinging, intercept the partners. Picturesque and full of analogy!
Makes an excellent impression! Solution: 1.Ne1! (2.Ng2 3.Nf4 4.Re6#, not 2.Bg8/Bc1?
c6/b2!), 1…c5 2.Bg8 bxc2 3.Rf7 (4.Re7#) Kxd5 4.Rc7+ Ke4/Ke5 5.Re7#; 2…Bc7 3.bxc7 ~
4.b(c)8Q ~ 5.Qe8#, 1…bxc2 2.Bc1 c5 3.Rd2 (4.Re2#) Kf4 4.Rg2+ Ke4/Ke5 5.Re2#; 3…d3
4.Rxd3 ~ 5.Re6#, {1…b2 2.c3 c5 (2.Ng2? b1N!) 3.dxc6 e.p. b1Q 4.Rxd4+ Ke5 5.Re6/Bf4#,
1…h3 2.Rg3 ~ 3.Rxg4+ Ke5 4.Nf3/Nd3#}
2nd Prize - (Baldur Kozdon - M0274) A third Novotny attempt gains the end. In the two tries,
the black line pieces, in turn, knock down the slats that suggest the right path. Original logic!
Solution: 1.Be4? (2.Qc4/Qxc6#) Nb6! 2.Kxb6 Rc3!, 1.f3?! (2.Qxc6#) Bxf3! 2.Be4 Nb6!
3.Kxb6 Be1!; 1.Rg3! (2.Bxb3#) Rxg3 (1…Rb4/c4? 2.axb4/Qxc6+; 1…Bxg3? 2.Be4! etc.) 2.f3
(3.Qxc6#) Bxf3 3.Be4! (4.Qc4/Qxc6#) Nd2 4.Qc4+ Nxc4 5.Bc2+ Kb5 6.Nc7#; 3…Nb6
4.Kxb6 Rxe4 5.Qxa5+ Nxa5 6.Nxc5#
3rd Prize - (Aleksandr Feoktistov - M0276) In the course of the solution, White has to change
its plan three times (1.Rgg5? 2.Bc5? 3.Rd5?) in a definite and tactically navigated channelblocking. Another show-piece by the author. Solution: 1.Rgg5? Rxd6! 2.Rh3 Qa8+!; 1.d7!
(2.Bc5#), 1...axb6 2.Rgg5! (2.Bc5+? bxc5 3.Rgg5? Qg8!; 2.Bxd8? Bxh2!) Rxd7 3.Bc5+ bxc5
(3.Rd5+? Rxd5 4.Rh3 Rd6!) 4.Rd5+ Rxd5 5.Rh3 c1N 6.Rd3+ Nxd3 7.e3#
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4th Prize - (Alois Johandl - M0254) A Novotny interception (2.Bd4) leads later to 5.Nd5!,
after which straight logic deflects with the appearance of a new Dresden defense, calling forth
a model mate. A good work by this master. Solution: 1.Nac6! (2.Nxa7#) Bg1 2.Bd4! Bxd4
3.Re8+ Kxc7 4.Re7+ Kc8 5.Nd5 (6.Rc7#) Bb6 6.Rc7+ Bxc7 7.Nee7#
5th Prize - (Eugene Fomichev - M0251) Elegantly executed cycle of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
moves (ABC-CAB-BAC) united by pins of black pieces. Solution: 1.Bd2! (2.Qg4+[A] Bf4
3.Rxe7+[B] Ne5 4.Bb1[C]#), 1…Nf4 2.Bb1+[C] Nd3 3.Qg4+[A] Bf4 4.Rxe7[B]#, 1…Bf4
2.Rxe7+[B] Be5 3.Qg4+[A] Nf4 4.Bb1[C]#, (1…d4 2.Qg2+ Kf5 3.e4+ ~ 4.Qxg5#)
1st Honorable Mention - (Mike Prcic - M0259) It is a prize-worthy intention. However, the
moves of the wK to the vacated squares b4, b5 and b6 call either for homogeneity at 2nd or 3rd
moves or for three variations. Solution: 1.Ka5! (2.Nd7+ Bxd7 3.Kb6 ~ 4.Ra8#), 1...Nf6 2.Rh1!
(3.Rh8+) 2...Bh6 3.Bxd6+ exd6 4.Kb4!! ~ 5.Ra8#; 2...Nh5 3.Nd7+ Bxd7 4.Kb6!! ~ 5.Ra8#,
1...Nc7 2.Nxc7 Kxc7 3.Kb5!! ~ 4.Ra8 ~ 5.b8Q#; 3...Bd7 4.Nxd7 ~ 5.b8Q#; 3...Bf5 4.Nxd5+
Kb8/Kd8 5.Ra8/Ba5#, (1.Rh1? (2.Rh8) Bh6! 2.Bxd6+ Nxd6!)
2nd Honorable Mention - (David Zimbeck - M0271) An AUW would deserve a higher spot if
not for the crude key. Solution: 1.axb8Q! Rxb8 [1…Kc6 2.Qxc8 Kxb6 3.d3 Kc6 4.Ra7 b5
(4…b6 5.Qe8#) 5.Ra6#] 2.cxb8N+! Ke6 3.f8R! Ke7 4.g8B!! Kxf8 5.Nc6#

1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
Leonid Makaronez
3rd Honorable Mention 4th Honorable Mention
Leonid Makaronez
& Semion Shifrin
Peter Olszewski
Ralf Krätschmer
& Leonid Ljubashevskij
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3rd Honorable Mention - (Peter Olszewski - M0260) A double forced sublimation of bK in a
chess retort. Solution: 1.Bxg2+! Ke2 2.Bf1++ Kd1 3.Be2++ Kc2 4.Bd1++ Kb1 5.Bc2++ Ka2
6.Bb1++ Kxb3/Ka1 7.Ba2/Ra2#, 1…Kg4 2.Bh3++ Kh5 3.Bg4++ Kg6 4.Bh5++ Kh7 5.Bg6++
Kg8 6.Bh7++ Kf7/Kh8 7.Bg8/Rg8#
4th Honorable Mention - (Ralf Krätschmer - M0247) Extended main plan after a checkpreventing key. Good construction. Solution: 1.Kh2! (2.Bh3#) g5 2.Bb5 (3.Bd7#) Bc8
3.Rxd6+ Kxd6 4.Ne8+ Ke6 5.Nc7+ Kd6 6.e5#. Of course, the direct 1.Bb5? does not work;
after Kxd6 white King is in check.
1st Commendation - (Makaronez/Shifrin - M0275) The 7WCCT theme is doubled in a forceful and straightforward way. Solution: 1.Re4+! Kxd3 2.Re7+ Kd4 3.Bc2 d5 4.Ne6+ Ke5 5.f4+
Bxf4 6.Ng7+ Kd4 7.Nf5#
2nd Commendation - (Makaronez/Ljubashevskij - M0252) Well-known mechanism of the
Siers battery. Unsatisfactory key and repetition of 3.Kf5. Solution: 1.f3! (2.Nc6+ Kc5
3.Qxd5#), 1…dxe5 2.Qd3+ cxd3 4.Nd6#, 1…Bxe5 2.Qe4+ dxe4 3.Nf5+ Kd5 4.Ne7#, 1…Qd2
2.Rxd2+ cxd2 3.Nc2+ Kc3 4.Bd4#, 1…Kc5 2.Qc8+ Kd4 3.Nf5+ Kxe5 4.Bd4#; 2…Kb5
3.Qb7+ Kxa5 4.Nc6#
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3rd Commendation
Nicolai Zinovyev
StrateGems 2002
in memoriam L. Grigoriev
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4th Commendation
Kevin Begley
StrateGems 2002
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5th Commendation
Gennady Zgerski
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3rd Commendation - (Nicolai Zinovyev - M0255) A most interesting miniature. As a rule, the
less material, the less content. Solution: 1.Kg1! Kh4 2.Qd8+ Kh3 3.Qh8 Kh4 4.Qxg7 Be8!
5.Qh6+ Bh5 6.Qf6+ Kh3 7.Qf4! (zz) Kh4 8.Kg2 B~ 9.Qh6+ Bh5 10.Qf6#
4th Commendation - (Kevin Begley - M0244) Amusing re-formations. Solution: 1.Nfd6!
(2.Rf5#), 1…cxd6 2.Nf6 cxd5 3.Ng4+ Ke6 4.Rf6#, 1…Kxd5 2.Rf5+ Ke6 3.Kf4 ~/cxd6
4.Re5/Ng5#, 1…d3 2.Bf6+ Kxd5 3.Rf5+ Ke6 4.Re5#
5th Commendation - (Gennady Zgerski - M0269) Queen maneuvering leads to models. Unambitious and well-known, but quite nice. Solution: 1.Qa8! (2.Nxf3#), 1…cxb2 2.Nxf3+ Kc3
3.Qa5 Kxb3 4.Nd2#, 1…Ke5 2.Qh8+ Kf4 3.Qh4+ Ke5 4.Nxf3#, 1…d5 2.Qh8+ e5 3.Ne6+
Kxe4 4.Qh7#
In conclusion, my thanks to all the participants and editors of this excellent magazine.
The editors wish to thank Rauf Aliovsadzade for his translation from the Russian language.
All claims of anticipation to Mike Prcic by January 1, 2004.
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StrateGems 2002 h#2 Award
FIDE International Judge: Mario Parrinello, Marcaria, April 2003
I must thank Dan Meinking for giving me the honor of judging this very interesting tourney
and for fully supporting my task by providing useful “working-copies”. Some 48 problems
were published, and the average level was very good. This explains why I have excluded some
problems which surely would have been awarded in a weaker tourney.
My humble apologies for the following lengthy notes. I hope these do not distract the
readers from the honored problems, because the top places are very good. It is important to
provide specific information about problems excluded from the award, since these
compositions probably required hard work. I think a judge must fully explain the reasons for
his choices, which obviously may be right or wrong. I think it is better to read a wrong decision
than none at all! To save space I shall not quote the comparison problems (and solutions)
which already appeared in the magazine. In this regard, my thanks go to Chris Feather for his
valuable contribution in the search for anticipations.

There were only two clear anticipations: H0658 (Pankratiev): A similar version by the
same author was published (diagram A, 1.Kxf4 Nf2 2.Bf3 Qc7#, 1.Kxe4 Ne2 2.Rf3 Re8#);
and H0699 (Muralidharan) which is anticipated by M. Dragoun (diagram B, 1.Qg6 exf5+
2.Re4 fxg6#, 1.Qg5 exf4+ 2.Ne3 fxg5#).
Before the award, here are some notes about several interesting problems which I have
excluded.
H0585 (Ganapathi): Neat, but not the first black halfpin in miniature; moreover the bB could
be replaced by a bP: 7B/8/5n2/4pR2/1K1k4/8/4B3/8.
H0587 (Medintsev): Zilahi with familiar black Grimshaw after white line openings.
H0590 (Nahnybida): Well-known black halfpin play with only one solution showing white line
opening; a two-solution setting could be achieved: 4b3/r1b5/4k2N/ 2P1n3/4n3/Q7/3q4/K3Rr2.
H0591 (Onkoud): Interesting, and probably original, Follow-My-Leader sequence with mutual
captures, but the twinning mechanism, which involves the shifting of a thematic black piece,
and the idle thematic Pd3, is unfortunate.
H0593 (Nedeljković): The capture of bBh7 is an eyesore and, moreover, the comparison
problem (M.Persson, 4th HM, Fest. Sonnenfeld 1981) has superior strategy.
H0622 (Ganapathi): It is useful to compare diagram C, 1.Bb4 Qa6 2.Kc5 Ne6#, 1.Qe4 Rf8
2.Kd5 Rd8#.
H0624 (Janevski): As stated by one reader, unfortunately the bBs can be removed in this
interesting anticipatory self-pin combined with a white half-battery.
H0625 (Érsek): Check avoidance strategy, but W1 is not well-matched and the bPg6 could be
saved by Ng5→d6.
H0626 (Janardhan/Rallo): The strategy seems not to be homogeneous.
H0627 (Frantzov): This would have placed in the award, but in b) 1.Ne3 is not a pure unpin
because it is also a square-block; and the bRf7/bPh7 could be replaced by a bPf7.
H0628 (Youngs): Dual avoidance not well-unified and with impure unpins; moreover, the Rh4
could be removed by Pf2→d2 and Pc3→g3.
H0632 (Molnár): Interesting "double" Zilahi, but the author has composed a similar version in
Probleemblad 2001 which has 6 fewer units.
H0659 (Giacobbe/Rallo): Three-phase Zajic theme, but the white Pawns, by their nature,
cannot move onto the flight square unless a black piece sacrifices itself, which is not in the
spirit of the theme; compare to diagram D, a) 1.Rd5+ cxd5 2.Kxd5 Nc3#, b) 1.Qe5 dxe5
2.Kxe5 Re3#, c) 1.f5 gxf5+ 2.Kxf5 Rf4#.
H0660 (Medintsev): Familiar capture of white material.
H0661 (Youngs): As already quoted in the solution, the idle wBa7 detracts.
H0665 (Aliovsadzade): Spectacular, though not new, exchange of place between the black and
white pieces; only one solution shows white line opening and, in this regard, compare to the
better-constructed and homogeneous comparison problem (A. Benedek, 4th Comm., Wertheim80 JT 1985).
H0666 (Frantzov/LaRosa/Rallo): Two black Grimshaws, but 1.Bf3 is also a square-block;
Garai’s version (H0666v) has the same defect; several problems with two pure black
Grimshaws exist.
H0693 (Molnár): The bBe3 can be replaced by a bP.

(A) A. Pankratiev

(B) M. Dragoun

(C) D. Meinking, 10th HM (D) Z. Labai, 1st Comm.
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h#2 b/c) Ra4→a3/h4 (7+9)
h#2 2 solutions (6+8)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+5)w--------w
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H0694 (Nieroba): Familiar white Grimshaw with indirect unpins of the white pieces, but
nothing else; compare to diagram E, 1.Nb7 Rf4+ 2.Kxg5 Ne4#, 1.Bb1 Bf4 2.Kf5 Bd7#, which
shows more complex play. Also, a more economical version could be achieved:
8/8/1p5p/b5k1/1R6/6n1/n7/r2BK1N1, b) Ng1→g2.
H0695 (Aliovsadzade): The play of check and subsequent unpin is not pure in b) because the
Ne4 can reach the mating square only via d2.
H0696 (Schöneberg): Neat Isle theme, but the construction could be improved:
4b3/8/p7/kq1p1K2/N2N4/P7/8/1r6, b) Na4→b6.
H0700 (Chkhetiani): Compare to U.Degener & M.Degenkolbe, Springaren 1997, which has
superior strategy.
H0701 (Maslar): Familiar critical black Grimshaw; compare to diagram F, 1.Bb2 Ra8 2.Rc3
Rg8#, 1.Rb3 Rd1 2.Bc3 Rg1#.
H0703 (Zajic/Schöneberg): Interesting example showing, not for the first time, all the moves to
the same square, but only in a) is there an exchange of function between the white pieces;
therefore, I do hope the authors can compose a more precise and better version.

2nd Prize
1st Prize
Franz Pachl
(E) D. de Irezebal, 3rd HM (F) C. Jonsson, 6th HM Valery Gurov
StrateGems 2002
Schweiz. Schachzeitung ‘86
Springaren 1991
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[qdwdBdwd]
[wdwdwdw!]
[wdwdwdwd]
[bdwIw!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwhwdwdw]
[dwdw$pdw]
[wdwdwdwh]
[wdw0pdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wG]
[$whwdb)P]
[$wdRgniw]
[dwdB0wdw]
[dwdpdn4P]
[pdwdwdkd]
[pdwdphw0]
[wdQdPdwG]
[wdw0qdw0]
[dwHwdRgw]
[dwdw4wdp]
[dKdw)wdw]
[dw0piNHR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[wdr0Pdkg]
[wdwdwgwd]
[4wGwdwdK]
[1wGwdwdw]
[dw1N$wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Pd4→d2 (8+13)
h#2 2 solutions (8+8)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+12)w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (9+7)

1st Honorable Mention
3rd Prize
(G) I. Tominić
C. Jonsson, J. J. Lois,
2nd Honorable Mention
Michal Dragoun
1st Prize
Lennart Werner
& J. M. Kapros
StrateGems 2002
Rokada 1977
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdw!K$wd]
[wdwdwdni]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Ngwdwdwd]
[dwdP)wdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[HkdbdwdR]
[w)Bdndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[pdwdwdrd]
[dwdr0ndw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdndwdw]
[Rgwdwdrd]
[pdqdwdpd]
[pdw0wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwiw0w]
[4wdwdwdw]
[dwdpdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp0bd]
[pdwhb0wd]
[ngbdwdwd]
[wdrdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[IwgR!Rdw]
[!R$wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+7)
h#2 b) Bb4→d4 (8+12)w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (4+12)w--------w
h#2
(4+7)w--------w
c) & Pe5→d3

b/c) Pa4→b4/c3

1st Honorable Mention - (Jonsson/Lois/Kapros - H0663) A very good cyclic Zilahi with
only the three thematic white pieces on the board. The captures are mainly motivated by
opening the line for a white piece, which then has to pin the bNg8. The mates on the same
square are a nice touch. I would have placed it much higher, but another cyclic Zilahi with
similar strategy exists (diagram G, a) 1.Bxa1 Rb6 2.Bb1 Rc5#, b) 1.Bxb1 Rc6 2.Nc1 Qa5#, c)
1.Nxc1 Qa6 2.Ba1 Rb5#), the latter showing the cycle of black moves and line openings both
at B1 and B2. Here, we have a more common black line closings at B2, although it seems very
difficult to find anything better. 1.fxe1N! Rf8 2.Nd3 R(d)h1#, 1.Bxd1! Qe8 2.Bb3 R(f)h1#,
1.Nxf1! Rd8 2.Ne3 Qh1#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Lennart Werner - H0697) Excellent Zilahi in Meredith achieved
by passive captures of the thematic white pieces by the bK, which has to reach the board’s
edge and also unpin a black piece. The following white line openings are not new, but what is
novel in this context is that the unpinned black piece must play carefully in order not to unpin
the other black piece. Pin model mates are the final and nice result. 1.Kxa7 Nb6 2.Nc3(Nc7?)
Nc8#, 1.Kxa8 Nc8 2.Be6(Bc6?) Nb6#

I propose the following ranking of awards:
1st Prize - (Valery Gurov - H0664) The author shows an elegant cyclic Zilahi where the play
runs smoothly and spontaneously. The key point is the annihilations of the mating squares,
occupied by wPs, achieved by black sacrifices. Although these are not new, they are
compensated by the light position, as the isolated bK proves, and by the natural cyclic
exchange of functions of the thematic white pieces, which mate and guard the same squares. A
very good problem both for its play and construction. 1.Qxd1! Be6 2.Qxe2 Qxe2#, 1.Rxc4!
Nf2 2.Rxe4 Bxe4#, 1.Nxd5! Qc8 2.Nxe3 Nxe3#
2nd Prize - (Franz Pachl - H0595) The unpins of the thematic black pieces and simultaneous
clearances of the mating squares (by capturing the pinners) are well-matched with a white halfbattery, which allows surprising black self-pins at B2 with two pin-mates resulting. I would
have preferred a two-solution setting with +bPd2 and -bBa8, although there would no longer be
model mates (which are, generally speaking, a nice addition). My opinion is that model-mates
do not add great value, especially in the modern h#2. In any case, this problem stands out for
its rich strategic play by both Black and White. 1.Nxh6! Ng1 2.Rxg3! Qxh6#, 1.Nxe7! Ne2
2.Qxf3! Qxe7#
3rd Prize - (Michal Dragoun - H0704) Another problem showing rich content. The cyclic
self-pins of two out of three thematic black pieces by the bK, while the third one opens a white
line, is not new. But what adds value to the problem is the original activation of the wQ by
captures of wPs, which brings her into the scene. However, those black sacrifices are
admittedly rather crude. The twinning mechanism, which involves in one case the shifting of a
thematic black piece, detracts a little, but the problem deserves its place thanks to the difficult
combination of motifs. a) 1.Rxd7 Qxd7 2.Kf4 Qd2#, b) 1.Bxb6 Qxb6+ 2.Kf3 Qxb3#, c)
1.Nxe7 Qxe7 2.Ke4 Qxe6#

3rd Honorable Mention
4th Honorable Mention (H) E. Fomichev
5th Honorable Mention
1st Prize
Árpád Molnár
Živko Janevski
Vitaly Medintsev
Wola Gulowska 2001 w________w
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wgwdqdwd]
[bdwgwdwd]
[wdwdwgwd]
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwHwdwdw]
[dw$p0wdw]
[drGw0w0w]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdndwdwd]
[wdn0wGwd]
[wdwhPdBd]
[RdwdwdPd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[dwdPhwdw]
[0pdwdPHw]
[dw0wdB)K]
[w$wdwdpd]
[P)wdPIwd]
[w$ndwiqd]
[wdw4wdRd]
[)wipdwdw]
[)Nipdwdw]
[dwdw0Ndw]
[dwdwhrdw]
[PdwdpdnI]
[w4rHw0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGw4wdb]
[dqdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdqdk]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (7+10)
h#2 b) Qg4→g3 (8+11)
h#2 4 solutions (10+13)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (7+7)
2 solutions each

3rd Honorable Mention - (Árpád Molnár - H0629) Dual avoidances by black line openings
combined with unpins of the same white pieces by White, which has two possibilities at W1.
But the different routes of the two bNs, which have to perform a square-block on the same
square, separates one of them. An elegant ODT. 1.Nd4 Bf4(Rf4?) 2.Nc2 Nd5#(Nb5?), 1.Ne3
Rf4(Bf4?) 2.Nc2 Nb5#(Nd5?)
4th Honorable Mention - (Zivko Janevski - H0668) A richly strategic problem in TF-form,
doubling the Zilahi, with very good pin-mates in two solutions. The result could have been
worth a better place but, unfortunately, this problem is partially anticipated by diagram H, [a)
1.Rb8 Ne5 2.Nf7 Nexf7#, 1.axb4 Bxd6+ 2.Ne5 Bxe5#; b) 1.a4 Ne4 2.Nd2 Nexd2#, 1.Rxc7
Rxc4 2.Ne4 Rxe4#]. 1.Bxc7! Bxe5+ 2.Nd4 Bxd4#, 1.exf6! Rxc6+ 2.Nc4 Rxc4#, 1.Rxd2!
Bxe5+ 2.Kc4 Na5#, 1.Rxb3! Rxc6+ 2.Kd4 Nf3#
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5th Honorable Mention - (Vitaly Medintsev - H0623) Although the wQ expensively works
only as a Rook (which seems unavoidable), this problem shows two royal battery mates, and
that is probably novel. Good passive captures of one of two white pieces, which pin their black
captors in turn. 1.Qxa6! Be4 2.Qxg6+ Kxg6#, 1.Rxf5! Ra1 2.Rxg5+ Kxg5#

3rd Commendation
1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
4th Commendation
Michal Dragoun
Temur Chkhetiani
Árpád Molnár
Eugene Fomichev
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdRdwd]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dpdwdwdR]
[Grdr!wdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp0Pd]
[b)wdpdrd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0whwdwdR]
[IwdwHNdw]
[dBdw)Rdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wgw0kHwd]
[wdpdwdpd]
[wdn)ngwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dw1Rdw)w]
[dr)pdw)w]
[dwdwiw)w]
[$wGwdKdQ]
[wdPdw0pd]
[wdqipdB0]
[wdw0wdwd]
[rgp0wdw0]
[dKdwhr4w]
[dwdndwdw]
[dwdwdwdb]
[iqdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Nf5→h1 (8+13)
h#2 3 solutions (7+14)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (9+8)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+9)

5th Commendation - (János Csák - H0662) Neat total exchange of functions between both
black and white pieces. The play is not profound but has good visual appeal. 1.Rb5 Rc1(Rh6?)
2.Nb7 Rf2#, 1.Nb5 Rh6(Rc1?) 2.Rc6 Rf1#
6th Commendation - (József Pásztor - H0596) This crowded problem shows complex play
by two black halfpins combined with an indirect royal battery aimed at the mating square. The
natural result is two pin-mates on the same square. The twinning mechanism is less than ideal.
a) 1.Rxd5(Nfxd5?) Kxe3 2.Bb5 Qxd5#, b) 1.Nd3 Ke2 2.Nxd5(Bxd5?) Rxd5#
7th Commendation - (Rauf Aliovsadzade - H0702) A paradoxical restoration of the pin of
the bQ (already pinned in the initial position) is nicely combined with white selfpins by a
rather crude but thematic capture of a black piece which guards the mating line. a) 1.Bxg5
Qxb1 2.Bc1 Qc2#, b) 1.Rxg5 Qxf3 2.Rg2 Qe3#
All claims of anticipation to Dan Meinking by January 1, 2004.

2 solutions each

st

1 Commendation - (Temur Chkhetiani - H0594) Interesting and probably original FollowMy-Leader sequence achieved by three pairs of black pieces, motivated by the need to unguard
the mating squares. The Pf6 could be removed. 1.Qd2 Nxe6 2.Bc3 Nxc5#, 1.Rh1 Nh3 2.Rg1
Nxf2#, 1.e5 Nd5 2.e6 Nxf6#
2nd Commendation - (Árpád Molnár - H0667) Two sacrifices by the wNe5 in a), and two by
the wRh7 in b), which alternately mate. This "double" Zilahi would have been placed higher,
but the author has already shown other examples with much better construction and more
interesting strategy, especially by Black. a) 1.Kxc3 Nxc4! 2.Kxc4 Rc7#, 1.Rxc3 Nxd3!
2.Kxd3 Rd7#; b) 1.Ke3 Rxb7! 2.Bxb7 Nxc4#, 1.Ke1! Rh3 2.gxh3 Nf3#
3rd Commendation - (Michal Dragoun - H0630) The annihilation of a wP by Black, in order
to selfpin a black piece, is not new. The novelty here is the combination of unpins of a white
piece and opening of one of two white lines, while the other is performed by the capture of the
remaining black piece. I would have preferred the following version, which slightly improves
the economy: 4R3/1r1rQ2K/8/1B1pPR2/2nPnbp1/4k3/3pN3/8. 1.Bxe5 Bxc4 2.Bg7 Qg5#,
1.Nxe5 Rxf4 2.Nf7 Qa3#
4th Commendation - (Eugene Fomichev - H0698) An original example of a "pinned-pinner"
motif (For a complete review see C.J. Feather’s article in The Problemist 2002), with long
range moves, two pin-mates and good, natural exchange of functions between the thematic
white pieces. A slightly better economy could be obtained by Kf3→e3 and -bPf4. 1.Rxa3
Qf1(Rg1?) 2.Ra8 Rxa8#, 1.Bxc3 Rg1(Qf1?) 2.Bh8 Qxh8#

5th Commendation
János Csák
StrateGems 2002
w________w

[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdRhwdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[qdw0Bdpd]
[dwdwdR)w]
[wdwdpdw)]
[dwdwdwhk]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (6+9)

6th Commendation
József Pásztor
StrateGems 2002
in memoriam Gábor Cseh
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0p0wdw]
[Rhbiw0wd]
[1wdP4P0p]
[w0w$whwd]
[dwdw0KGw]
[wdwdw)Qd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Qa5→h1 (8+15)

7th Commendation
Rauf Aliovsadzade
StrateGems 2002
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0p0wdwd]
[dpiqdQ)R]
[w0w0wdwg]
[dwdwdn4w]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[4bdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#2 b) Pd4→c4 (5+13)

Newman Guttman Jubilee Tourney (NG-75JT) Award
by Newman Guttman
Evidently, the theme of this tourney was often misunderstood. Eleven problems were
submitted with only four satisfying the requirement to emphasize the "repelling" capability of
hoppers. The seven that had to be rejected were amply populated with hoppers showing otherwise good play. I am honoring all four eligibles, but only one rates a full prize. All the composers were anonymous to me.

Prize
1st Honorable Mention
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
Juraj Lörinc
Unto Heinonen
Unto Heinonen
Ion Murãrasu
Guttman-75JT 2003 w________w
Guttman-75JT 2003 w________w
Guttman-75JT 2003 w________w
Guttman-75JT 2003
w________w

[w!wdq$wg]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw1qd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwiN]
[dwdndpdK]
[dNdwdQdQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdw!wiwh]
[wdkdQdPd]
[wdwdwdw$]
[1q)wdw)p]
[dw0q0w0w]
[1pdwdwdw]
[dwdwdBdw]
[w0wdwdqd]
[wdwdw1wd]
[w!wdwdwd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[)wdwdwdp]
[dwdwdr0k]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdqdwdwd]
[QdwdwdQd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[GQ$wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwIwdqdB]
[dwdwgw4K]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#3*
(9+11)
h#5
(2+11)w--------w
h#3 2 solutions (3+6)
Qq Grasshoppers G

Qq Grasshoppers G
q Leos LE

#2
(11+7)
Qq Grasshoppers G Rr Rookhoppers RH
Bb Bishophoppers BH
Q Leos LE

Prize - (Juraj Lörinc) This problem stands out as worthy of the prize. 1.Rxc3! creates a B+R
battery offering paths to the seventh rank for mate via the threat 2.Rxa3+ and via the thematic
2.Rxb3/Rd3+/Re3+/Rf3+. The Gs on b5, e8, and g4, respectively, repel the R from the thematic squares since arrivals are self-checks. One set of defenses by the Gs uses the wK as a
hurdle to the first rank, enabling guards on a1. In the second set of defenses, the Gs each interfere with the R access to a7. Solution: 1...Gb5~ 2.Rc(x)f1 ~ 3.R1f7#, 1...Ga2 2.Gxb4 ~
3.Bxc3#, 1.Rcf1? Gxf1!, 1.Rd1? (2.Rd7#), 1...Gd5 2.Rdf1 ~ 3.R1f7#, 1...Gxd1!, 1.Kf2? (2.Re1
and 3.Re7#), 1...h4! (2.Re1 Gh5! 3.Re7+ Gf7!); 1.Rxc3! (2.Rxa3+ Gc3 3.Ra7#), 1...Gf1
2.Rd3+ Gxa1 3.Rd7#, 1...Ge1 2.Re3+ Gxa1 3.Re7#, 1...Gd1 2.Rcf3+ Gxa1 3.R3f7#, 1...Gb3
2.Rd3+ Gc3 3.Rd7#, 1...Gea4 2.Re3+ Gc3 3.Re7#, 1...Gga4 2.Rcf3+ Gc3 3.R3f7#, 1...b3
2.Rxb3+ Gb2 3.Rb7#, 1...Gxc3 2.Gxb4 ~ 3.Bxc3#
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1st Honorable Mention - (Unto Heinonen) The Leo hopper was used in many of the 11 problems for hurdling and guarding (both in 2nd HM, below). This problem (in this group) uniquely
demonstrates Leo-repelling twice in its five-move single line of play. As set, Gd6 cannot move
to g6 by reason of self-check. 1.Nf5+ permits 1..Gg6 by placing a second piece on the f2-h7
diagonal. Later, 3.LEf5+ permits 3...Gd3. As an added feature, the G's journey is a Rundlauf.
Solution: 1.Nf5+ (Ng8?) Gg6 2.Ne7+ Gb1 3.LEff5+ (LEg4?) Gd3 4.LEe6+ Gg3 5.LEcf5 Gd6#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Unto Heinonen) Here, a B+G battery is already set. In five tries,
LEh2 sets hurdling squares on c2, d2, and e3, while the wK moves to c2 and d2. Each defeat of
a try is a repelling move. Solution: 1.LEe2? (2.Gd2#) Gg5!, 1.LEd2? (2.Gc2#), 1...Gg5+
2.LEd6#, 1...Gc3!, 1.LEc2? (2.Gb2#) Gxa3!, 1.Kc2? (2.Gb2#) Gxa2!, 1.Kd2? (2.Gc2#) Gxa2!;
1.LEb2! (2.Ga2#), 1...Gxa3+ 2.LEf6#, (1...hxg2 2.Bxg2#)
3rd Honorable Mention - (Ion Murãrasu) Using only Rookhoppers and Bishoppers, the composer neatly demonstrates parallel activity in the two lines, both of which end in double-check.
Solution: 1.RHf6 RHe6 2.BHh4! (RHg4?) BHd7 3.RHg4 RHe3#, 1.BHg6 BHh7 2.RHg4!
(BHh4?) RHh8 3.BHh4 BHf5#
For their efforts, Juraj and Unto receive two-years subscriptions to StrateGems and Ion a oneyear subscription.
All claims of anticipation to Mike Prcic by January 1, 2004.

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS
Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2003 competition. Please send
your originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 11/15/2003 and
should be sent to the Solutions Editor. Please do not send your solutions to individual editors.

TWOMOVERS
Editor: Miodrag Mladenovic,

Judge: Vasyl Dyachuk

Several first-time contributors! Welcome to Aaron Hirschenson, Albert Grigoryan, Emanuel Navon, Gary Robinson and Viktor Chepizhny. Mr. Chepizhny is the World Champion in
composing of twomovers. It’s a great honor for our magazine to publish his T0409, which
show the “Dombrovskis Paradox” theme. Even with so many pieces on the board, the position
is very good and the mechanism is very nice.
We are starting our selection with four miniatures. Several of them have sacrificial keys--I hope there are no anticipations this time. Gary’s T0399 has a nice key and cross-checks play.
The “Dombrovskis Paradox” theme is shown in Bernard’s T0401. Look for nice tries and some
interesting thematic play in Rauf’s T0402. Alex’s T0403 and T0405 are showing the same
mechanism in orthogonal and diagonal form. Zivko’s T0404 has an excellent key and nice
variations. Look for the “Threat Reduction” theme in Aaron’s T0406. Joe’s T0407 shows
correction play by bNd5. Emanuel’s T0408 has various nice tries.

nNnNnNnN

Luigi Vitale 1924-2003
Another great composer, Luigi Vitale, has suddenly died. I was in the midst of grieving for
Milan, when Antonio Garofalo sent me an email announcing Luigi’s death. I was truly saddened. Our small world has lost another giant.
I never met Luigi but felt I knew him well. He was a staunch supporter of StrateGems
from its inception. He followed our progress, kept encouraging us, and often contributed to the
helpmate section. His forte was long helpmates, although occasionally he ventured into the
fairy realm. Every New Year I would receive a postcard from Luigi with a chess problem on it.
My most enduring memory of Luigi will be his unforgetable comments about composers’
works. They were all encouraging, with never a harsh word. His love for the art of composing
extended into his comments.
When he really liked something, Luigi would say: ‘Compliments to the author’, ‘This one
is in a class of its own’, ‘Among the best ones’, ‘For the next FIDE Album?’, ‘Another masterpiece’, ‘High standard’, ‘Rather pretty’, ’What splendid work’, ‘A winning idea’, ‘A strong
work’, ‘A perfect machine’, ‘To be awarded’, ‘Light touch of a master’, ‘This is an important
work’, ‘Subtle’, ‘I enjoyed it’, ‘A sip of magic’, ‘The best of this issue’, ‘This is a dream’.
If the problem was difficult to solve, Luigi had a new set of comments: ‘After hours of
work I did not find the solution’, ‘Solvers will remember this problem’, ‘A lot of time for
solving’, ‘Beautiful because it’s difficult’, ‘Rather hard’, ‘Overtime work for this problem’,
‘This is diabolical’, ‘More difficult than it looks at first’, ‘It took me a lot of time’, ‘A good test
for solvers’.
Luigi’s most enduring comment was his best: ‘Bellissimo!!’.
Luigi was a retired headmaster of a middle school and was married with sons. He lived in
Santa Maria Capua Vetere (near Caserta and Naples) Italy.
In parting I must say: “Luigi, dear friend, you will be missed very much but not forgotten.”
Mike Prcic

T0395 Eligiusz Zimmer

Poland
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdpdw]
[w!wdpdwd]
[hwdwdwGw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(3+4)

T0398 Dejan Glisic

Croatia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdN4wHw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIbdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(4+3)

T0397 Eligiusz Zimmer

Poland
w________w
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwhRdwdw]
[wgkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*…
(4+3)

T0399 Gary Robinson

Norfolk, VA
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wgwdwdw]
[kdw0wdPd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[PdBdrdwd]
[Iwdwdw!w]
w--------w
#2
(6+6)

T0396 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdN]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wIwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(4+3)

T0400 Joe Youngs

Maple Grove, MN
w________w
[wGRdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdN0wd]
[dwdkhNdw]
[w)wdwdw!]
[dwdpdw0w]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgb]
w--------w
#2
(8+7)
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T0401 Bernard Delobel
France
w________w

[wdwdwdw!]
[dwhBdwdK]
[wdw0Pdw0]
[dpdkdwgR]
[w0wdw0Nd]
[dNdPdndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(8+9)
T0404 Živko Janevski

T0402 Rauf Aliovsadzade
Lincoln, NE
w________w

[Bdwdwdwg]
[dwdPdwdw]
[K)N)wdbd]
[dwiwdwdr]
[w0wdpdwd]
[dPdwdPdw]
[wdwdwHwG]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w
#2…
(11+6)
T0405 Alex Casa

T0403 Alex Casa
France
w________w

[wdw$NdwG]
[dwdwdQdw]
[KdwdpdPd]
[dw$wHwdw]
[wdpdkdPd]
[dwgw0w1w]
[wdPdndPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(11+7)
T0406 Aaron Hirschenson

Macedonia
w________w
[wdKdwdwh]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pgwiN)wd]
[dw$pdPHw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdP)wdw]
[w!bdwdw1]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(11+8)

France
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dN!Rdwdw]
[wGndw)wd]
[dRdNdw1w]
[wdwdk0Bd]
[Iw0r0w)w]
[wdbdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(11+8)

Israel
w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[Gwdwdwdp]
[wIwdBdw1]
[dwdwdR0w]
[wdNdkdPd]
[0Qdb)wdw]
[Ndwdphwd]
[dndwdwdr]
w--------w
#2…
(10+10)

T0407 Joe Youngs
Maple Grove, MN
w________w

T0408 Emanuel Navon
Israel
w________w

T0409 Viktor Chepizhny
Russia
dedicated to N. Guttman-75
w________w

[wdwdRdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPiw)wh]
[Hr0ndP)w]
[BdwdwdpI]
[dwdwdwHw]
[w1wdrdQd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w
#2
(11+9)

[wdwdKdQg]
[dwdP)wdw]
[wdw)BdpH]
[dw)wipdw]
[Rdwdw0wG]
[dw0ndpdb]
[wdw$w)wd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(12+10)

[wgwHwdQd]
[dpdPdwdw]
[wGw)RdPd]
[4PdkdwIb]
[pdwdwdpd]
[dwdB0wdw]
[q0ndPdwd]
[dwdRdNdw]
w--------w
#2
(13+11)

SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions – TWOMOVERS
Comments from: Author (A), Rauf Aliovsadzade (RA), Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Bob Bua (BB), Timothy Chow (TC), Matthew Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD),
Miodrag Mladenovic (MM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Olivier Ronat (OR), Paul
Steiner (PS), Israel Tzur (IT)
T0353 (Velihanov) 1.Qe6! (zz), 1...Kd3/Kb2/b3 2.0-0-0/Qa2/Qe2# Not original! It is 100%
anticipated by two positions. See page 36 in R. Lincoln’s book ‘More Fun with Chess
Miniatures’ (RA), Give and take key and castling (OR), Good castling variation but
obvious key (EP), Castling miniature with three variations (JM)

T0354 (Zimmer) 1...Kf8 2.Qd8#, 1.Qc5? (zz), 1...Kd8/Ke6 2.Bf6/Qe5#, 1...Kf8!, 1.Qc4? (zz),
1...Kf8/Kd8 2.Qf7/Bf6#, 1...Kxd6!; 1.Qc3! (zz), 1...Kf8/Kd8/Kxd6/Ke5 2.Qg7/Bf6/Qe5/Qe5#
Flight-giving key with changed mates after 1...Kf8 (OR), Nice withdrawal key (JM),
Great key (AB)
T0355 (Zimmer) 1.Qb2? (zz), 1...N~/B~/a3 2.Qb4/Qxb5/Qxa3#, 1...b4!, 1.Qg3? (2.Qc7#),
1...a3 2.Qxa3#, 1...B~!; 1.Qd3! (2.Qd8#), 1...a3/B~ 2.Qxa3/Qxb5# Plenty of play (JM)
T0356 (Neyndorff) 1.Qc4! (zz), 1...Kd2/Kf1/Qxc1/N~ 2.Qc3/Rxd1/Qxc1/Qxe2# Cup shape
(A). Flight-giving key with unpin (1...Kd2), indirect self-pin (1...Kf1) and pin mate (OR),
Nice key, nice variants (IT), Pinning and mating pieces reverse roles (PS), Four good
mates (JM)
T0357 (Velihanov) 1.Rh4! (2.Qxh5#), 1...Kxh4/Kh6/Nf6 2.Qf4/Rxh5/Qxf6# Rook sacrifice
with give-and-take key (OR), White Bishop signals the key (JM), Good key (AB)
T0358 (Hernitz) 1.Na3? Nxc1!; 1.Nc3! (2.Qxb1/Rxb1/Qb2#), 1...Nb4/Nxc1/Nxc3 2.Qxb1/
Rxb1/Qb2# Fleck theme. A three-part Fleck miniature (PS), Three-fold Fleck (JM), Fleck
theme in a miniature (AB)
T0359 (Green) 1.Rf6! (zz), 1...g6+/gxf6/h6/g5 2.Rxg6/Bxf6/Rxh6/R~# Stalemate relieved,
but duals after 1...g5 (JM), Problem in old style (AB), Nice sacrificial key granting 4
moves to the otherwise stalemated black pieces (MD)
T0360 (Glišić) 1.Qa5! (2.Qd5#), 1...Kxe6/Kc6/fxe6/c6/c5 2.Qe5/Qa6/Qc5/Qe5/Qb6# Nice!
(BB), Nice flight-giving key and model mates (EP), Fine quintet of accurate mates
(JM), Very rich miniature (TC), Six different mates for the 7 black replies. Would a
bPf5 & a wPf4 to make it six mates for six replies clutter things up too much? (MD)
T0361 (Chebanov) 1.Kg7! (zz), 1...Ka6/Kxb4/B~/Ba6 2.Bc4/Qb6/Qb7/Qc5# Waiting key
(BB), Weak key (AB)
T0362 (Glišić) 1.Ba2? (2.b4#) Nc6!, 1.cxd5? (2.Qb4#), 1...Nc6/Nxd5/Nc2 2.Rxc6
1...Nc4!; 1.Ba4! (zz), 1...Kxc4/N3~/Nxc4/N8~/dxc4/d4 2.Qc3/Qxd5/b4/Rc6/Qd6/Qb4# Excellent! (BB), Flight-giving key, white and black correction in tries and multiple captures
on c4 (OR), Obvious key and poor play (EP), Excellent try problem (JM), Meredith with
very rich play (TC), The mates and threats from the tries all return after the key (MD)
T0363 (Morse) (after O. Stocchi) 1.Nc4! (2.bP~#), 1...Kb8/Rb8/Nxc4/Kxd7/Nb6/Bxc4+
2.bxa8Q/bxa8N/b8Q/b8N/bxc8Q/bxc8N# Six-fold partial Fleck: Stochi's problem (2nd Pr.
Magyar Sakkvilag 1937 TT) was a total Fleck (i.e. dual-free) but only 5 of the 6 threats were
realized. Give-and-take key with multiple promotions (OR), Great! Threat and all the
mates are promotions (IT), A six-part Fleck. Has this been done before? (PS), Beautiful play with white promotions, but the key is unsatisfactory (EP), Attractive task by the
taskmaster! (TC), Three separate underpromotions to N, well done! (MD)
T0364 (Glišić) 1.Rf5? (2.Rc5#) Rg5!, 1.Rf1? (2.Rc1#) Rg3!, 1.e3? (2.Rc2#) Rxg2!; 1.Rf4!
(2.Rc3#), 1...Rxf4/Rg3/cxb5 2.Qg8/Rxd4/Qd5# Sacrificial key with pin-mates (OR), Keen
tries and sacrificial Key (EP)
T0365 (Aliovsadzade) 1.e6? (2.Qd5[A]/Qxd7[B]#) Bxe6!, 1.Nfe6? (2.Qxd7[B]/Qd6[C]#),
1...Bxc5 2.Qxc5#, 1...d5!, 1.Nd5? (2.Nb4/Ne7#), 1...Bb6 2.Rxb6#, 1...Bd3!; 1.Nce6!
(2.Qd6[C]/Qd5[A]#), 1...Bxd4/Qxe6 2.Nxd4/Rc8# Interferences of three black pieces on
White's first moves with two threats each time. Cycle of double threats with good key sacrificing wQ (JM)
T0366 (Delobel) 1.Qxb6? (2.Qxd4/Rxd4#), 1...c5[a] 2.Qb7[A]#, 1...e5[b]!, 1.Qf6? (2.Qxd4/
Rxd4#), 1...e5[b] 2.Qf7[B]#, 1...c5[a]!, 1.Rd3? (2.Bxe4/Nc3#), Novotny 1...Rxd3/Bxd3
2.Bxe4/Nc3#, 1...Rf3!; 1.Qh8! (2.Qxd4/Rxd4#), 1...c5[a]/e5[b]/Rd3/Bd3 2.Qa8[C]/Qg8[D]/
Bxe4/Nc3# Grimshaw (A). Excellent blocks (BB), Sacrificial key, Rudenko, Pin-mate
and two changed mates on e5 and c5 (OR), Changed mates between tries and play
(EP), Symmetrical pattern, with Novotny try 1.Rd3? cleverly refuted by Rf3! (JM),
1.Rd3? is an excellent try. I thought it was the key until I saw 1.Qh8! (TC), Interesting
variations (DD)
T0367 (Olszewski) 1...Re7/Be7/Rf3/Bf3 2.Nb4/Qxe5/Qe4/Qd3#; 1st Key: 1.Ne7+! Rxe7/Bxe7
2.Rd6/Be6#, 2nd Key: 1.Qf3+! Rxf3/Bxf3 2.e4/Ne3# Problem features an attempt at a task
record - the changes of white mates between a Grimshaw in the set play and a Novotny in the
actual play, repeated twice (A). Checking keys with changed mates and Novotny (OR),
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The checking keys are refreshing. I also prefer the two solutions to so-so tries. But the
checking Novotnys spoil the purity of aim which is a major flaw (LB), Very original
presentation of old themes. In the set play two Grimshaw mechanisms are ready. In
each of the solutions the Novotny key activates one of the mechanisms with changed
mates (IT), What task could justify two checking keys? (JM), All the mates change
from the set play as white forces black to cover the Novotny points (MD)
T0368 Olszewski) 1...Re7/Be7/Rf3/Bf3 2.Rd6/Nc7/Be4/Rd3#, 1.Rf3? (2.e4/Ne3#), 1...Rxf3/
Bxf3 2.e4/Ne3#, 1...e4!; 1.Be7! (2.Qb5/Qb7/Rd6/Nc7#), 1...Rxe7/Bxe7 2.Qb5/Qb7# Four
changed mates in three phases (MM). Grimshaw + Novotny + changed mates (OR), This
is a superior rendering due to clean Novotnys. The refutation of the try is obvious but
thematic (LB), The former problem's idea presented by more usual means. It is a
matter of taste which one you prefer (IT), In actual play two of the threats cannot be
forced (PS), Similar to T0369 but more successful (EP), Try and key exploit two
Novotnys, but marred by lack of byplay and unrealized extra threats (JM)
T0369 (Paslack) 1.d5? (2.Nac4[A]/Nec4[B]#), 1...Nxc6[a]/Nxd5[b] 2.dxc6/Qxd5#, 1...Rxb6!;
1.Qg4! (2.Qxf4#), 1...Nxc6[a]/Nd5[b] 2.Nac4[A]/Nec4[B]#, 1...Ng6/Rxa5/Nh3/Bxe3/Bg3
2.Nf5/Qd7/Qe6/Be5/Qxg3# Doppel-Dombrovskis mit Mattwechseln auf die Themaparaden
nebst Rudenko - Thema (A). Dombrovskis + Rudenko + changed mates (OR), Good bN
play (JM), A very rich set of variations. Unfortunately, I could not find the try (TC),
Eight extra mates result from the myriad of black defenses to the threat (MD), Interesting N play (DD)
T0370 (Velihanov) 1.Nf5? (2.Ne7/Nf6/e4#) Nc4!, 1.Bg4? (2.Bxe6#), 1...Rf5/Bf5 2.e4/Nf6#,
1...Qh3!; 1.Qf5! (2.Qxe6/e4/Nf6#), 1...Qh4/Rxf5/Bxf5 2.Qxe6/e4/Nf6# Fleck. Pseudo-Fleck
(OR), Fine Novotny key (EP), Triple threats separated in each phase (JM), No way to
counter all three threats at once (MD)
T0371 (Lewis) 1...R6~/Rf5/Nb~/Bg2/Nxe3/Bf3 2.Qf5/Qf5/Rc4/Qxg2/Rxe3/Qxf3#; 1.Ng2!
(zz), 1...R6~/Rf5/Nb~/Bxg2/Ne3 2.Qxf4/Qf3/Bd3/Bxg2/Rxe3# Three variations modified to
four (A). Very nice mutate (MM). Difficult for me but an outstanding problem (BB), Pin
mates + changed mates (OR), A beautiful mutate with an elusive key (LB), Four good
changes (PS), Changed mates in waiting setting (EP), Fine mutate loses one mate
and changes three of the remaining four (JM), A very nice mutate (TC)
T0372 (Paslack) Misdiagrammed. Corrected and republished in SG22.
T0373 (Chebanov) 1.Qxg4? Bxd4!, 1.Ne2? Bd4!; 1.Nc2! (2.Nb6#), 1...Bd4/Bf4/Bg3/Beg7
2.Nb4/Rg3/Rf4/Rf6#, 1...Rb4/Bef6 2.Rf6/Rg6# Theme Leva (bBe5 intercepts 4 times bRg4).
Very difficult theme shown in, I think, new mechanism (MM). [Editor’s note: 1...Rxg2+ unprovided for?] Four good battery mates (PS), Four interferences by bB with bR, with
unorthodox force and poor key. Essentially anticipated by V.Hansen, 1st Prize, Loew
Theme Tourney, Chemnitzer Tageblatt 1926, 3K3q, Np1P1pP1, 1P1k4, R2b1P2,
1R1P1N2, B1r3Q1, p5p1, 4r3; 1.gxh8Q!, with even worse key but orthodox force (JM),
Can this difficult task be done with a better key and no promoted units? (TC), Very
nice play (DD)
T0374 (Janevski) 1...Nxe5 2.Nxb6[A]#, 1.Rf5? (2.Nxb6[A]/Na5[B]/Nd2[C]#), 1...Kxe6
2.Qxf7#, 1...Bxe3!, 1.Nc6? (2.N4a5[B]#), 1...Kxc6/Nxe5 2.Qa8/N4xe5#, 1...Nxd6!; 1.Rxe4!
(2.Nd2[C]#), 1...Kxe4/Nxe5/Nxd6 2.Qg2/Rxe5/Nxd6# Original combination of Rudenko and
Barnes themes (A). Sacrificial and flight-giving key, white battery and twice changed
mates after 1...Nxe5 (OR), Careful sacrificial key and changed mates (EP), Beautiful
concept; a pity the outline is ugly (JM)
T0375 (Kostadinov) 1.Be4? (2.Qd5#), 1...Bxe5+[a]/Nc7,Nb6/bxa4 2.Nxe5[A]/Nb6/Qa6#,
1...Nxe3!, 1.Qb6(c6,d6,c8,e7)? (2.Qxc5#) Bd4!, 1.Nf2? (2.Bd3#) e1N!; 1.Ne1! (2.Bd3#),
1...Bxe5+[a]/Bxe1/Nxe1/Nxe3 2.Kxe5[B]/Kf3/Kg3/Kxe3# Black half pin, white King’s battery play and changed mate after 1...Bxe5 (A). Sacrificial key, black half-pin, white Royal
battery and double pin-mate (OR), Two good RK battery mates. Major duals after
1...bxa4 and 1...aN~ (PS), Black half-pins and lovely white royal battery mates (EP),
Fine combination of half-pin with royal battery, but much idle force (JM)

T0376 (Kopyl/Melnichenko) 1.e4[B]? (2.Bf1[A]/Qe2[C]#), 1...Rxd4[a]!, 1.e3[D]?
(2.Qe2[C]#), 1...Rxd4[a]/Nc3 2.Bf1[A]/Nb2#, 1...Qh7!; 1.Bf1[A]! (2.e4[B]#), 1...Rxd4[a]/Nc3
2.e3[D]/Ne3# Nietvelt-Schiffmann, sequence reversal-I, Dombrovskis effect, change of mates
(A). Flight-giving key, white battery, Schiffmann, Dombrovskis, reversal and changed
mates (OR), A fine Banny (IT), Dombrovskis after a flight-giving key (EP), Familiar
Schiffmann matrix (JM)

THREEMOVERS
Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade, Judge: Mikhail Marandjuk
It is with great pleasure that I join StrateGems’ editorial staff!
A warm welcome to first-time contributors Salman Javadzade, Vladimir Golubenko and
Bernard Delobel. We hope to hear from them again.
M0306 may well be a find, with four phases created with minimal force! Our Russian
colleague's M0308 shows a bunch of ideas. M0310 has a great key and interesting dual
avoidance. M0311 is an improved version of the author's M0219 (SG15). An amusing
symmetrical half-battery play in M0312.

M0306 Salman Javadzade

M0307 Bernard Delobel

Azerbaijan
w________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(4+1)

France
w________w
[w4BdwHwd]
[)w$wdwdw]
[wdw)wdw)]
[dwdQIwdw]
[wdw)w0Pd]
[dw0wdNiw]
[wdPdwdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(13+4)

M0309 Leonid Makaronez
Israel

M0310 Mike Prcic
Los Angeles, CA
in Milan’s memory
w________w

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[0wdwdQdp]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[dpdP0w$N]
[wGwibdw0]
[dw$wdBdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[4wdwdwgw]
w--------w
#3
(9+11)

[wdr1wdwd]
[Gwdndbdw]
[wdRdwgpd]
[4RdwdndN]
[w)pdk0B0]
[)w!w0wdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dNIwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(11+13)

M0308 Vladimir Golubenko

Russia
w________w
[wdwdR4wd]
[dwhN0wdn]
[wdKdkdwd]
[dw)wdwgB]
[pdwdN)wd]
[!wdw0r)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(9+10)
M0311 Peter Olszewski

Canada
w________w
[wdNdwdbg]
[dwdwdpdr]
[wdP)pdr0]
[dPiw0w0K]
[w0PdwdPd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[RGBdwdwd]
[dQ$wdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(13+11)

Lahden Tehtäväshakki (Problem Chess in Lahti) announces a tourney to mark its 10th
annyversary. The tourney is for helpmates in two (h#2) with blocks by moving pieces only
(example: wKf5 Bc1 Nd5 Pb3 b4 e2 f4 (8) bKd4 Na2 Pf7 g5 (4) 3 sols. 1.Nc3 Nc7 2.Nd5
Nb5#, 1.Nxb4 e4 2.Nd3 Be3#, 1.gxf4 Nxf4 2.Nc3 e3). Set-play, twins and duplex are allowed
but no zero-positions. Judge: Marko Ylioki. Send your entry (one per composer) to Jorma
Pitkänen, Rajakatu 4 A 17, 15100 Lahti, Finland by 10/31/2003.
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M0312 Alex Casa
France
w________w
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[wdKdwdQd]
[dwgwdwdw] Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Timothy Chow (TC),
[wdwdpdwd] Matthew Dickey (MD), David Moulton (DM), Efren Petite (EP),
[dpdwHwdp] Olivier Ronat (OR), Israel Tzur (IT)
[w4P)B0P4] M0278 (Markevitch) a) 1.Nd5! (zz), 1...Kd5 2.Ba4 Kc4/Ke4/d3/c4
[dpGwiw)w] 3.Qb3/Bc6/Qxd3/Qe5#, 1...Kb5 2.Qb8+ Ka5/Ka6/Kc6 3.Qb6/Qb6/
[wdPdb$n0] Ne7#, 1...d3 2.Qf4+ Kxd5/Kb5 3.Bf3/Qa4#, b) 1.Na4! (zz),
[dwhRdwdN] 1...Kb4/Kb5 2.Qb3+ K~ 3.Qb6#, 1...Kd4 2.Be2 Ke4/c4 3.Qe5/
w--------w
#3
(13+13) Qf4/Qe5#, c) 1.Na2! (zz), 1...d3 2.Ke5 d2 3.Qa6#, 1...Kd3 2.Qf3+
Kc4/Kd2 3.Qb3/Qe2#
One flight-giving key, one flight-taking key and one flight-give-and-take key combined
with switchback, Y King flights, model mates and changed variations (OR), Astonishing how much life finds the author in this simple position (IT), Meredith in all three
positions, flight-giving keys, different continuations and active white Queen (EP), In
part (a) the capture of the Knight is unprovided and in part (c) the key takes two flights,
but overall I like the variety of mating positions in this problem (TC), A lot of subtle play
here! (MD)
M0279 (Glišić 1.Bh4! (zz), 1...Kxc5 2.Be7+ Kb5 3.c4#, 1...bxc5 2.c4+ Kb6 3.Bd8#, 1...e2
2.c4+ Kxc5 3.Bf2#, 1...f2 2.Be2+ Kxc5 3.Be7# Switchback with square exchange between black pieces in the final positions (OR), A delightful Zugzwang (LB), Nice (IT), A
nice problem in classical style (EP)
M0280 (Glišić 1.Ra1! (zz), 1...Kb4 2.a5 ~ 3.Ra4#, 1...a6 2.Kc3 axb5 3.axb5#, 1...axb6 2.Ba2
Kxa4 3.Bb1# An interesting puzzle (LB), Interesting (IT), Good Meredith in waiting
setting and precise variations (EP)
M0281 (Petite) 1.Nd3?[A] (2.Nf2#) Bxc5![a], 1.Ne2?[B] (2.Nc3#) Rxc5![b], 1.Ng2?[C]
(2.d3#) Nxc5![c]; 1.Kh3! (2.d3+ Kxf3 3.Bg4#), 1...Bxc5[a] 2.Ng2[C], 1...Rxc5[b] 2.Nd3[A],
1...Nxc5[c] 2.Ne2[B], (1...Kxf3 2.Bg4+ Ke4 3.d3#) Cycle: ABC-CAB Cyclic Banny + Barnes (OR), A terrific logical threemover with three variations. As each black piece in
turn steps on c5 it prevents the other two from access, and White can exploit one of
these weaknesses. Presented in a marvelous light construction (LB), A formidable
problem: cyclic Banny. Even the by-variant features change of order of white moves
against the threat (IT), Difficult to solve, but a lovely bloodless battle (DM)
M0282 (Aliovsadzade) 1.Bc7! (2.Re7+ Bxe7 3.Bf4#), 1...Nc5 2.Ne7! (3.Nd5[A]/Nf5#[B])
Bxe7 3.Bf4#, 1...Re8 2.Nh4! (3.Nf5[B]/Ng2#[C]) Bxh4 3.Bf4#, 1...Bc8 2.Nf4!
(3.Ng2[C]/Nd5#[A]) Bxf4 3.Bxf4# Threat cycle AB-BC-CA (A). Sacrifice + double-threat
cycle (OR), Beautiful (LB), Precise wN continuations following black defenses with
anticipatory abandonment of guard and interceptions (EP)
M0283 (Olszewski) 1.Rh5? (2.Qc4[A] ~ /Nc6[x] 3.Re5[C]/Qxd3#[B]), 1...Nc6[x] 2.Qb7! ~
3.Re5#[C], 1...e5!; 1.Rh3! (2.Qc4[A] ~/Nd5[y] 3.Re3[D]/Qxd3#[B]), 1...Nd5[y] 2.Qb7 ~
3.Re3#[D] White Motive Paradox: After the try and key, White threatens to pin the black
Bishop followed by exploiting the pin on the third move. Paradoxically, Black yields the pin
straight away to defeat the threat, but allows White to play an alternate pin. This mechanism
has an inherent delayed Dombrovskis paradox as well (A). Change of pinning piece + double-pin mate (OR), Speaking of the 'd5' square, we could quote Oscar Wilde about the
'importance of being earnest'-ly covered (IT)
)

)

Orbit – Macedonian Chess Problem Magazine
This magazine specializes in helpmates and selfmates. All the solutions are given at the time
of publication. Orbit has quality articles dealing with thematic content of helpmates and selfmates. Expertly edited by Zivko Janevski. Send all material to chief editor: Zivko Janevski,
P.O.Box 163, 91480 Gevgelia, Macedonia, zivko@mt.net.mk.

MOREMOVERS & STUDIES
Editor: Mike Prcic
Judges: #n Alexandr Feoktistov, Studies Harold van der Heijden
The loss of our beloved editor, Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich, is immense. He was one of the
founders of StrateGems and edited three sections with a great zeal. I can only hope, in the
interim, to follow in his footsteps as best as I can.
We have three new contributors to this section: Bernard Delobel, Franco Bertoli and
Franjo Vrabec. A warm welcome to all.
Bernard keys-off with a Bristol-like move and squeezes two nice variations out of
cramped space. David’s M0314 is an alphabet soup. Did we miss a letter? M0316, by our #3
judge, is an excellent problem with a multiple exchange of pieces and a switchback to boot.
Nicolai has two very good moremovers, the longer one being a record for dual-free variations.
The two studies are on the lighter side, but don’t underestimate them. There is plenty of
strategy packed inside of them.

M0313 Bernard Delobel

France
w________w
[khQdwdRd]
[gpdpdwGK]
[wdw)pdw)]
[dpdw)pdw]
[w)pdw)wd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#4
(10+9)
M0316 Mikhail Marandyuk

Ukraine
w________w
[rhbdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[qdpdPdKd]
[dwdNdwdB]
[wdPdk0Rd]
[dPdwdNgw]
[wdPdp0Pd]
[drdwdwdw]
w--------w
#11
(10+12)

M0314 David Zimbeck

Columbus, OH
w________w
[wdwdwdBd]
[dr0pdw0R]
[w)wGw)pd]
[dP$Ndw0w]
[wHwgw0wd]
[dPdPdPiw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[hwdwdKdw]
w--------w
#6
(13+10)
M0317 Nicolai Zinovyev

in memoriam Dmitriy Zinovyev
w________w
[wdwdKdwi]
[4rdw0w$w]
[wdwdwdBG]
[dwdbdpdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdpdwdPd]
[dndwdwdR]
w--------w
#24
C(6+10)

M0315 Nicolai Zinovyev

In memoriam Mikhail Zinovyev
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwIwdwdB]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#10
(5+2)
E0059 Franco Bertoli

Italy
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdw)K]
[wdkdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdb]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Draw
(4+3)

E0060 Franjo Vrabec
SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions Sweden
w________w
MOREMOVERS & STUDIES
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdwdpdw] Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Efren Petite (EP), Olivier
[w0wdpdwd] Ronat (OR), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale† (LV)
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdP0wdwd] M0284 (Hernitz) 1.Kb2! (zz) Kd2 2.Nd1 Kd3 3.Nf2+[A] Kd2
[Iwdwdwdw] 4.Bc3[B]#, 2...c3 3.Bxc3+[B] Kd3/Kd1 4.Nf2[A]/Re1#, 2...Kxd1
Kc1 4.Re1# Sacrifice + switchback + exchange of the
[wdwdw)wd] 3.Kc3
rd
th
[dwdwdwdw] 3 and 4 white moves (OR), A nice and far from easy
miniature. The real key is the 2.Nd1! move (IT), An enjoyw--------w
Draw
(4+5) able model mate in a miniature (EP)
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M0285 (Makaronez/Shifrin) 1.Qc6+? Kb4 2.Bxa6 Qh5!; 1.e3! (2.exd4#), 1...e5 2.f5! (2.Qc6+?
Kb4 3.Bxa6 Bd7!) Bxf5/Qxf5 3.Ne4+/Ne6+ Bxe4/Qxe6 4.Ne6/Ne4#, 1...Be5 2.Qc6+! (2.f5?
Bxf5!) Kb4 3.Bxa6 & 4.Qb5# (Qf5?/Bd7?), 1...dxe3 2.Qc6+ Kb4 3.Qc3+ Kb5 4.Bc6# Sacrifice, dual avoidance (OR), Very nice. The key induces Black to block the e-file and
enable a Plachutta second move (LB)
M0286 (Prcic) 1.g6! (2.g7 3.g8Q#), 1...fxg6 2.d6! (3.dxc7+) exd6 3.Rxf5! gxf5 4.Rxf5 Rf2
5.Re5!! dxe5 6.Kb5 ~ 7.Qa8#, (1.d6? exd6 2.g6 b1Q/d1Q!) Space vacation theme (A). Sacrifice + switchback + differed Umnov (OR), Not so easy to release the tremendous but
incarcerated white force (IT), Successive white sacrificial moves (EP)
M0287 (Zinovyev) 1.e8N+! Kf5 2.N8g7+ Kf6 3.Nh5+ Kf5 4.Ng3+ Kf6 5.Nxe4+ Kf5 6.Nf2
Kf6 7.Nfg4+ Kf5 (Position of mutual Zugzwang. White King must triangulate to gain tempo.)
8.Kd7! Ke4 9.Kc6! Kf5 10.Kd6! (The same position but with Black on move.) Ke4 11.Nf6+
Kf5 12.Nh5 Ke4 13.Ng3# Ideal-mate. Minor-promotion checking key with waiting maneuver (OR), A valuable logical problem. After the forced introduction, the boxed-in BK
have to be transferred to another box, where its free squares lie on a diagonal (moves
Nf2! and N2g4 ). At this point White still has to win a tempo by K-triangle (IT)
E0052 (Tarasyuk) 1.Rfb2 g2 (2...g1N+ 3.Kh4 Nf3+ draws) 2.R2b6+ Ka5 3.Rb3! Ka4 (3...Ka6
4.Rb8 Ka7 5.R8b4 g1Q 6.Ra3+ Ra5 7.Rxa5#) 4.R7b4+ Ka5 5.Rb8! Ka4 6.Rb1 g1N+ 7.Kh2
Nf3+ 8.Kh1! Rb5 9.Ra8+ Ra5 10.Ra1+ wins. A nice miniature (IT)
E0053 (Tarasyuk/Samilo) 1.d8Q+ Kxd8 2.Bxf6+ (2.Rb8+ Kc7 draws) Kd7! (2...Kc7 3.Be5+
Kd7 4.Rb7+ Kc8 5.Rb8+ Kd7 6.Bb2 wins) 3.Rb7+ Kc8 4.Kb6! Be3+ 5.Ka6 c1Q 6.Ne7+ Kd8
7.Nf5+ Ke8 8.Ng7+ Kf8 9.Ne6+ Kg8 10.Rg7+ Kh8 11.Rg6+ Kh7 12.Nf8# Radovan Tomasevic offers the following alternate solution: 1.d8B!+ Kd7 (1...Kxd8 2.Bxf6+ etc.) 2.Rf1 c1Q+
3.Rxc1 Bxc1 4.Bdxf6 winning.

S0254 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
w________w

S0255 Frank Richter
Germany
w________w

S0256 Sven Trommler
Germany
w________w

[w4q4wdwd]
[dpdp$w0w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwhwdw]
[pdPdw0wH]
[GbIwiBdw]
w--------w
s#3
(7+13)

[wdwdQdwd]
[dpdwdwdp]
[wdwdNdpd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wHpdPdPg]
[dPdwiP$w]
[p0wdpdwd]
[4wdnIwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(9+12)

[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w$wdPdPg]
[HpdwdK0r]
[wdwiwdp4]
[dBdwdw)q]
[wdwdP)NG]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w
s#3
(13+9)

S0257 Mykola Nahnybida

Ukraine
w________w
[Qgw$wdwh]
[dwiwdbdR]
[w0BdwGpd]
[dpdwdw)w]
[w0wIPdwd]
[dPdP)Ndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#4 b) Bb8→a7 (12+8)

S0258 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria
w________w
[wGwdwgwd]
[dRdw0wHw]
[Pdw0Pdwd]
[Iwiwdwdw]
[B0wdQdwd]
[dpdwHwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#7
(10+6)

S0259 Camillo Gamnitzer

Austria
w________w
[wdwdrdb1]
[dwdwdwdp]
[P$wdpdpH]
[dwdwip)w]
[w$wdpdwh]
[GpdwIpdw]
[wdw!w)wd]
[dNdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#9
(10+12)

SELFMATES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: s#2-3 & s#4-n Mike Prcic

SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions - SELFMATES

We have an interesting thematical selection with more novelties this time. S0251 is a
typical strategic s#2 with a Levman theme. The other twomover demonstrates a well-known
mechanism with four thematic tries. In its theoretical aspect, S0253 is a sensation---a new
record in black battery transformation with excellent construction. Richter’s threemover has
the same theme, but in a non-standard interpretation. A lovely cyclical play theme is realized
in Zivko’s S0254. The novelty in S0258 is a double white battery creation on the same square,
combined with line-opening by the black Bishop. S0259 is a typical “Gamnitzer”.

Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Jeremy
Morse (JM), David Moulton (DM), Efren Petite (EP), Olivier Ronat (OR), Radovan Tomasevic
(RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale† (LV)

S0251 Frank Richter

Germany
w________w
[qdwGwdwd]
[dwdw4wHR]
[wdw0wdRg]
[0wdbdwdw]
[rdw!ndwi]
[0wdBdKdw]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[dwhwdwdw]
w--------w
s#2
(9+11)

S0252 Zoran Gavrilovski

Macedonia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdP0w]
[wHwdwdKg]
[dwdwGw0P]
[N0wdwdpd]
[0kdwdw)w]
[r4Rdwdwd]
[hbdwdw!w]
w--------w
s#2
(9+11)

S0253 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
w________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwHwhbd]
[dwdpdwdp]
[r4wdRdwd]
[gpdkdwdw]
[w0wdw!wH]
[dKdwGwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(7+11)

S0227 (Makaronez/Ljubashevskij) 1.Rd7! (2.Rxd6+ Bxd6+ 3.Qe5+ Bxe5#), 1...Qxd7 2.Nxe3+
Kd4 3.Qf6+ Rxf6#, 1...f6 2.Qe6+ Kxe6 3.Nd4+ Rxd4#, 1...axb4 2.Qe4+ Kc5 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#,
1...Bg6 2.Bc6+ Kxc6 3.Nd4+ Rxd4#, 1...Nxb2 2.Qe5+ Kc4 3.Qd4+ Rxd4# Y King flights +
white and black batteries (OR), Good variations after main threat line (CCF), In two
variations White exploits Black's defensive motivation, namely, providing flight to the
black King. In the third variation the defensive motivation is more than just unpinning
the Rook which is exploited by White (LB), Plenty of eventful variants (IT), Magnificent
sacrificial wQ continuations and mates by the bR (EP)
S0228 (Richter) 1.Ree1! (zz), 1...N~ 2.Ne2+ Ne5 3.Bd3+ Ke6 4.Bc4+ Nxc4#, 1...g4 2.Be4+
Bf4 3.Nb5+ Ke6 4.Nc7+ Bxc7# Siers battery (OR), Two-liner with pin/unpin of mating
piece. Might be better if there were separate lines after 1...Nxf7 and 1...Nxg6 (CCF),
White systematically releases his hold on e6 in two harmonious variations (LB),
Bicolor, precise variations, model mates (EP)
S0229 (Mikholap) a) 1.Qc1! (2.Rd3+ Kxd3 3.Be2+ Nxe2#), 1...Bf1 2.Rd3+ Kxd3 3.Nc5+
bxc5 4.Qd2+ Bxd2#, 1...Bc4 2.Rd5+ Kxe4 3.Qxc4 Ke3 4.Qe2+ Nxe2#, 1...Rf2 2.Nf5+ Rxf5
3.Rxd3+ Kxd3 4.Be2+ Nxd2#, b) 1.g4! (2.Qd4+ Kf4 3.Rf2+ Nf3#), 1...Rf4 2.Nf5+ Rxf5
3.Qd4+ Kf4 4.Rf2+ Nf3#, 1...Bf4 2.Re2+ Kf3 3.Rf2+ Ke3 4.Rf3+ Nxf3#, 1...Kf4 2.Qc7+ Ke3
3.Qg3+ Rf3 4.Qxf3+ Nxf3#, 1...Rf3 2.Ng5 Rf2 3.Nf5+ Rxf5 4.Re2+ Nxe2# Siers battery +
Umnov (OR), I prefer the variation in b) to those in a), but overall a good problem
(CCF), Twin with refined wQ continuations (EP), Alexander has packed an amazing
amount into this problem! (DM)
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S0230 (Markevitch) a) 1.Nc6 e3 2.Ne5 e2 3.Be6 fxe6 4.Nd5 exd5 5.Bg5 d4 6.Bd2 d3 7.Qxg2+
Kxg2#, b) 1.Nf5 e2 2.Ne4 f6 3.Nd4 f5 4.Nd2 f4 5.Qe3+ fxe3 6.Nf3+ Bxf3 7.Bf2+ exf2#
Multi-cooked by O.Ronat, C.C.Frankiss and Henryk Kalafut: 1.Bc8! e3 2.Bh3, Bg4... e2
3.Be6 fxe6 4.Bg5/Ne4 e5 5.Ne4/Bg5 exd4 6.Bd2 d3 7.Qxg2+ Kxg2#, 1.Bg5! e3 2.Bf4 e2
3.Be6 etc., 1.Nb3! e3 2.Bg5 e2 3.Be6...etc., 1.Ke2! e3 2.Ke1 e2 3.Be6...etc.
S0231 (Paradzinskiy) 1.Bf6! b4 2.Bh4 b3 3.Qg4+ Kf1 4.Qf3+ Kg1 5.Bf2+ Kf1 6.Bd4+ Ke1
7.Bb2 R~ 8.Qe2+ Kxe2# Switchback, Queen and Bishop circuit, Royal march and Royal
battery (OR), Excellent strategy and switchback of wB forces bK to e1 to eventually
guard d2 (CCF), The main point here is the tempo move (LV), And the white officers
return home (DM)
S0232 (Sphicas) a) 1.b8B+! Kd8 2.Qc7+ Ke7 3.d8N+ Kf6 4.f8R+ Kg6 5.g8Q+ Kh6 6.Rf6+
Rg6 7.Nc6! Rxf6 8.Qh8+ Kg6 9.Ne5+ Kf5 10.Qc2+ Kf4 11.Qh6+ Rxh6#, b) 1.b8R+! Kd6
2.d8Q+ Ke5 3.Qe3+ Kf5 4.f8Q+ Kg6 5.Qff6+ Kh7 6.g8Q/B Rxg8 7.Rb7+ Rg7 8.Rf7 Rxf7
9.Qfh8+ Kg6 10.Qg3+ Kf5 11.Qh7+ Rxh7# Echoed strategy Rf6/f7 forcing RxR, shifted one
rank up. AUW in first solution, four promotions in second. Minor dual in b) (6.g8Q/B+). For
those who dislike this dual, the second solution can be eliminated by starting the bR on g3 (A).
Amazing problem with promotions to R/Q in first solution and an AUW in the second
(CCF), To solve this problem was not fun (LV), White Pawn can replace wBd5 (RT),
Three Queens’ promotions in first and a full AUW in second solution (HK)
S0233 (Sphicas) 1.a8Q+! Kb6 2.b8Q+ Kc5 3.Qc6+ Kxc6 4.c8Q+ Kd5 5.Qd6+ Kxd6 6.d8Q+
Ke5 7.Qe6+ Kxe6 8.e8Q+ Kf5 9.Qxf6+ Kxf6 10.f8Q+ Kg5 (10...Nf7 11.Qfxf7+ Kg5
12.Qg6+) 11.g8Q+ Nxg8 12.hxg8Q+ Kxh4 13.Qg3+ Qxg3# Petko signals a cook [checks &
forced bK moves omitted]: 1.a8Q 2.b8R Kc5 3.c8R 4.d8Q 5.e8Q Kf5 6.Qxf6 7.f8Q Kg5
(7...Nf7 8.Qfxf7 9.Qg6 10.Qg3 Qxg3#) 8.g8Q Nxg8 9.hxg8Q 10.Qg3 Qxg3#; or 2...Kxc7
3.Rb7 Kd6 4.d8Q Kc5 5.Qc7 6.Qad8 7.e8Q Kf5 8.Qxf6+ etc. with a similar finale.
S0234 (Surkov) 1.Re2! Kd1 2.Re4 Kc1 3.Bc5 Kd1 4.Rd4 Kc1 5.Qc4 Kd1 6.Bb4 Kc1 7.Re4
Kd1 8.Qd4 Kc1 9.Qf2 Kd1 10Rd4 Kc1 11.Nd2 Kd1 12.Ngf3 Kc1 13.Ra3 Kd1 14.Nb3 Rc1+
15.Qc2+ Rxc2# Cooked by O.Ronat and C.C.Frankiss: 1.Be3+ Kd1 2.Kd4 Rc1 3.Rf1+ Kc3
4.Qc3+ Kb1 5.Rxc1+ Ka2 6.Rb1 Kxb1 7.Rb5 Ka2 8.Qc2 Ka3 9.Ra5+ Kb4 10.Ra4+ Kb5
11.Qb3+ Kc6 12.Ke4 b1any 13.Qd5+ exd5#
S0235 (Rosner) Intended as semi-reflex. 1...Qxb7 2.h7 Qxh7#, 1...Qxb8 2.Re8 Qxe8#; 1.fxg6
e.p.! (zz), 1...Qxb7 2.d4 Qd5# (2.Rd4?), 1...Qxb8 2.Rd4 Qe5# (2.d4?)

HELPMATES
Editor: Dan Meinking
Judges: h#2 Valery Gurov, h#2½ & h#3 Helmut Zajic, h#3½ & h#n Marcel Tribowski
We regret to report the passing of four highly respected composers. Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich was a trendsetter in many areas, and in many ways. Prof. Luigi Vitale and Alexander
Toger frequently showcased their unique artistry amidst these pages. And Jan Mortensen was a
Danish icon and Internacional FIDE Judge. Their departure is a huge loss to our Chess Problem family.
Noam leads off with two fine twomovers. The 'duplex' stipulation means that Gennadi's
H0803 solves as a normal h#2, and then with roles reversed (white begins, black mates). Mike
and Michal display crisp ideas. Árpád delves further into the set/play realm, as indicated by the
'***'. A fine return by Mario, our 2002 h#2 judge (see pg. 130). Marko and János sport futuristic schemes.
Vitaly kick-starts the threemovers with a beautiful find. Isaak threads an anticipatory form
of a recently popularized theme. Note: the '½' stipulations indicate that White begins. Unto's
H0820 seems positively frugal for its task. Alexander’s pair features well-coordinated patterns.
Edgar, Christer, Mike and your humble editor offer commemoratives for our fallen comrades. H0826-H0828 should give solvers a fair challenge. H0829 extends a neat notion to four
moves. We welcome Jeremy Morse to the Helpmates section! His debut equals the bK-solo
length record by clever means. Marko's H0835 will dazzle any wB-minimal connoisseur.

H0801 Noam Livnat
Israel
w________w

H0802 Noam Livnat
Israel
w________w

H0803 Gennadi Koziura
Ukraine
w________w

[wdwdwdwg]
[0wdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdP$]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[$wIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (6+4)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dNdwdrGw]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdpdwdB0]
[dwgwdwHq]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+6)

[wdwdRdwd]
[GpdwdwIw]
[rdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdRdP]
[wdwdrdpd]
[dwdbdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
duplex
(5+7)

H0804 Joe Youngs

H0805 Vitaly Medintsev

H0806 Stefan Parzuch

Maple Grove, MN
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwGkdpdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[wgwdNdrd]
[1wdwdw4w]
w--------w
h#2
2 solutions (5+7)

Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdwdq]
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdK0pdwd]
[dw!nHNdk]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+7)

Poland
w________w
[Kdwdwgwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0rdwHw]
[Pdkdwdwd]
[dpdwhwdw]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdw4wdb]
w--------w
h#2 b) Pa4→c3 (4+9)

H0807 Michael Neumeier
Cincinnati, OH
w________w

H0808 Michal Dragoun
Czech Republic
w________w

H0809 Mykola Kolesnik
& Roman Zalokotsky
Ukraine
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
[Rdwhk4wd]
[dw4pdndw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dK)wdPdB]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w
h#2 b) Pd5→e5 (5+9)
H0810 Árpád Molnár

Hungary
w________w
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dPdw)wdw]
[wdpdwdp)]
[0w)wdw)w]
[r0wdwdwg]
[dBdR$wGw]
w--------w
h#2*** 3 solutions (10+8)

[wdwdwdRd]
[dBdwdw1w]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwGwdRdw]
[wdwdP)wd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdrdwdw)]
[dwdngbiw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions
(8+7)
H0811 Mario Parrinello

Italy
w________w
[wGwdwdwd]
[dBIRgwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[0p0qdw4r]
[RhndkdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Ke4→d4 (9+9)

[wdbdwdwh]
[dwdw)wdr]
[w)wdkdwd]
[dn1w0wgw]
[Qdwdpdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdp$wdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (6+10)
H0812 Marko Ylijoki

Finland
w________w
[wdwdrgKd]
[db1R0wdw]
[wGw)wdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
[P)wiP)wd]
[dPdp0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 4 solutions (10+8)
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H0813 Bela Majoros
Hungary
w________w

H0814 János Csák
Hungary
w________w

H0815 Abdelaziz Onkoud
& Vito Rallo
Morocco/Italy
w________w

[wdw$wdwG]
[1whNdwdw]
[wdPdPdnd]
[dw0P)wdw]
[wdbiw0wd]
[dPdw4Pdw]
[rdwdw)wd]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Nd7→f6 (11+9)

[rdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[Rdw)kdP)]
[dwdN0w0w]
[K)w0wdPd]
[dQdwdwdw]
[wdbdpdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 6 solutions
(9+9)

[KGwdwdwd]
[dw4wdw$w]
[wdwdb)PH]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdpdwhw0]
[$wgwdnip]
[wdw)w0p0]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Ra2→f8 (9+13)

H0816 Vitaly Medintsev
Russia
w________w

H0817 Isaak Kavnatsky
Oak Park, MI
w________w

H0818 Christer Jonsson
Sweden
w________w

[qdwdwdwG]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwhkdwd]
[dPgwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (6+4)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[bdwdw0wd]
[dn4kdwdw]
[wdwhw)wd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dRHwdKdw]
w--------w
h#2½ b) Pf4→b3 (4+8)

[wdrdndwI]
[dNdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdw4w]
[w0PGwdnd]
[0wdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ 3 solutions (6+6)

H0819 Edgar Holladay
Carmel, IN
w________w

H0820 Unto Heinonen
Finland
w________w

d/e) Nh1→a5/g3

c/d) Pg4→d5/c4

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdKdwdn]
w--------w
h#3 b/c) Nd2→h3/h4 (3+2)
H0822 Aleksandr Semenenko
Germany
w________w

[wGwdrdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdp0w]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dpdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw4Bdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(3+8)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwhKdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdw4k4pd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Rd4→d3 (2+8)
H0823 Christer Jonsson
Sweden
w________w

[Bdbdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[0wdpHwdw]
[w4ndwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)Pdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdK]
w--------w
h#3 3 solutions
(6+7)
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H0826 Dan Meinking
Cincinnati, OH
in memoriam Alexander Toger
w________w

H0827 Daniel Novomesky
Slovakia
w________w

H0828 Tibor Érsek
Hungary
w________w

H0829 Zoltan Labai
& Bela Majoros
Slovakia/Hungary
w________w

H0830 Dan Meinking
Cincinnati, OH
in memoriam Luigi Vitale
w________w

H0821 Alexander Pankratiev
Russia
w________w

H0831 Christer Jonsson
Sweden
in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich
w________w

[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdpdKdw]
[wdpdRdwd]
[dwdqdBdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdrdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
2 solutions (3+7)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdqdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwindw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dbdKdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#5
(2+5)

H0832 Christer Jonsson
Sweden
in memoriam Luigi Vitale
w________w

H0824 Alexander Pankratiev
Russia
w________w

H0834 Jeremy Morse
England
w________w

H0835 Marko Ylijoki
Finland

[wdwdbdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw4kdpd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[ndpdwdwd]
[1w0wdwhw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwdwdRIB]
w--------w
h#3 4 solutions (3+11)

H0825 Edgar Holladay
Carmel, IN
in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[dwirdwdw]
[wdr0wdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ b) Ba7→d6 (2+5)
c/d) Kd3→b3/c7

[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdbdwdw]
[wdpdp0wd]
[dw0B0wdw]
[wdwiw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#4 b) Pc6→d6 (3+7)

[kHK!B$wG]
[dw)R)Pdw]
[NdP)wdwd]
[dP)wdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#7
(16+1)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w0wdpdwd]
[0Rhk4ndw]
[wdpgpdBd]
[dw0w4wdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ 2 solutions (4+13)

[wdndwdwd]
[HwIwdwdw]
[wdPdw0w$]
[dPdPdpdP]
[wdwdw)pd]
[dwdwdp)k]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w
h#4
(11+6)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[kdpdwdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#5 2 solutions
(3+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdn]
[wdwdK0pd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[bdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#8½
(2+8)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw1w]
[wdPdwiw1]
[dw)wdwdq]
[wdw)Kdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#4 2 sols., 3 bQs (4+4)

[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwIwdw]
w--------w
h#4½ 2 solutions (3+4)
H0833 Valery Semenenko

Ukraine
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[w)w)Pdwd]
[dw1r4wdw]
w--------w
h#5 2 solutions
(4+5)
H0836 Michael Neumeier
Cincinnati, OH
in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0Pdwdpd]
[dpdwdp)w]
[w0wdw)wd]
[gKdwdwGN]
w--------w
h#16
(6+8)
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SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions - HELPMATES
Comments from: Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Timothy Chow (TC), Matthew
Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Alex Markevitch (AM), David
Moulton (DM), Efren Petite (EP), Olivier Ronat (OR), Radovan Tomasevic (RT), Israel Tzur
(IT), Luigi Vitale† (LV), Helmut Zajic (HZ)
H0729 (Livnat) 1.a1B c4 2.Bh8 Bd2#, 1.a1N c6 2.Nb3 Bf8# Clever separation of waiting
moves in miniature. Promotion + corner-to-corner (OR), Well-founded under-promotions
(HZ), Interesting black promotions and mates by wB (EP), Solved instantly, simple but
nice (AB), Fine underpromotions, but Bh8 is wonderful (MD), An enjoyable and novel
idea (DD)
H0730 (Gorbunov) a) 1.Kf5 Nc6 2.Qe5 Ne7#, b) 1.Qa8 Be1 2.Bd5 Bc3#, c) 1.Bf5 Bf2 2.Re6
Nf7#, d) 1.Rc6 Bf6+ 2.Kd6 Nb7# A fine Umnov cycle with no repeated moves, in Meredith.
Rich content but not very harmonious (HZ), Refined mates by the wN after selfblocks
around the bK (EP), Cyclic Umnov, spectacular (AB), Shifting self blocks (MD)
H0731 (Frantzov) 1.Rh6 Bd1 2.Bg6 Bxb3#, 1.Ba8 Bxd3 2.Rb7 Bc4# B1 hideaways on the
wing specify concurrent wB arrivals. Nice but apparent black Grimshaw with critical first
moves (HZ), Nice pin avoidance (LB), Harmonious self interferences (IT), Mutual interceptions between bR and bB, followed by wB mates (EP), Reciprocal line blocking
by black (MD)
H0732 (Rallo) a) 1.Kd4 Rf7 2.Ng5 Rd7#, b) 1.Ke3 Rc6 2.Nf6 Rc3# Echoed self-pin/unpin
sequences utilize the wK guard-wall. Skilful avoidance of changed B moves (HZ), Stupendous play by black pins with interceptions and mates by white Rooks (EP), Not
very exciting, the only role of bRs is to avoid duals (AB), Several tries---not so easy to
solve. I enjoyed this one (TC), Nice play along the 4th rank and the e-file to allow the
bN & wR to maneuver (MD)
H0733 (Barsukov) a) 1.Rd4 g3 2.Ncb4 Re7#, b) 1.Re3 Nf3 2.Nc3 Rd4# B1 blocks dictate
which f3-guard white can relinquish. Compare to diagram A, per CJF. Solution: a) 1.Rf6 Rg5
2.Nd4 Re5#, b) 1.f6 Rd7 2.Nb2 Rd4# Black half-pin, model and pin-mates (OR), Similar
to H0732 (HZ), Pin mates after black line play. Solution a) superior (IT), Part b is very
pretty (TC), The bR provides self-blocks and the bN moves to provide a line block and
a pin of the other bN (MD)
H0734 (Tura) 1.Nxf7(Ng~?) Bf4 2.Rxh6 Rg5#, 1.Rxf7(Rf~?) Be5 2.Rh5 Rf6# Departureguards force accurate self-pin arrivals. CJF sends diagram B for comparison. Solution: a)
1.Nxf2 Rd4 2.Kf5 Bg4#, b) 1.Bxf3 Nc5+ 2.Kf6 Ng4# Differed Umnov and pin-mate (OR),
Routine (HZ), Excellent black self-pins and line openings for the bR (EP), Self pin as a
tempo move, nice (AB), The self-pin on f7 and the self-block by the bR give scope to
the white Bishop-Rook team (MD)
H0735 (Sydenham) b: 1.Ba4 Ba5+ 2.Kb5 Re5#, 1.Nb5 Re5 2.Na7 Ba5#, w: 1.Re6 g5+
2.Ke5 Nf3#, 1.Be1 Nf3 2.Bg3 g5# "Reversal of mating moves" (composer), not to mention
guarding moves, doubled! Exchange of white moves (OR), Reciprocal change of white
and black moves with fine duplex harmony (HZ), Wow. Two cycles of moves (LB),
Fantastic duplex with cycles and bicolor moves (EP), Excellent problem. Two pairs of

(B) Zoran Gavrilovski,
(C) U. Heinonen
& M. Myllyniemi
4th-5th Place, Liga na
(A) Árpád Molnár, 3HM
(D) F. Abdurahmanović
Schach 1980
Ung. Schachbund 1975
feenschach 1966
Makedonski prob. ‘96
w________ww________w w________ww________w
[wdwdwdwI][wdwdwIwd] [wdbdwdrd][wiwdwdwd]
[dwdwdp$w][dwdN0whw] [dpdwgwdw][dP0pdwdw]
[wdwdwdrd][wdw0kdqg] [wdpdwdwd][p0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw][dwdRdw0w] [dw0wdpdw][4wgwdwdw]
[wdwdk)wH][wdwdwdnd] [pdPiw)w0][wdwdwdwd]
[dwdnGwdw][dwdwdBdw] [4ndwdwdK][1rdwdwdw]
[wdndwdwd][wdwdwHwd] [qdwdwdwd][pdwdwdwd]
[gBdwdwdw][dwdwdRdw] [dwdwHNdw][Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Be3→f2 (6+6) w--------w
h#2 b) bBg4 (6+8) w--------w
h#4 2 sols. (5+13) w--------w
h#5
(2+10)

inverted moves in an economical position (RT), I really like duplex problems. Compose more of them, please! (TC), A complex of somewhat unrelated mates (MD), Two
pairs of reciprocal white and black moves (HK)
H0736 (Csák) 1.Nfd3 Re6+ 2.Kxd5 c4#, 1.Ncd3 Nf6 2.Kxe5 Nc4# Coordinated arrivals at
d3/c4 and counter-sacrificial line-closings at e6/f6! Dual avoidance because of anti-blocks
(HZ), Sophisticated Zilahi with mates from the same square (IT), Pleasant interceptions of Bishop’s line by its own Knights (EP), Neatly done, with bN line blocks freeing
c4 and W's line blocks setting up the sacrificial self pins of the bK (MD)
H0737 (Janevski) 1.Nc4 Re5+ 2.Kd3 Re3#, 1.Ne5 Kb3 2.Kd5 Bb7#, 1.Nf5 Bb7+ 2.Ke5 Bd4#,
1.Ng5 Bd4 2.Kf5 Bd3# "Four anticipatory self-pins of 2 black Knights and black King flights
on 4 different squares, with 4 solutions!" (composer). Differed Umnov + pin-mate (OR),
Three interferences of wR, only one of wBa6, caused by the position of bK. However,
four fine pin-mates (HZ), The luft provided by the bN becomes a self-pin (MD)
H0738 (Guttman) a) 1.Rb7 Rcd3 2.Qe5 Rd6#, b) 1.Bd6 Rcc5 2.Re4 Re5# An intriguing blend
of blocks, bifurcations and batteries. Double checks, white battery and indirect unpin
(OR), Reciprocal order of black motifs (Unpins and blocks). This is not bad (HZ), Two
remarkable wR unpins (EP), Black switches the order of the functions of pin releasing
and luft filling, while W sets up the double checks (MD), Interesting double check
themes (DD)
H0739 (Simadhinata) 1.Nd7 dxe4+ 2.dxe4 Nxd4#, 1.Ne6 Nxd4+ 2.exd4 dxe4# Quadruple lineclearances and reciprocal white moves spawn lovely pin-mates! Zilahi + white moves exchange + pin-mate + Boros (OR), Interesting reciprocal change of white moves and
pin mates (HZ), Spectacular black half-pin play (EP), A marvelous line-clearing exercise to finally give the wR a purpose in life (MD)
H0740 (Érsek) a) 1.Nxc3 Qxf6 2.Ncxe2(N~?) Qa1#, b) 1.Nxe4 Qa8 2.Nxd2(N~?) Qh1# The
bNs pluck idle officers, then acquiesce to their counterparts, while the wQ traverses all corners.
Model and pin-mates, four corners and corner to corner (OR), In b) the first white
move is better (HZ), Black line clearing and self-pin. Clever use of all four corners in
the pin-mates (IT), Well-harmonized solutions (RT), Too many black Pawns (AB), The
best h#2 this issue! (MD)
H0741 (Nahnybida) a) 1...Rxf7 2.Bxf7 Nc2 3.Bc4 Bg6#, b) 1...Bxg4 2.Rxg4 Nc3 3.Rd4 Rh3#
Active Zilahi splashes form ODT reflections! Zilahi + sacrifice + model mates (OR), Beautiful ODT echo (LB), A harmonious active Zilahi (IT), Good bicolor annihilation maneuvers (EP), Two pretty model mates. Unfortunately R and Pg4 are not needed in a) and
bBB in b) (RT), Zilahi with interesting model mates (TC)
H0742 (Shifrin/Makaronez) a) 1...Ka1 2.Ne3 Bd1 3.Rb2 Nxh5#, b) 1...Kb1 2.Rh4 Nh5 3.Bb2
Bxd1# All familiar elements, but hopefully a new combination of anticipatory self-pins, Umnov, and reciprocal W2/W3s. Second and third white moves exchange, pinning piece
change and model mates (OR), Beautiful. White exploits Grimshaw interferences
before they happen. (Inverted Grimshaw)? Pin-unpin, pretty model mate (LB), Interesting and harmonious pin-unpin play with masked black Grimshaw (IT), Black Ne8 is not
needed in the solution only in the try. Nice problem nevertheless (RT), Reciprocal
change of white moves plus subtle Grimshaw, good construction, great (AB)
H0743 (Mihajlov) 1.Ba7 c5 2.0-0-0 c6 3.Bb8 cxb7#, 1.d5 cxd5 2.Bf8 d6 3.Rd8 Bh5# Curious
change of functions of five units. Model mates (OR), Solution a) is brilliant (IT), Unexpected mates after black self-blocks (EP), Without theme, but spectacular and difficult
to solve (AB)
H0744 (Bales) 1.c1B Bb6 2.Kc2 Bxf2 3.Kd1 Ba4#, 1.d1B Bc6 2.Kd2 Bg2 3.Ke1 Ba5#, 1.e1B
Bxe7 2.Ke2 Ba3 3.Kd1 Bh5# Harmonious echoes (with no repeated moves) stem from the trio
of flight-giving Bishop promotions! Model mates and chameleon echo (OR), Bishop
promotions on three consecutive squares (IT), Magnificent play by white Bishops,
black promotions to Bishops and echo mates (EP), Nice play of Bishops (AB), Three
echo-mates with symmetric position (HK)
H0745 (Fomichev/Wiehagen) 1.Be6 Rb8 2.Kc4 Rb3 3.Bd4 Bxe6#, 1.Rd3 Be6 2.Ke4 Kg2
3.Rd4 Bc4# An elegant presentation of 'balanced diversity'. Contrast this with the more formal
H0747. White battery and model mates (OR), Grimshaw on the original square of the
bK. Perhaps anti-Novotny? (IT)
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H0746 (Zhuravlev) 1.Bd4 Be4 2.Ke5 Kd3 3.Qf4 Bxd4#, 1.Be4 Be5+ 2.Kf5 Kd4 3.Qg5 Bxe4#
Fantastic anti-critical B1/W1 pairs usher the Royals into position! White half-pin, model
mates, self-pin cycle (OR), Nice problem with the same strategy in both phases (IT),
Refined play by white Bishops in a half-pin (EP), The bN and bR are a bit ugly but the
problem is challenging to solve and I like the model mates (TC)
H0747 (Fomichev) a) 1.Qd2 Re6 2.Kg5 Rh6 3.Bf5 Bxd2#, b) 1.Qe2 Ba3 2.Ke5 Be7 3.Rf5
Rxe2# Strategic equivalence in both phases: flight-granting sacs, wR/wB 'backstops', and black
Umnov/Grimshaw. Model mates, indirect self-pin (OR), Compares unfavorably to
H0640 Érsek or H0741 Nahnybida (LB), The same idea as in H0745, but more unity
(and therefore more harmony) between the phases. I like the bQ's anticipatory self
pin-sacrifice (IT), Anticipatory bQ sacrifices, Grimshaw on f5, and careful mates by wB
and wR (EP), I don’t see the need for bPg3 (RT)
H0748 (Ilievski) a) 1.e5 Re2 2.Rb7 Be8 3.Ke4 Bg6#, b) 1.Qc3 Bf3 2.Nc2 Rb1 3.Kd2 Rd1#
Another case of 'balanced diversity', where the common points (blocks, unpins, flights) hold it
together. Pelle move, model mates (OR), Not easy. Nice play with prominent pins in an
ODT (LB), It is not easy to guess (and execute) the same strategy (IT), I like the model
mate in part a) (TC)
H0749 (Kolesnik/Zalokotsky) 1.Qxd4 Rc1 2.Kd3 Be1 3.Qe4 Rc3#, 1.Kf4 Rf1 2.Re4 Ne1+
3.Ke3 Rf3# Two pairs of Umnov exchanges with W self-unpin motif; readers can debate
whether the promoted bR is justified. Pelle move + white battery + multiple square
changes (OR), Nothing but Platzwechsel, four of them. Beautiful (LB), Umnov on both
sides (IT), Clever transposition between bK and his Q and R, combined with white
unpins (EP), The promoted bR is a small price to pay for the elegant Platzwechsels
(TC)
H0750 (Kolesnik/Zalokotsky) 1.Ke5 Nxg2 2.Ke4 Ne1 3.e5 Bxf3#, 1.Kg5 Bxf3 2.Kh4 Bd1
3.Bg5 Nxg2# The crux of this problem (removal of mutual guards and switchback-unpins) is
both simple and beautiful! Switchback, exchange of 1st and 3rd white move, white halfpin, model mates and reciprocal self-pin (OR), Nicely matched phases with model
mates (LB), FW (Funktionwechsel, a very useful coinage of CJF) of the half-pinned
white thematic pieces (IT)
H0751 (Marandjuk/Nahnybida) a) 1.Qc2 Nxc3 2.Qf5 Ne4 3.Qf1 Bd2#, b) 1.Be4 Bxc4 2.Bg2
Bb3 3.Bf1 Nd3#, c) 1.Nc2 Nxg3 2.Ne3 Ne4 3.Nf1 Bf2# Unified triplets showing distinct treks
to f1 and switchback guard-removals! Switchback with the 3rd black move on the same
square (OR), Three answers to the question, how to fill the vacancy on the f1-square,
accompanied by the same white strategy (IT), Three charming black self-blocks on the
same f1-square (EP)
H0752 (Jones) a) 1.Nc6 Nb2 2.Rc7 bxc7 3.b6 Rd5#, b) 1.Qf3 Nd6 2.Bg7 hxg7 3.h5 Rg6#
Highly original machinations free the bP blockers. Swapping wP roles (unlock vs. guard) requires great finesse! Model mates + square exchange between black pieces in the final
position (OR), A very original way to release the pent-up blocking energy of the black
thematic Pawns (IT), Beautiful model mates after opening of black lines (EP)
H0753 (Grigoryan) a) 1.Kg6 Kf2 2.Rh6 Kg3 3.Kh5 Kh3 4.Bg6 g4#, b) 1.g4 Kf1 2.Kg5 Kg1
3.Kh4 Kh2 4.Ng5 g3# Nice ideal echoes on the rim. Nothing fancy here, but the absence of
repeated moves is a bonus. Ideal mates + echo-chameleon + square exchange between
black pieces (OR), In this nice miniature, far from trivial play, leads to chameleon-echo
mates with Pawn one-two mates (IT), Precious chameleon-echo mates (EP), Nice
echo (AB), A lovely find (TC)
H0754 (Markevitch) 1.e4 Bh8 2.Bd4 g6 3.Bc5 g7 4.Kd4 g8Q/B# Well-known features (mixed
clearance, Indian, white promotion-mate), but I find no ideal-mate cousin in IME-1. White
battery and ideal mate (OR), A brilliant find (IT), In my opinion 4...g8Q/B is a dual (RT)
H0755 (Tomasevic/Nedeljkovic) a) 1.Qa4 e5 2.Ke4 Kb7 3.Kd5 Kb6 4.Qe4 Rc5#, b) 1.Nd4
Ra7 2.Qb5+ Kc7 3.Kc4 Ra4+ 4.Kc5 exd4# No common theme between twins, but a dandy
solver test. Highly original and difficult to solve. A pity that the bPf7 is needed to
prevent a cook (TC)

H0756 (Kirillov) 1.Na1+ Nd3 2.Nc2 Nd2 3.Ne3 Nc1 4.Rd3 Ne2#, 1.Nd2+ Ng3 2.Re3 Nd3
3.Nf3 Ne2+ 4.Ke4 Nf2# Polished model-mates materialize from this complex matrix. Thanks
to a tip from Chris Jones, who mentioned a recent predecessor (Heinonen, Myllyniemi,
Koistenen, Suomen T. 1/2002, #2239, same solutions), an older version (diagram C, same
solutions) surfaced. Beautiful and complex chameleon-echo mates (IT), Very interesting
N play (DD), It's prom Knight tonight (DM)
H0757 (Abdurahmanovic/Prcic) set: 1.Nd4 Ka1 2.Kf8 Kb1 3.Kg7 Ka1 4.Kh8 f8Q#, play:
1...f8R 2.Ng7 Re8+ 3.Kf7 Re7+ 4.Kg8 Rf7 5.Kh8 Rf8# The play (captureless wR promotion/Rundlauf) has been seen previously (diagram D), but the set (wQ promotion-mate with
unique bK route) distinguishes it. Solution: 1.Ka7 b8R 2.Be7 Ra8+ 3.Kb7 Ra7+ 4.Kc8 Rb8
5.Kd8 Rb8# The Rundlauf and Umnov are well motivated and closely connected (LB),
Switchback mate of the newly promoted R after describing the minimum square possible on the board (IT), Splendid evolution of the white promoted Rook (EP), A neat
little Rundlauf (MD)
H0758 (Caillaud) a) 1...b8R! 2.gxh5! Rxb2 3.Nb3+ Rxb1+ 4.cxb1B Be3 5.Nxd4 Bxd4#, b)
1...g8B! 2.hxg5! Bxa2 3.Nxd3+ Bxb1 4.Ne1 Rxh7 5.cxb1R Ra7# A mammoth undertaking,
very much in its honoree's bold style: full reciprocation of W1 promotions, B2/W2 grabs, B3
timing mechanics (checks), W3 sacs, B4 promotions, and W4/W5 mating sorties! Perfect! A
worthy dedication (AM), Zilahi + sacrifice + Ceriani-Frolkin (OR), This is rather nice. It
also takes a little analysis to prove the position legal (LB), A marvelous inverted Phoenix Zilahi worthy of the dedication (IT), Brilliant bicolor promotions (EP), Genial (RT),
Best long helpmate! (MD), Interesting use of bB and bR promotions in the two twins
(DD)
H0759 (Chernyavsky/Frolkin) a) 1.Bd6 Nb3 2.Bf4 Ka3 3.Re5 Kb4 4.Ke4 Kc4 5.Nf5 Nd2#, b)
1.Rb4 Nc2 2.Rf4 Kb3 3.Bd4 Kc4 4.Ng6 Kd5 5.Bf6 Ne3#, c) 1.Rd3 Nb3 2.Be3 Ka3 3.Rd5 Kb4
4.Ke5 Nd2 5.Kd4 Nf3# Appealing, if somewhat predictable, construction of wN minimal
echoes. The re-used W1-3s between a) and c) are unfortunate. Three astonishing echo mates (IT), Delightful maneuvers (LV), Chameleon-echo model mates after black selfblocks around its King (EP)
H0760 (Vitale†) a) 1.Rd6 Bd3 2.c5 Bxc4+ 3.Kc6 Ba6 4.Bc4 Kc8 5.Bb5 Bb7#, b) 1.Kc6 Bg6
2.Bd5 Kc8 3.Kb5 Kd7 4.Bb7 Ke6 5.Kc6 Be8# A tiny shift causes complete reorientation of
blocks and guards. The switchback in b) is impressive (LB), Excellent as usual (IT),
Delicate maneuver by the BK in part b) (MD), A fine rotation echo and a sneaky b)
part! (DM)
H0761 (Ylijoki) 1.Kf4 Bf2 2.Rg4 Bg1 3.f2 Kxh2 4.Rf3 Kh1 5.Kg3 Bh2#, 1.Nf4 Bxh2 2.Kh3
Bg1 3.Rg4 Bxe3 4.Kg3+ Kg1 5.Qh3 Bf2#, 1.Kf5 Bf2 2.Rg5 Kxh2 3.Qe4 Kxh3 4.Kf4 Kh4
5.Rf5 Bg3# Three offbeat ideal-mates stem from this compact structure. I very nearly gave
up (LV), A complex and interesting position (DD)
H0762 (Kalkavouras) 1.Bd5 Bc8 2.e5 Bh3 3.Bf7 g4 4.Ke6 Kxc4 5.Be7 g5# The well-veiled
intent sports criss-crossing black and white critical moves and ideal-mate ala battery. What a
find (LV), A very nice solution (DD)
H0763 (Khatiamov) 1.f2 e4 2.Qb5 e5 3.f1Q e6 4.Qh5 e7 5.Qfb5 e8Q 6.Qbg5 Qe1# The wP
neatly controls the black progression. Witty and hard (LV), Excellent excelsior theme
amidst a lot of 'try' play to find the correct mating setup (MD), A logjam on the f1-b5h5 triangle makes the solution work (DD)
H0764 (Nowak) 1...f3 2.Ne4 fxe4 3.Kc5 e5 4.Kd4 e6 5.Ke3 e7 6.Kd2 e8Q 7.Kc1 Qe1#,
1...fxg3 2.a2 g4 3.axb1B g5 4.Ba2 g6 5.Bxb3 g7 6.Ka4 g8Q 7.Ka3 Qxb3# Double-excelsior
with a few pleasant surprises. Both solutions are nice, nevertheless solution a) seems
more eventful (IT), Second is better (LV), Doubled excelsior theme with an under promotion by black (MD)
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Ortodox problems and helpmates. Send entries to: Oscar Bonivento, Via L. Silvagni, 6-40137
Bologna
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SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES
Editor: Dan Meinking, Judges: Series-Movers Unto Heinonen, Stalemates Unto Heinonen
We're grateful to have Zdravko Maslar and Nikolaj Zujev gracing these S&S pages for the
first time! The former's entree matches the record for this series genre, without K-in-check in
the diagram. Long helpers by Ivan and Albert feature common links. Bob's C0074 is amazingly economical, a real gem. Lee's wily mini will surely entertain. Tibor ventures further in
his favorite niche. Joost’s first offering is intriguing, and his second is a more economical
rendering of a task featured in our 2002 Series-Movers awards (see pg. 170).
Rauf's lightweight may be a first of sorts among directstalemates. George and I hope
Q0122 and Q0123 will serve as proper memorials to the best of Good Companions. Mike's
Q0124 requires a bit of untangling before the knot is pulled.

C0070 Zdravko Maslar

Germany
w________w
[w4bgwdwd]
[dP)w)Pdp]
[wIwipdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.=6
(5+6)

C0073 Ivan Bryuhanov
Ukraine
w________w

[kdwgwdwd]
[Gw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdndwdw]
[w4ndwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#15
(3+7)
C0076 Ivan Bryuhanov

Ukraine
w________w
[k4wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0q0b0wd]
[dp0wdwdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[Indwdw0w]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#29
(2+12)

C0071 Nikolaj Zujev

Lithuania
w________w
[w!ndkdwd]
[dK)w0pdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#12
(4+5)
C0074 Robert Bales
Broadview, IL
w________w

[wdw4kdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdwdwdr]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#16
(2+4)
C0077 Lee Poissant

Keeseville, NY
w________w
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h#10
(3+4)

C0072 Robert Bales

C0079 Joost de Heer
The Netherlands
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdkdp]
[pdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdKdN]
w--------w
ser.h#19
(4+5)
C0082 Tibor Érsek

C0080 Albert Grigoryan
Armenia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdK]
[wdpdkdwd]
[0w)Rdwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h#23
(5+4)
C0083 Joost de Heer

Broadview, IL
w________w
[whkdwdwd]
[dpdpdwdw]
[pdw)wdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#12
(5+5)

Hungary
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdK0n]
[wdpdwdBd]
[)w$wdwdb]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dpgwdw)w]
[w)wdw0Pd]
[dNiwhRdw]
w--------w
ser.h=11
C(9+11)

The Netherlands
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdRdw]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dP0pdwdw]
[wdw0w0wI]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h=17
(4+6)

C0075 Ivan Bryuhanov
Ukraine
w________w

Q0122 Dan Meinking
& George P. Sphicas
Cincinnati/New York
in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich
w________w

Q0123 Dan Meinking
Cincinnati, OH
in memoriam Milan R. Vukcevich
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dw0whwdw]
[wdPhwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[iwgKdwdw]
w--------w
ser.s#18
(4+6)
C0078 Michael Grushko

Israel
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w
ser-h#12
(3+2)

[wdwdwdwd]
[)P)P)P)w]
[wdwdwdRG]
[iwdwdwdp]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdRdQdq]
w--------w
s=19
C(12+5)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w0wdw]
[wdPdwipd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[p1Bdwdwd]
[gwdpdwdw]
[w0w)wdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w
h=5 2 solutions
(5+9)
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C0081 Albert Grigoryan
Armenia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdpdw0]
[dPdwiwdP]
[wdPdwdP0]
[dw)PdwdP]
[wdwdwdP0]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w
ser.h#26
(9+6)
Q0121 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE
w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[)wdwHwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwGwdRdw]
w--------w
=2
(6+2)

Q0124 Mike Neumeier

Cincinnati, OH
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdp]
[wdwdwdp0]
[dwdwdw0p]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdN]
w--------w
h=7
(2+7)

SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions – Series-Movers and Stalemates
Comments from: Andrzej Baniak (AB), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Timothy Chow (TC), Matthew
Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Alex
Markevitch (AM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Olivier Ronat (OR), Radovan Tomasevic (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale† (LV)
C0038 (Bales) 1.Qc2 3.Qxa7 4.Qd7 6.a8B 8.Bb5 9.b4+ cxb3ep# White screens the bR to
provoke en passant. A flawless one-liner...pretty (AM), Differed Umnov, promotion and
en passant (OR), Attractive sequence of moves (CCF), En passant mate (IT), White
promotes to Bishop, closes bR line and mates en passant (EP), A very clever solution
(DD)
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C0039 (Bales) 1.a8N 3.Nxa6 4.Nb8 7.a8R 9.Rd7 11.Kc6 12.Rd4 15.Ka8 16.Rd7 17.Rc7+
Kxc7= Three timely screens escort the King to his corner coffin. Switchback + Royal march
+ Boros + differed Umnov + pin stalemate (OR), Another good sequence with tiny
force (CCF), Very nice: minor promotions and plenty of K-shieldings (IT), Neat use of
R-shields; N-shields would take one more move (JM), Two underpromotions set up
the King walk (MD)
C0040 (Grushko) 1.b4 3.Kb3 7.b8B 9.Bxd2 10.Bb4 (Bc1?) 11.Ba3 Nd2# Excelsior trek aids
the ideal-mating picture. Unfortunately, Michal Dragoun reports a self-anticipation in Sachova Skladba (Oct. 2002, #6057). Thus, C0040 is disqualified from the StrateGems tourney.
C0041 (Poissant) 1.Nh6 2.Rh4 3.g4 4.Qg5 5.Kg6 6.Kh5 7.Bg6 Ng7# Black block-shifts to
self-seal his monarch. Simple piece shuffle (CCF), Amusing. Black employs exactly one
of each available kind of pieces (LB), Delightful black maneuvers to place its King on
h5 (EP), Straightforward piece shuffle moves the black box one file to the right (JM),
Everyone gets in on the act (MD), Cute sliding-piece puzzle (TC)
C0042 (Novomesky) 5.Ka3 6.Qa2 8.Bb3 Nb5#, 3.Bb8 4.Ka7 5.Bh1 7.Qa8 8.Bb7 Nb5# Beautiful mirror-echoes from reciprocal bB/bQ clearances! Royal march + ideal mates +Echo +
corner to corner (OR), Two solutions make this an interesting problem (CCF), Lovely
B-Q maneuvers (IT), Nice clearance in the 1st line (MD), Mirrored ideal-mates with
only six units (TC), Bristol theme with echo-mates (HK)

C0043 (Nowak) 2.Kc7 16.Kxa6 30.Kc7 32.Ka8
(B) Ian Shanahan
2nd Prize, USPB ‘94 c7# A simple yet elegant 16-step switchback. Ra(A) S.Milenković
dovan Tomasevic signals an anticipation; see diaded. to G. Foster
Bilten 1962
w________w
w________w
gram A. Solution: 14.Kxb8 29.Kxa6 45.Ka8 c7#
[wdwdwdwd]
[wHNdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]The black King takes a pseudo R-path from a8
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]to capture a6, returning to be mated by c7++
[RdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK](AM), Switchback and Royal circuit (OR), Alto[dkdBdKdw]
[wdwdwdPH]gether strategy is very simple. Composer
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0p0q]should be given credit for an accurate King
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp4bd]walk using only five white units (CCF), Wow!
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGkgr](IT), The mate is a real surprise (LV),Well
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
(4+11) known idea, nicely executed (AB)
ser.h#45
(6+1) ser.h=18
b) Qh3→h2
C0044 (Molnár) a) 1.dxe3 2.Kxe6 6.Kd4 Bd6=, b) 1.fxe6 2.Kxf4 7.Kxh5 Rxe6=, c) 1.gxf4
2.fxe3 7.Ka4 Nxd4= "Extraordinary series-helpstalemate with double cyclic Zilahi theme in
the 1st and 2nd moves!" (composer). Cyclic Zilahi and model stalemates (OR), Excellent
cycle of stalemates with two of three white officers captured in each solution while
remaining officers deliver stalemate (CCF), Cyclical Zilahi. Mowing down white pieces
instead of black ones presents a paradox in a helpstalemate (LB), Zilahi cycle with
doubled elimination (IT), Excellent double white piece captures in all 3 lines (MD)
C0045 (Popovski) 1.Qf7 2.Bd3 3.g6 4.gxh5 8.Kxh3 9.h4 10.Qh5 Bxh5= The black core unfolds to form a distant pin-mate. Another good sequence...different to solve (CCF), Bravo
Aleksandar! (LV), Mating position obvious, but bQ cuts the corners to get there in ten
moves (JM), Efficient use of moves to solve all the issues (MD)
C0046 (Bales) 5.a1B 6.Bad4 7.d1R 9.Ra8 10.Ba7 12.Bhb6 13.Kb8 Kd7= Excelsiorswitchback wraps a tidy package. This one was nice (AM), Neat use of two same square
Bishops (CCF), The old Bishop must wait for the new one (JM), Underpromotions
compliment the BB Alphonse-Gaston routine on d4 (MD)
C0047 (Novomesky) 1.Ke5 4.Bg3 5.Bf5 6.Rh4 9.Kh3 10.Rgg4 11.g5 12.Bg6 13.Bh5 14.g6
Rf3= Wily maneuvers, including clever Bishop sorties and g4/g5/g6 Platzwechsel, bind together beautifully! (The author notes that C0047 is, in fact, C+) The final position is fairly
clear but the way to get there is not. I found it easier to solve as a retro starting with
the final position and working backward (CCF), The Bishops take circuitous routes
serving as very effective traffic cops. Very nice (LB), Route dictated by need for both
Kings to avoid check (JM), Great! Not too hard too conceive the final position, but
filling in the dots was a challenge (MD)

C0048 (Grigoryan) 3.bxc3 5.c1Q 6.Qc4 8.Kc5 9.Qd5 11.Ke5 12.Qe4 14.Kxg4 15.Kh3 Rxe4=
Three efficient shields yield a mating net afar. Royal march + Ceriani-Frolkin + excelsior
(OR), Fairly straightforward promotion-guard-capture problem (CCF), Real nice (IT),
Familiar shields and sacrifices by the promoted piece (JM), Nothing new but nice (AB),
Ring-around-the-Rookie! (MD)
C0049 (Spiric) 3.f3 4.Nf2 5.Qh3 7.N8e4 8.Ke2 9.d1N 10.Nc3 11.Ke3 12.fxg2 13.gxh1N
14.Ng3 15.h1N Rxh3= "Model stalemate with 5 black Knights (4 pinned and one cramped)"
(composer), and an Excelsior to boot. Promotion + pin stalemate + preventive pinning
(OR), Three promotions to Knight and five black Knights on board in final position.
Well composed (CCF), A network of N-promotions and pins strung on a delayed Excelsior (JM), Three N promotions and a very pleasing final position (DD), Threefold
promotion to Knight with five pined Knights in final position! (HK)
C0050 (Molnár) 1.Rg4 2.Bg3 3.Rf4 4.g4 5.Rg5 6.Bh5 7.Ng6 8.Bh4 9.g3 10.Rfg4 11.f4 12.Kf5
13.e4 14.Ne5 15.g6 Rc5= "An illustration of square vacations and re-occupations during 15
continuous black moves (Umnov effect)." (composer) Compare to diagram B, showing consecutive Umnov twins in a 'closed' framework. Solution: a) 1.Rh2 2.Bh1 3.Rfg2 4.Bf2 5.Rg1
6.Bg2 7.Rgh1 8.Kg1 9.Bf1 10.Rg2 11.Kh2 12.Bg1 13.Rf2 14.Qg2 15.Kh3 16.Rh2 17.Qh1
18.g2 Nf5=, b) Bh3 2.Qg2 3.Rh2 4.Qh1 5.Bg2 6.Rh3 7.Bh2 8.Kg1 9.Bf1 10.Qg2 11.Kh1
12.Bg1 13.Kh2 14.Qh1 15.g2 16.Kg3 17.Rh2 18.Kh3 Nf5= Amazing Umnov sequence...is
this a task? (CCF)
C0051 (Sphicas) 1.f1N 2.Ng3 3.Ke1 4.d1N 5.Nf2 6.Kf1 7.e1N 8.Nf3 9.Nfh1 10.Kf2 11.Rg1
12.c1N 14.Bf1 15.Ne2 16.b1N 17.Nd2 Qxd2= The five N coronations in sh=n form is nothing
new, but doing so with all promoting Ps on the 7th is! Five promotions to Knight which
must be close to a record? Very good sequence by this excellent composer (CCF),
Five Knight promotions from the second rank without captures and in only 17 moves.
The touch of the master (RT), Difficulty, artistry and task are all brilliantly combined in
this third (and best yet) setting of five N-promotions in ser.h= (JM)
Q0108 (Holladay) 1.Ng5 Kg7 2.Ke5 Kh6 3.Kf6 Kh5 4.Nf7=, 1.Ngf8 Ke7 2.Ke5 Kf7 3.Bh7
Ke8/Ke7 4.Kf6/Bg6= The "T" shape stands for 'tricky' in this asymmetric mini. Dual after
1..Kf7 2.Ke5 Kg8 3.Bg6 or Kf6 (OR), Various move orders...duals (CCF), It took me
ages (LV)
Q0109 (Holladay) 1.hxg6ep+! Kxg8 2.f7+ Kf8 3.g7+ Kxf7 4.gxh8Q Ke7 5.Qd4 Kf8 (Ke8
6.Qd6 Kf7 7.Qd8=) 6.Qf6+ Ke8/Kg8 7.Ke6/Kg6= The 'obvious' en passant key is no challenge for veteran solvers but perhaps will befuddle the uninitiated few. Some minor duals +
King circuit (OR), Initial e.p. capture not immediately obvious. Some duals (CCF), All
lines lead to stalemate in seven or less: more of a position than a problem (JM), Too
many duals (HK)
Q0110 (Tomasevic) [forced replies omitted] a) 1.Qdb6+! 2.Qc3 3.Qa1+ 10.Kh8 11.Qa6+
12.Qe1+ 13.Qc6+ 14.Qd2+ 15.Qe3 16.Qee4+ 17.Qh6+ 18.Qg6+ Kxg6=, b) 1.Qdd6+! 2.Qc3+
3.Qa1+ 4.Kb2 6.e8Q+ 7.Qa4+ 10.e8Q+ 11.Nb5! 12.Qd1+ 13.Qa8+ 14.Q1d3+ 15.Ka1
16.Q8d5+ 17.Qa3+ 18.Qb3+ Kxb3= Intricate weavings establish ideal-stalemate echoes in
opposite corners.
Q0111 (Tomasevic) [checks and forced replies omitted] 1.Qd5 2.Rf7! (2.Qf7? s=52) 3.Qe6
Kd8!(Be7? 4.Rxe7 Kf8 [Kd8 5.Rd7 s=25] 5.Qf6 6-8.Rg7-g6-h6 9.Qh8 10.Rf6 11.Qf8 12.Rd6
13.Qd8 14.Rb6 15.Qc7 16.Qc6 17.Rb7 18.Rb3 19.Kf3 20-22.Rb7-b6-a6 23.Qa8 24.c6 25.Qc8
26.Re6 27.Qe8 28.Rg6 29.Qf7 30.Qf8 31.Rg7 32.Qf6 33.Rg5 34.Rh5 35.Qg5 Kxg5=) 4.Rd7
5.Qc6 6.Rb7 7.Rc7 8.Qb6 9.Qa6 10.Rb7 11.Qc6 12.Rb8 13.Re8 14.Qe6 15.Rg8 16-19.Qf7-g7g4-g5 20.Rg7 21.Qh6 22.Rxh7 23.Qg6 24.Rh8 25.Re8 26.Qe6 27.Rc8 28.Qc6 29-31.Rc7b7xb3 32.Ke1 33. Rb7 34.Rb6 35.Qc7 36.Qc8 37.Rb7 38.Qa8 39.Rb6,40.Qd5 41.Qb5 42.Bc5
43.Qc4 44.Qc3 45-47.Rb2-b5-a5 48.Qb3 49.Be3 50.Rc5 51.Qc2 Kxc2= Indeed a 'long and
winding road' for the bK!
Q0112 (Érsek) a) 1.Sd7 Qxb5 2.Sb6 Qxc4 3.Sa8 Qxa4 4.Rb6 Qxa7=, b) 1.Sc5 Qxb7 2.Sb3
Qxb5 3.Sa1 Qxa4 4.Bb3 Qxa3= The vigilant wQ tames the galloping steeds. With seven
‘loose’ black units and only four white captures available, means that two black units
must be pinned and ‘locked’ in. In this case a bN on a1 and a8. Nice problem (CCF)
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Q0113 (Vinagre) 1.Nf6(Nc5?) Kd3 2.Nd7 exd7 3.Bc8 dxc8N+ 4.Kd5 Nd6 5.e6 Ne4= Attractive bN/wN and wP/bP replacements. Promoted wN ends up on bN diagram square. Nice
touch (CCF), A Phoenix-like idea: the newly promoted wN comes to the original place
of the eliminated bN (IT), The hardest to solve? (LV)
Q0114 (Stanley) a) 1.c5 f4 2.c4 fxe5 3.c3 exd6 4.c2 d7 5.c1N d8N=, b) 1.h5 f4 2.h4 fxe5 3.h3
exd6 4.h2 dxc7 5.h1B c8B= Promoted force and repeated moves notwithstanding, this
matched double Excelsior is no small feat! Excelsior + changed promotions (OR), Too
simple for publication (CCF), Nice corresponding promotions (LB), Original echoed
minor promotions (IT), Double-double under promotions. Nicely done! (MD), A very
nice set of twins (DD), Easy but interesting! (HK)

FAIRIES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: Reto Aschwanden
A warm welcome to newcomers to this section: József Pásztor, Timothy Chow, Philip Lin,
Antonio Garofalo and Yoshikazu Ueda.
This time we have two different groups of originals. I call the first group light compositions. They are a good practice for the inexperienced solvers. Wenda’s Anti-Circe (type
Cheylan) F0409 is beautiful. Einstein’s “Theory of relativity” is obscure for most of us, but
Einstein Chess is a clear and well-known fairy condition. F0415 and F0416 are good tests for
solvers. The old Maxi condition is freshly demonstrated in F0417.
The second group is a selection of more challenging problems. F0411 is a task with no
fewer than 6 promotions. F0412 and F0413 are very interesting demonstrations of nonstandard cyclical ideas. Problems F0420 and F0422 аrе an excellent Feather’s duo. F0423 is a
delicacy from Slovakia in a new Bohemian super-fairy style. F0424 is a splendid miniature
from Japan. The last two problems with Super-Circe and the Half-neutral pieces are, for the
time being, not yet popular with the composers and solvers, but they are very enticing.
F0414 is a new version of F0380 (SG18 – 2002) and requires rigorous testing.

Definition of Fairy pieces and conditions
Anti-Circe - On making a capture, any unit (including a King) is reborn on its game-array
square. The captured unit disappears, as in normal chess. Since rebirth is obligatory, a capture
is legal only if the relevant rebirth-square is unoccupied. A capture may be made either from or
on a rebirth-square; promotion with capture is legal provided the rebirth-square of the promoted unit is unoccupied.
Anti-Circe (Type Cheylan) - Same as Anti-Circe except a piece cannot capture on the square
on which it is to be reborn.
Camel (Cm) - 1:3 Leaper.
Circe - When captured, a piece (other than a King) is reborn on its game-array square. Rook,
Bishop and Knight are reborn on the square that is the same color as the square of the capture,
Pawns on the file of capture. If the game-array is occupied, the captured piece disappears, as in
a normal capture. Castling is permitted with a reborn Rook. Fairy pieces are regarded as being
the result of promotion and so are reborn on the promotion-square on the file of the capture.
Contact chess (Koko) - A move is legal only if at least one of the squares adjacent to the
arrival square is occupied (i.e. a piece, having moved, must be in contact with another).
Einstein Chess - Units "grow" when they capture (P→N→B→R→Q→Q) and "shrink" when
they move without capturing (Q→R→B→N→P→P).
Equihopper - Moves along any line over another unit of either color to a square situated such
that the hurdle stands at the mid-point between the Equihopper’s departure and arrival squares.
Free-capture chess - Units are permitted to capture friendly units as well as enemy units,
except that units do not check, and cannot capture, their own King. Otherwise, rules are the
same as in ordinary chess. Other names for this condition are ‘Reformschach” and “Kiev
chess”.
Grasshopper - Moves along Queen-lines over another unit of either color to the square immediately beyond that unit. A capture may be made on arrival, but the hurdle is not affected.

Half-neutral piece - Can exist in black, white or neutral state. A piece in the neutral state may
be moved by Black or White, after which it changes into black or white state respectively. A
piece in the black state may be moved only by Black, after which it changes into its neutral
state, and similarly for White. By the notation: “h” = half neutral piece, states are marked with
“w”(white), “b”(black) and “n”(neutral). For example: hwR = half neutral Rook in white state;
hnNR = half neutral Nightrider in neutral state etc. In F0426, there are two half neutral pieces
in black state: Re5 and Nf7.
Kangaroo – Moves like a Grasshopper but jumps over two units of either color to the square
immediately beyond the second unit.
Lion - Moves and captures like a Grasshopper, but its arrival square may be any number of
squares beyond the hurdle, provided the line is free.
Madrasi – Like units, other than Kings, are paralyzed when they attack each other. Paralyzed
units cannot move, capture or give check.
Maxi - Black must play his geometrically longest move or may choose from among longest
moves of equal length, distances being measured from the center of each square.
Neutral piece – Belongs to whichever side chooses to use it. It can therefore be moved or
captured by White or Black, and in Circe it is reborn according to capture. A King may not be
moved onto a square controlled by a neutral piece, because of self-check.
Nightrider – A Rider along a straight line on squares lying a Knight’s move away from each
other.
Series-mover (ser.) - One side remains stationary while the stipulated number of moves is
made by the other side. In a series-helpmate (ser.h#n) Black plays n moves to reach a position
where White can mate in one, avoiding checks until the final move of the sequence. In a seriesselfmate White plays n moves to reach a position where Black is forced to mate in one, checks
again being avoided until the last move.
Super Circe – When captured, a piece is reborn on any free field on the chess board without
causing self-check or selfmate. The Pawns (white, black, neutrals, half-neutrals) can be reborn
on the first or eight row also. When reborn on the first row (for Black) or on the eight row (for
White) the promotion is obligatory. The black or white reborn Pawn can play like in Einstein
Chess.

F0409 Klaus Wenda

Austria
w________w
[wdndwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdQ4wdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
2 solutions (3+5)

Anti-Circe Cheylan

F0412 József Pásztor
Hungary
w________w

[wdrdrdwg]
[dRdwdwdw]
[nIwdwdwd]
[dwdpdndw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[P)PdRdw)]
[dwdwdwGk]
w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (9+8)
Circe

F0410 Hubert Gockel

Germany
w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[dKdkdw0w]
[wdBdpdwd]
[dN0qHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwhwgPd]
[dndwdRdQ]
w--------w
#2
Anti-Circe
(8+8)
F0413 Unto Heinonen

Finland
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwGwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w0w4k)wd]
[dq)pdpdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
Circe
(5+8)

F0411 Réne J. Millour

France
w________w
[wdw1wdwh]
[)w)wdwdP]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdp0wd]
[dpdwhkdP]
[w$pdw0p)]
[dwgbdrdQ]
w--------w
h#3 Anti-Circe (8+13)
F0414 Paul Raican

Romania
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQGwdwdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dw0wdwdB]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[RdRdNdwd]
[dKdkdwdw]
w--------w
s#12 Circe C(8+3)
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F0415 Olivier Ronat
France
w________w

[wdBiwdwd]
[dwdwdK0w]
[wdw0wdw0]
[dwdw0Ndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ Einstein Chess (4+7)
b) Kf7→c6, c) Pg7→c5
d) Bc8→c1
F0418 Tibor Érsek

Hungary
w________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwHwdB]
[pdwdp4wd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0PdP0w0]
[dKdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdwg]
[in$wdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h=11 Madrasi (8+10)
F0421 Antonio Garofalo

Italy
w________w
[wdwdw!Nd]
[dw1wdwdK]
[pdpdwdQd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dQdwdpdq]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Gf8→e3
(6+7)
Qq Grasshoppers
q Lion

F0424 Yoshikazu Ueda

Japan
w________w
[wdkdwdw1]
[IwhwdwdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h=4
(2+3+2)
n Camel, q Kangaroo
p Neutral Pawns

F0416 Alex Ettinger
Israel
w________w

[wdwiwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[N4wHw)wd]
[)pdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(5+4)
Einstein Chess

F0419 Timothy Chow
& Philip Lin
Cambridge, MA
w________w

[wdwdwIwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0bd]
[dwdwgwdr]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw$w0wdw]
[wdwGpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
C(3+8)
b) Free-capture chess

F0422 C.J.Feather

F0417 Unto Heinonen
Finland
w________w

[rdwiwIwd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wGwdpdNd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[pdNdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#6
Maxi
(7+5)
F0420 C.J.Feather

England
w________w
[wdwdQhQd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Qdwdbdwd]
[dw)w1wdQ]
[wdw!qdwd]
[dw0wiQdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(8+7)
Qq Grasshoppers

F0423 Juraj Lörinc

England
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[qdwdKdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
a
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h#17*
(3+4)

Slovakia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w
h#6
3 solutions
(2+2)

[wdwdw4wd]
[dN0pdw0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$bdwdwdp]
[wipdwdw$]
[$wdsdPdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2 Super Circe (5+9+2)

Bulgaria
w________w
[wIwdwdwh]
[dwdNdndw]
[wdwdP!wd]
[dw0w4wdw]
[w$Piwdwd]
[)wdw0wdw]
[Pdw)wdp1]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(10+8)

q Grasshoppers
a Equihopper
F0425 Petko A. Petkov
Bulgaria
w________w

rb Neutral Rook and Bishop

Contact chess (Koko)
n Nightrider

F0426 Petko A. Petkov

r n Half-neutral pieces

SG21 (January – March 2003) Solutions – FAIRIES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Henryk Kalafut (HK), Barry
Keith (BK), Matthew Dickey (MD), David Moulton (DM), Olivier Ronat (OR), Radovan
Tomasevic (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale† (LV)
F0382 (Holladay) The stipulation should have been h=4.5 Maxi, Circe a) 1...b8Q+ 2.Rc7
h8Q+ 3.Kf4 Qxc7+ 4.Ke3 Qh3+ 5.Bf3 Qc4=, b) 1...h8Q 2.Bh1 b8Q 3.Ba8 Qb7 4.Re4 Qxe4+
5.Bxe4(Qd1) Qe5=, c) 1...b8Q 2.Ba8+ Qe5 3.Bh1 h8Q 4.Ba8 Qc8+ 5.Rb7 Qec5=, d) 1...b8Q+
2.Rc7 h8Q+ 3.Kd6 Kf6 4.Ba8 Qhf8+ 5.Kd7 Qb7=, e) 1...b8Q+ 2.Kf6 Qf4+ 3.Kg7 h8Q+
4.Kxh8(Qd1) Qh5+ 5.Bh7 Qfxg5=, f) 1...h8Q+ 2.Rg7 b8Q+ 3.Kf6 Qb2+ 4.Ke7 Qbxg7+ 5.Kd8
Qb7=, g) 1...b8Q+ 2.Rc7 h8Q+ 3.Kd6 Qxd4(Bf8) 4.Ke7 Qxc7+(Rh8) 5.Ke8 Qxh8=, h)
1...b8Q+ 2.Rc7 h8Q+ 3.Kd6 Qb6+ 4.Ke7 Qxc7+ 5.Kf8 Qd7=. More stalemates with only 6
pieces, but poor exploitation of Circe + Maxi… Some good variations in play but f), g)
and h) seem very similar (CCF)
F0383 (Kostadinov) 1.h8B+? Rc1!, 1.h8Q+? Bd1!, 1.Nc2+?, 1…Rxc2 [Ra8] [a] 2.h8B[A]#,
1…Bxc2 [Bc8] [b] 2.h8Q[B]#, 1…Kc3!, 1.Nf8? (2.Ne6#) Qc2!; 1.Ne7! (2.Nc6#), 1…Rc2[a]
2.h8Q[B]# (2…Bd1?), 1…Bc2[b] 2.h8B[A]# (2…Rc1?) , 1…Qc2 2.Nxd5 [Nb1]# (2…Qa1?).
Very good Anti-Circe strategy – two white promotions , black “Grimshaw” on c2, reciprocal
changes! White battery, exchange mates and defense on the same c2-square (OR),
Defenses remove guard on c3 but create other weaknesses (CCF), The dual
avoidance with neutralization of checking units in Anti-Circe (HK)
F0384 (Zajic/Muller) a) 1.Be5? fxe5 [Bf8] 2.f4 exf8Q 3.Kf5?, 1.Qc5+? dxc5 [Qd8] 2.d4
exd8Q 3.Kd5 Qxd6+ [Bf8]?; 1.Bc5+! dxc5 [Bf8] 2.d4 exf8Q 3.Kd5 Qd6#, b) 1.Bc5+? dxc5(
[f8] 2.d4 exf8Q 3.Kd5 Qd6+?, 1.Be5? fxe5 [Bf8] 2.f4 exf8Q 3.Kf5 Qxf6 [Qd8]+?; 1.Qe5! fxe5
[Qd8] 2.f4 exd8Q 3.Kf5 Qf6# Well-composed helpmate with tries (CCF), Good use of
Circe (LV)
F0385 (Érsek) 1.Bb2! 2.Bc1 3.Bxe3(Bc1) 4.Bh6 5.Bf8 6.Bd6 7.Nf8 8.Nxg6(Pg2) 9.Nf4
10.Ne2 11.Rxe4 12.Nd4 13.Nc2 14.Qxc3 15.Nb4 16.Nxa6(Pa2) 17.Nb8 18.Nd7 19.Bc7
20.Ba5 21.Bb4 22.a5 Be3=. Very nonstandard Circe-strategy! Cooked by C.C.Frankiss:
1.Bb2 2.Bc1 3.Bd2 4.Be1 5.Bh4 6.Bg5 7.Bh6 8.Bf8 9.Bd6 10.Be7 11.Qxa6 [Pa2] 12.Qd6
13.Qf8 14.Qg7,g8 15.Qxg6 [Pg2} 16.Qg4 17.Qe2 18.Rxe4 19.Ba5 20.Bb4 21.a5 22.Qxe3
[Bc1] Bxe3= Cooked by Radovan Tomašević in 19: 1.Qxa6 [Pa2] 2.Qd6 4.Qg7,8 5.Qxg6
[Pg2] 6.Qg4 7.Qe2 8.Rxe4 10.Bc1 11.Bxe3 [Bc1] 12.Bh6 14.Bd6 16.Ba5 17.Bb4 18.a5 19.Qe3
Bxe3= Perhaps with +bPg4,h3 it can be corrected. Also cooked by David Moulton.
F0386 (Feather) Set- play: 1…c8N#. 1.Gxd6! 2.Kb6 3.Kc5 4.Gb4 5.Kd6 6.Ge7 7.Gc5 8.Ke5
9.Kf4 10. Kg3 11.Kh2 12.Kxh1 13-17.Kc6 18.Kb6 19.Ga7 20.Kb7 21.Ka8 c8Q#. Paradoxical
captures of the white R and B! Good key and strategy to allow bK to a8 (CCF), Elegant
(LB), Beautiful (IT), White's heavy artillery has to be removed to give Black some
maneuvering room (MD)
F0387 (Tura) 1.Ba7! (2.LEOdb6+! Kxd4#) , 1…Bh6 2.LEObc5+! Kxd4# ( not 2.LEObb6+?),
1…Bg5 2.LEObb6+! Kxd4# (not 2.LEObc5+?), 1…Ne7~ 2.LEOdc5+ Kxd4#, 1…exd4
2.LEOb3+ Kxe4#, 1…LEOxd4 2. LEOxa3+ Kf2#. (1…VAOxd6 2.bLEOc5+ Kxd4#). Square
interchange between black pieces in the final position, Royal battery (OR), An
impressive seven variations in a s#2 (DM)
F0388 (Brabec) Setplay: 1…Gg2(a) 2.Qxd4#(A), 1…Gxg3(b) 2.Qb1#(B), 1…Nc5(c)
2.Qc4#(C); Try: 1.LEOc6? (2.Be4#) – 1…Gg2(a) 2.Qc4#(C), 1…Gxg3(b) 2.Qc3#(D),
1…Nc5(c) 2.Qb1#(B) ,but 1…e5! ; 1.LEOe5! (2.Be4#) – 1…Gg2(a) 2.Qb1#(B), 1…Gxg3(b)
2.Qxd4#(A), 1…Nc5 (c) 2.Qc3# (D). Shouldn't there be a try indicated, namely for
1.LEOc6? e5! ? (DM)
F0389 (Kotesovec) Error in diagram. The black King should be normal. 1-3.Kd4 4.KAd6
5.KAd3 6-7.Kf5 8.KAg6 9.Kg5 10.KAb1 11.KAf5 12. KAh5 13-14.Kh3 15.KAh2 16.KAb2
17-21.Kd2 22.KAe2 23.KAd1 24.KAb2 25-27.Ka1 28.KAb1 KAh1#. Typical for a KotesovecStyle! Satisfying to solve (BK), Original and very difficult problem with excellent bK tour
ending up on starting square (CCF), The switchback with long travel of black King
(HK)
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F0390 (Gandev) a) 1.nNf1! nBxb5(Pb7) 2.nBf4 nBxf1(nNg8) 3.exf4(nBc1) nBxf4(Pf7) 4.d5
Kxf1(nBc8#); b) 1.d5! Kxg2(Pg7) 2.nBc4 nBxg3(nNb8) 3.dxc4(nBf1)+ nBxc4(Pc7)+ 4.Kd6
Kxg3(nBf8)#. Unique chameleon-echo! Reciprocal capture (OR), Neutrals and Circe are
always hard solving...but very good problem (CCF), Excellent problem, very difficult
for solving (RT), I don't think I would have gotten this without part b)! (DM)

RETROS and PROOF GAMES
Editor: Ryan McCracken, Judges: Retros Nikita Plaksin, Proof Games Igor Vereshchagin
Welcome to Bernd Gräfrath. Orthodox retros return to SG in R0106, while Wolfgang uses
his favorite fairy condition to comical effect in R0107. My P0126 asks the solver to find out
who cleaned up the back rank. Mario and Michel serve up GD-50JT appetizers. Dan’s problem
finds pieces switching home squares in cyclic fashion, while Rustam is seeing double. For
P0131, the game is Losing Chess, in which captures are mandatory, Kings are not royal, and
the first person to give away all units wins.

R0106 Alexander Kisliak
Ukraine
w________w

[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdp0p$R]
[P0wdwdPd]
[dwdwdw0Q]
[wdwdwdpg]
[dwdw)P4q]
[w)PdP4Pd]
[dwdndwIw]
w--------w
Mate?
(12+12)
P0127 Mario Parrinello

Italy
w________w
[w$wdwdqd]
[0wdp0w0p]
[b0wdk0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Pdwdndwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[wdr)P)P)]
[dNGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG in 13.5 moves (14+13)

R0107 Wolfgang Dittmann
Germany
w________w

[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[gwdwIwdr]
w--------w
-8 and #1 (Proca)
(3+4)
Anti-Circe (Cheylan)

P0128 Rustam Ubaidullaev

Russia
w________w
[rdb1wdkd]
[0pgpdp0p]
[w$p0whwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[Pdwdwdw)]
[dw)PdNdw]
[wdB)w)Pd]
[dNGQIwdn]
w--------w
PG in 18.5 moves (15+15)

P0126 Ryan McCracken
Albuquerque, NM
for Diane
w________w

[rhb1kgnd]
[0p0p0pdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdw)p]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdPIRdN]
[w)PdP)w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
PG in 12.5 moves (12+14)
P0129 Dan Meinking
Cincinnati, OH
dedicated to the
Riverside Chess Club
w________w

[QGRgkdn4]
[dwdpdp0p]
[q0pdwdwd]
[0w)B0wdw]
[PdNdwdwd]
[dPdwdw)w]
[wdw)P)w)]
[hN4bIwdR]
w--------w
PG in 21.5 moves (16+16)

Alexander Toger 1934-2003
The sad news of another loss to our chess-problem community came as we were
ready to go to print.
I met Alexander in St. Petersburg during the 1998 PCCC Congress. He was a quiet,
unassuming person and always traveled with his wife Paulina. He would sit on the side and
observe while the rest of us were arguing about some issues. Alexander was a subscriber to SG
and a frequent contributor. He will be missed dearly.
Mike Prcic

P0130 Michel Caillaud
France
dedicated to Gianni Donati
w________w

[wdwdkGw$]
[0b0p0wdn]
[w0wdwdp4]
[dwgwdpdr]
[wdw)wdw1]
[dKdwdPdw]
[P)Pdw)w)]
[$NHQdBdR]
w--------w
PG in 22.5 moves (16+14)

P0131 Bernd Gräfrath
Germany
dedicated to Ralf J. Binnewirtz
w________w

[rhbiqdn4]
[0p0wdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdp0w0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[P)P)P)w)]
[HRGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG in 11.0 moves (16+14)
Losing Chess
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(A) Unto Heinonen

The Problemist, 1998
w________w
[Qdbdk4Bd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[Rdwdwdwh]
[dwdNdRHw]
[p0p0p0p0]
[)w4wdwdP]
[Pdw)P)w)]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w
PG in 24.0 moves (15+13)

SG21 (January-March 2003) Solutions – RETROS & PROOF
GAMES
Comments by: Timothy Chow (TC), Danny Dunn (DD), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith
(BK), David Moulton (DM), Olivier Ronat (OR), Radovan Tomasevic (RT), Klaus Wenda
(KW)
R0101 (Volet) Retract 1.a3-a4 Kh5-h4 2.b2xBa3 B~a3 3.B~ 6...Bh4-g3 7.Rh1-g1 Q~
10.Re6-e3 Qc8~ 11.Be7-d8 Qd7-c8 12.Bd8-e7 Qe7-d7 13.Re3-e6 Bg3-h4 14.R~ Qe3-e7 15.~
Bf4-g3 16.~ Qf3-e3 17.~ Kh4-h5 18.~ Qh5-f3 19.Rh6-g6 Nh8-g6+ 20.~ Rh8-g8 21.~ Bg8-h7
22.~ Ne5-g6 23.Rg6-h6 Qf3-h5 24.~ Rh5-h8 25.Rh6-g6 ~ 26.Rh8-h6 Rh7-h5 permitting bK
to retract to h6, bQ and bN clear g4, and wK escapes, etc.
R0102 (Wenda) Retract: 1.a5xb6ep! b7-b5 2.Kb2-b3 Bb8-a7+ 3.Kc1-b2 R~a1+ (3...a1R?? is
illegal-the Pawn could not have gotten past wPa5!) 4.a7-a8B and play 1.axb8N[Ng1]#. Try:
Retract 1.c5xb6ep??, but 3...a2-a1R!! stops white from unpromoting on the a-file.
R0103 (Dittman) Retract 1.Ke1xPf2 f3-f2 2.Ke1xRf1 Rf2-f1 3.Kd2xNd1! Rf1-f2 4.Ke1-d2
Rf2-f1 5.Kc3xRb3! Rb8-b3 6.Kd2-c3 Rf1-f2 7.Ke1-d2 Rf2-f1 8.Ke4xRd4! Ra8-b8 9.Kf4-e4
Rh8x~g8 10.g7-g8~ and play 1.g7xNf8=N [Ng1]# A lengthy uncapture scheme is needed to
force a single wP to be uncaptured—too hard to solve, but fun to play through the solution.
A skillful masterpiece with deep logical strategy. The problem is a good example for
the enormous possibilities the combination Anticirce-Procaretractor is offering (KW)
P0117 (de Heer)1.d4 Na6 2.Bh6 Rb8 3.Bxg7 Nh6 4.Bf6 Bg7 5.d5 O-O 6.d6 Bh8 7.dxc7
Nxc7 8.Qxd7 Na8 9.Qxb7 Qd6 10.e4 Bd7 11.e5 Rfc8 12.e6 Be8 13.exf7+ Nxf7 14.Qxe7 Nd8
15.Qe2 Qf8 The black army shifts two squares right. Well-timed white captures make it look
easy. A complete reshuffle of Black’s eighth rank expertly done (CCF), An interesting
task, harder to solve than it looks. At first I thought that the bPf7 had to be captured
by a promoted wR (TC)
P0118 (Meinking/Prentos) 1.h4 b6 2.h5 Ba6 3.h6 Bd3 4.hxg7 h5 5.gxf8N Rh7 6.Ne6 fxe6
7.Nc3 Kf7 8.Nd5 exd5 9.Rh4 Ke6 10.Rc4 dxc4 11.c3 Kd5 12.Qb3 cxb3 13.a3 Kc4 14.Ra2
bxa2 15.exd3+ Kb3 16.Be2 a1B 17.Bd1+ Ka2 18.b3 The black Pawn clears the way for his
King, then disguises himself. Phoenix (OR), Nice follow-my-leader sequence from
move nine onwards (CCF), Paradoxically, reading that this problem would "tax
solvers" helped me guess the solution more quickly than I might have otherwise
(TC), One officer was born in the SW fort and one arrived after a long journey. An
extremely nice solution (DD)
P0119 (Ubaidullaev) 1.a4 h5 2.a5 h4 3.Ra4 h3 4.Rh4 e5 5.Rh7 Qh4 6.b4 Nf6 7.b5 Bb4 8.c4
d6 9.c5 Qc4 10.Nc3 Bg4 11.d4 Kd7 12.d5 Re8 13.Qd4 exd4 14.f4 Re3 15.f5 Rd3 16.e4 Bd1
17.e5 Ne4 18.g4 Nd2 19.Bg2 hxg2 20.Nge2 g1=B 21.h4 Be3 22.h5 Bh6 23.g5 Very smooth
construction of the Pawn wall. Compare to diagram A (above). Solution: 1.Nf3 e5 2.Rg1
Ba3 3.bxa3 Qh4 4.Bb2 Qh3 5.gxh3 f5 6.Rg5 f4 7.Rf5 g5 8.Bg2 g4 9.Ng5 h5 10.Bd5 e4
11.Be5 Nh6 12.Nc3 Rf8 13.Bg8 d5 14.Rb1 d4 15.Nd5 a5 16.c3 Ra6 17.Qa4+ Rc6 18.Rb6 h4
19.Ra6 b5 20.Kd1 b4 21.Qb5 a4 22.Qxb8 Rxc3 23.Qa8 c5 24.Bc7 c4 1.5 moves longer, but
no promotion. I enjoyed building the wall (BK)
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P0120 (Ubaidullaev) 1.d4 c5 2.d5 Nc6 3.dxc6 d5 4.e4 Qd6 5.e5 Kd8 6.exd6 e5 7.f4 Be6 8.f5
Rc8 9.fxe6 f5 10.g4 Nf6 11.g5 Rg8 12.gxf6 g5 13.h4 Rg6 14.h5 Bg7 15.hxg6 h5 16.a4 h4
17.a5 h3 18.Ra4 h2 19.Rg4 hxg1Q 20.Bf4 Qxf1+ 21.Kd2 Qa6 22.b4 b5 23.Kd3 Qb6 24.axb6
a5 25.bxa5 Bh8 26.a6 And now a wall behind a wall! Double lines of Pawns (if incomplete)
well done. In terms of solving, not that hard, as moves 1-15 are fairly obvious and a bit
repetitious (CCF), Thanks Rustam for the pleasure you provided me in solving both of
your problems (RT)
P0121 (Prentos & Meinking) 1.h4 a5 2.h5 a4 3.h6 a3 4.hxg7 Ra4 5.Rh6 Na6 6.Rc6 dxc6
7.gxh8N Bh3 8.Nxf7 Rg4 9.Nd6+ exd6 10.d4 Kf7 11.Kd2 Bh6+ 12.Kd3 Bf4 13.Ke4 Kg6
14.Qd3 Kh5 15.Kf5 Bh2 16.Ke6 Qf6+ 17.Kd7 Ne7 18.Bg5 Rf4+ 19.Kd8 Bd7 20.g3 Kg4
21.Bg2 h5 22.Bd5 h4 23.Nf3 Kh3 24.Qf5+ Kg2 25.Ne5+ Kf1 26.Bg2+ Ke1 27.Nc3+ Kd2
28.Rg1 h3 29.Bf1 Kc1 30.Nd5 Nc8+ 31.Ne7 Kb1 32.d5 Rf3 33.Bg2+ An ambitious tally of
SIX Indians (!), doubling a previous Prentos problem. Four batteries set up in course of
play as well as an existing battery (wN + wR), all in all five. Difficult to solve but
worthwhile (CCF), I am missing one half-move to solve this grandiose problem (RT)
P0122 (Begley) 1.e3 c5! 2.Ba6 Nxa6 [+wBb8] 3.Bxa7 [+bPb8] Rxa7 [+wBa8] 4.Bxb7
[+bPc8] Bxb7 [+wBc8] 5.Bxd7 [+bPc8]+ Qxd7 [+wBd8] 6.Bxe7 [+bPd8] Nxe7 [+wBg8]
7.Bxh7 [+bPg8] Rxh7 [+wBh8] 8.Bxg7 [+bPh8] Ng6! 9.Bxf8 [+bBg7] Kxf8 [+wBe8] 10.Bxf7
[+bPe8] Kxf7 [+wBf8] 11.Bxc5 [+bPf8] Nxc5 [+wBa6] 12.Bf1 The black Pawns are shoved
back quite efficiently. Not quite as hard as it first looks. Important to note that bK must
make two moves so wB must capture an eight rank officer (in this case bBf8).
Entertaining problem (CCF), First I thought there was a diagram error. Very interesting
and unusual problem (RT), An amusing task. You wouldn't believe how much time I
wasted trying to use the wQ instead of the wB! (TC), Lots of fun to solve this one
(DD), This was still tricky to solve, despite the short length: at first I thought it was the
white Queen doing the mischief, and later on, things didn't quite work until I saw the
idea of White's ninth (DM)

WCCI 1998-2000 #n and Studies winning compositions
In the #n category, Mikhail Marandyuk took first place, followed by Michael Herzberg
and Aleksandr Kuzovkov. These are their highest scoring compositions (points in parenthesis).

B

C

D

Michael Herzberg
Michael Herzberg
Michael Herzberg
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Michael Herzberg
Die Schwalbe 1999
Schach 1999
N.S.V.-75JT 1999
Die Schwalbe 2000
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwgwd]
[wdwdKhwd]
[ndwdwdwI]
[wdbdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dNdwHpdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dw4wdN0w]
[BdK)wdwd]
[nGwdp)wd]
[wdwiNdw)]
[wgpdwdRd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[dwdwiwdw]
[dBdN0Pdw]
[1rdw0wdn]
[w0wdkdNH]
[wdwdwdP4]
[w0P0wdwd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dw0wGpdP]
[dw0P0Rdw]
[drdwdwdw]
[dwhPdk)N]
[whpdp)wd]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdwGwgwd]
[wdw)pdwI]
[dwdw4whw]
[dbdwdwdw]
[4wdwdwdw]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#11
(9+11)
#10
(9+9)w--------w
#7
(8+9)
#7
(10+12)
Michael Herzberg
A

B

C

Mikhail Marandyuk
Mikhail Marandyuk
Mikhail Marandyuk
Mikhail Marandyuk
2nd-3rd Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Ural Problemist 2000 w________w
Zadachi i etyudy 1999 w________w
Shakhmatnaya komp. ‘00
Feoktistov-50JT 1998
w________w
w________w

[wgw4wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[whNdwdwd]
[wHwdwdwd]
[hRdPdwdR]
[dwdpdQdp]
[dB0pdwdw]
[4p$wIw0w]
[PdkdpdpI]
[wdPdp)Pd]
[wdndw$wI]
[wdw0pdPd]
[dwdndwGw]
[dwdndkdw]
[4wdkdb)w]
[dBdk0pHb]
[PdNdBdwd]
[wdwdRdw)]
[Pdwdw!wd]
[w)pdwdw4]
[dN0wdrdp]
[4NgB0wdw]
[)w$pdpdp]
[dwGwdwgq]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdPdr0]
[wdwdrdPd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[dwdwdNhK]
[dwdwdqgw]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#4
(11+11)
#4
(11+11)
#5
(10+13)
#7
(8+15)
Mikhail Marandyuk
A

1.d3! (2.Nd4+ Kc5 3.Nxe6+ Kc6 4.Rb6#, 1...Rxd3 2.Rb6+ Kc7 3.Bf4+ Nxf4 4.Rb7#,
1...Rf6 2.Nba5+ Kc5 3.Be3+ Nxe3 4.Nb3#, 1...Be5 2.Nca5+ Kd6 3.Be7+ Nxe7 4.Nc4#,
(1...e5 2.Be7 Bc7 3.Nxe5+ Bxe5 4.Na5#) Three white Bishop sacrifices and a triple
switchback on mating move. (10)

1.Qg7! (2.Nxe3+ Nxe3 3.Rd4+ Ke5 4.f7#), 1...Rxg6 2.Ng3+ Rxg3 3.Rxe3+ Kf4
4.Qxg3#, 1...Bxf6 2.Nd4+ Bxd4 3.Rxf4+ Kxf4 4.Qxd4#, 1...e5 2.Qxd7 Kxg6 3.Rxe5+
Kh6 4.Qxh7#, (1...Rg4 2.Rxg4+ Ke5/Kxg4 3.Re4+/gxh7+) Weissauer-Line Clearance,
white R-cross. (10.5)
1.g3! (2.Qc4+ Ke5 3.Re6+ Bxe6 4.Qf4+ Kd5 5.Ne7#), 1...Rxa4 2.Ne7+ Rxe7 3.Rxf5+
Ke6 4.Qe5+ Nxe5 5.Rf6#, 1...Bg4 2.Nb6+ Bxb6 3.Rxd3+ Kc5 4.Qd4+ Nxd4 5.Rc3#,
1...Qc1 2.Rd6+ cxd6 3.Qxf5+ Re5/Kd4 4.Ne7+/Rxd3+ Critical decoys of two black
pieces, six sacrifices and four switchbacks. (10.5)
1.Nd7? (2.Nb6#) Bf2!, 1.Rd7? e4 2.Rc7 e3 3.Nd7, but 2...Bf2!; 1.Bd7! (2.Bxe6#) f4 2.Bb5
f3 3.Rd7 e4 4.Rc7 e3 (Be2?) 5.Nd7 Rd4 (Bf2?) 6.Bxc4+ Rxc4 7.Nb6# Logical problem
with the play of white Bishop, Rook and Knight on d7-square. Four black valves with two
interferences. (11.5)

D

1.Nf5? Kxf5 2.Bd3+ Nxd3!; 1.Bc8! Kd3 2.Ne5+ Ke4 3.Nf7 Kd3 4.Kc5 Na4+ 5.Kb5 Ke4
6.Kc6 Kd3 7.Ne5+ Ke4 8.Ng4 Kd3 9.Ba6+ Ke4 10.Nf5 Kxf5 11.Bd3# Logical one-liner
with pendulum movement. (10.5)
1.d4+? Ke4 2.Nd6+ Kxf3!; 1.Nd8! Rh7 2.Ndc6+ Kd6 3.Na5 Ba2 4.Nb7+ Ke5 5.Ba5 Kd4
6.Rf4+ Ke5 7.Rf1 Kd4 8.Bb6+ Ke5 9.d4+ Ke4 10.Nd6# Logical one-liner with pendulum
movement. (9)
1.Bg5? Bh4 (1...e4? 2.Bf4#) 2.Bxh4 e4!, 1.Nd8? Ra7 2.Nf7+ Kc5 3.Ng5 d3 4.Ne6+ Kd6
5.Bg5 Bh4 6.Bxh4 e4 7.Bg3#, but 6...b6!; 1.Ng5! Re1 2.Nf7+ Kc5 3.Nd8 d3 4.Ne6+ Kd6
5.Bg5 Bh4 6.Bxh4 e4 7.Bg3# One-liner with pendulum movement and a full-length try.
(10)
1.Nfg5+? Kg4 2.Ne6+ Kf3 3.Nc5 Bxh3!, 1.Nhg5+? Kg4 2.Ne6+ Kf3 3.Nc5 Rxf7!; 1.Bd7!
(2.Ng5#), 1...Rxd7 2.Nfg5+ Kg4 3.Ne6+ Kf3 4.Nc5 Bxc5 5.Ng5+ Kg4 6.Nf7+ Kf3
7.Nxe5#, 1...Bxd7 2.Nhg5+ Kg4 3.Ne6+ Kf3 4.Nc5 Rxc5 5.Ng5+ Kg4 6.Nh3+ Kf3
7.Ng1# Logical problem with two mirrored variations. (11.5)

Aleksandr Kuzovkov
1st Prize
“64” 2000

Aleksandr Kuzovkov
2nd Prize
Aleksandr Kuzovkov
Shakhmatnaya poesiya ‘00 F.Sackmann-JT 1998

Aleksandr Kuzovkov
3rd Prize, Pfalzischer
Schachbund-75 ‘98

w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w
[w4W$wdwd]
[wdnHwdwd]
[wdbdrdwg]
[ndwdwdwg]
[dwdB4pdw]
[drdwgRhK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0BdNdbdw]
[qdwHwdbI]
[wdB0p)Pd]
[wdBGwhwd]
[w0RdP4wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwdPiwGp]
[dw0wdwdr]
[0Ndkdw)w]
[w0wdwdwG]
[wdp$wdwd]
[wdwiw)wH]
[wdw0rdwh]
[dwhwdQ)n]
[dw)w0wHw]
[)p$w0Pdw]
[)wdp0wdw]
[w)piPdwH]
[wdw0w4b0]
[whwdwdw0]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwgwdwdR]
[!wdwdwdw]
[INdw!wdw]
[IwdRdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#4
(12+11)
#4
(12+14)
#4
(10+11)
#4
(9+14)
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Aleksandr Kuzovkov
A

1.g4! (2.Be1+ Kd1 3.Bc3+ Ng1 4.Rxg1#), 1...Qxe2 2.Nc4+ Qxc4 3.Be6+ Rxd8 4.Be1#,
1...Rxe2 2.Ne4+ Rxe4 3.Bb5+ Rxd8 4.Nf1# Theme Somov, half-battery. (9.5)

B

1.Qd1! h1Q 2.Qf3 Qh4 3.Rxh4 Bxf3/Rxf3 4.Bf4/Re4#, 1...Bxd5 2.Qh1 Bxh1 3.Bf3
Bxf3/Rxf3 4.Bf4/Nc6#, 1...Rxf6 2.Qf1 Rxf1 3.Rf3 Bxf3/Rxf3 4.Nf7/Re4# Three Novot
nys, four different mates, critical-aticritical moves of white pieces, three white Queen
sacrifices. (10.5)

C

1.Rc2? Ne4! 2.Qxe3? Kxe3!; 1.Ng6! (2.Ne5 Rexe5 3.Bxc5+ Rxc5 4.Qxe3#;
2...Rhxe5
3.Qxe3+ Rxe3 4.Bxc5#), 1...Re4 2.Rc2 Nd5 3.Bxc5+ Kd3 4.Qe2#, 1...Rd5 2.Rxb3 Ne4
3.Qxe3+ Kc4 4.Bb5# Plachutta in threat and anticritical moves in play, leading to selfblocks. (9.5)

D

1.Kb2? Nf5!, 1.Rb1? Rf5!; 1.Ka2! (2.Rxb6+ Kc4 3.Nd6+ ~ 4.Rc6#), 1...Rf5 2.Kb2 ~
3.Rxb6+ Kc4 4.Nd6#; 2...Be5 3.Rc7+ Kxe6 4.Nf8#, 1...Nf5 2.Rb1 ~ 3.Rd6+ Ke4 4.Bd5#;
2...Ne7 3.Rc5+ Kxe6 4.Nf8# Obstruction, Dresden Theme with self-blocks, white Rook
cross in third move. (9.5)

Nikolay Kralin
167
1st Prize
Nikolay Kralin
Nikolay Kralin
Nikolay Kralin
1st Prize
1st Prize
2nd Prize
TT Ural Problemist
TT Ural Problemist 1999w________w
Shakhmatnaya komp. ‘98
Israel-50JT 1999
Skt. Peterburg 1998 w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwIwdwd]
[Ndwiwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dPdb)wdw]
[dwdPdwdB]
[dRdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdk)w1wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdwG]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[dwdw0whw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdNdwdwd]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdwdrdw]
[4wdwdwdp]
[wHw)Ndwd]
[b)wdwdwd]
[rdpdwdwd]
[kdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
Win
(8+4)w--------w
Draw
(5+5)
Win
(4+4)w--------w
Draw
(4+4)
Nikolay Kralin
A

B

In the Studies category the winner was David Gurgenidze followed by Nikolay Kralin and
Andrey Visokosov.

David Gurgenidze
David Gurgenidze
David Gurgenidze
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
David Gurgenidze
Etiudnaya
Moz.
2000
Kricheli-MT
1998
Kralin-55JT
2000
Kralin-55JT 2000
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wHqdwdwd]
[wdwdwdRd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndwdPdk]
[dwdwIw)p]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdpdpd]
[bdwdwHwi]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dPdrdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw)pdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdPdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iPdwHwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[PgKdwdwd]
[pdw$pdwd]
[dNdwdwdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwiwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
Draw
(7+6)
Win
(5+5)
Win
(6+4)w--------w
Win
(3+4)

David Gurgenidze
A

1.Nd7! Qc1+ (1...Qxd7 2.f8N+ +-) 2.Kg2 Qc2+ 3.Nd2 (3.Kg3? h4+ 4.Kxh4 Qh2+ 5.Kg4
g5 6.Nf8+ Kh6 7.Nxe6 Qh5+ 8.Kg3 Qxf7-+) Qxd2+ 4.Kh3 Qxd4 5.Nf8+ Kh6 6.Nxe6
Qd7 7.f8Q+ Kh7 8.Qf5!!= (8.Qf6? Nc5) (10)

B

1.Rh8! Rd7+! 2.Kxd7 (2.Nxd7? Kxg7! -+) Bxb5+ 3.Ke7 Bc4 4.g8Q Bxg8 5.Nxg8+!
(5.Rxg8? g1Q 6.Rg1 =) Kg7 (5...Kg5 6.Nh6!+-; 5...Kh5 6.Nf6+ Kh6 7.Kf7!+-) 6.Nh6!
Kxh8 7.Kf8 g1Q 8.Nf7# (10)

C

1.Kb1! Kb4 (1...Bxd4 2.Nc2#) 2.Kxb2 h2 3.e6 h1Q 4.e7 Qh5 5.e8Q Qxe8 6.Nd5+ Ka5
(6...Kb5 7.Nc7+ +-) 7.b4+ Ka4 8.a3! Qc6 9.Nc3 Qxc3+ 10.Kxc3 +- (10.5)

D

1.Rxe2! Ra7+ 2.Kg8 (2.Kg6? Ra6+ 3.Kg5 Rxh6=) Ra8+ 3.Kf7 Ra7+ 4.Ke8 Ra8+ 5.Kd7
Ra7+ 6.Kc8 Kd1 (6...Ra8+ 7.Kb7 Ra7+ 8.Kxa7 a1Q 9.Kb8! Qb1+ 10.Kc7+-) 7.Rf2!
Ra8+ 8.Kd7 (the King can go to d7 because the black King is on d1) Ra7+ 9.Ke8 Ra8+
10.Kf7 Ra7+ 11.Kg6 Ke1 (11...Rg7+ 12.Kh5 Ra7 13.Kg4+-) 12.Rxa2! Rxa2 13.Rh1+
Ke2 14.Rh2+ wins. (9.5)

C

D

1.Nd4+! (1.b8N+? Kxd6 2.Nc4+ Ke6! -+) Qxd4 (1...Kxb7 2.Kxd7 +-) 2.b8N+! Phoenix!
Kxd6 3.Nxd7 Qd5 4.Nc4+! (4.e8N+? Kc6 5.Nf6 Qxd2! =) Qxc4 5.e8N+ Chemeleon
Phoenix Ke6 (5...Kc6/Kd5 6.Ne5+/Nb6+ +-) 6.Ng7+ Kd6 (6...Kf7 7.Ne5+ +-) 7.Nxf5+
Ke6 8.Ng7+ Kd6 9.Ne8+ Ke6 10.f5+! wins. (9)
1.Bb1! (1.Bf5? Nf3 2.Nb6 Nd4 3.Nd5 Nc2+ -+) e4! 2.Bxe4! (2.Bxa2? e3! -+) Nxe4 3.Nc7
(3.Nb6? Nd2! 4.Nc4! Nf3! 5.Na5 Ne1! 6.Nc6+ Kxd7 7.Nb4! Nc2+! -+) Bb1! (3...Nd2
4.Ne6+ Kxd7 5.Nc5+ and 6.Nxb3 Bxb3 stalemate) 4.Nb5! Nd2! (4...Bc2 5.Nxd6; 4...Bd3
5.Nd4 Bc4 6.Nc6+ Kxd7 7.Ne5+ =) 5.Nd4 Bh7! 6.Ne6+! (6.Nf3+ Nf1!! 7.Nd2 Ne3
8.Nxb3 Nc2+ 9.Kb1 Nd4 10.Ka2 Bg8 -+) Kxd7 7.Nf8+ Ke7! 8.Nxh7 Nf3! 9.Kb1 Kf7
10.Kc1 Kg7 11.Ng5!! (11.Kd1? Kxh7 12.Ke2 Nd4+! 13.Kd3 Nc2! 14.Kc3 Na1! -+) Nxg5
12.Kd2 Ne4+ 13.Kd3! = (9.5)
1.Bg7+! Rb2+ {1...Kb1 2.Nd2+ Kc1 3.Nxf3 Ra3 (3...Rb2+ 4.Bxb2+ Kxb2 5.Ne1!) 4.Nd4
Kd1 5.Rf7! Rc3 (5...c1Q 6.Rf1+ Kd2 7.Bh6+ Kd3 8.Bxc1; 5...Rg3 6.Rf1+ Kd2 7.Bh6+
Kd3 8.Rf3+ Rxf3 9.Nxf3) 6.Bh6! Ke1 7.Re7+ Kd1 8.Rg7 Ke1 9.Be3 Rxe3 10.Nxc2+ and
11.Nxe3 +-} 2.Bxb2+ Kb1 3.Ka7! (3.Ka5? c1Q 4.Na3+ Ka2! 5.Bxc1 Rc3! 6.Bb2 Rc5+
7.Kb4 Rc3!! 8.Ka5 Rc5+ 9.Ka4 Rc6! 10.Kb5 Rc5+! 11.Ka6 Rc6+! 12.Ka7 Ra6+ 13.Kb8
Ra8+ 14.Kc7 Rc8+ with stalemate) c1Q 4.Na3+ Ka2 5.Bxc1 Rc3 6.Bb2 a) 6...Rc5!
7.Nb1! Ra5+ 8.Kb8 (8.Kb6? Rh5! =) Kb1 9.Bc3+ 10.Bxa5+ +-. b) 6...Rc6/Rc8 7.Nb5!
Kxb2 8.Nd4/Nd6+ 9.Nxc6/Nxc8 +-. (11)
1.Rf1! (1.f7? Ra8+ 2.f8Q Rxf8+ 3.Kxf8 hxg2 -+; 1.gxh3? Nh6+ 2.Kh7 Nxf5 3.f7 Rxh3+
4.Kg6 Nh4+ -+) hxg2 (1...Nxf6+ 2.Kf7 -+; 1...Rg3 2.gxh3 -+) 2.Rg1 Rg3 3.f7 (3.Kf7?
Nh6+ 4.Ke6 Kb2 5.Ke5 Rg4 -+; 3.Kh8? Ne5 4.Kh7 Kb3 5.Kh6 Kc4 6.Kh5 Rh3+ 7.Kg5
Nf3+ -+) Ne5+! (3...Nf6+ 4.Kh8 not 4.Kf8? Nh7+ 5.Ke7 Re3+ 6.Kd6 Re2 7.Kd5 Kb2
8.Kd4 Kc2 -+; 4...Nd7 5.f8Q Nxf8 6.Rxg2+ Rxg2 stalemate No. 1; 3...Nh6+ 4.Kh7! Nxf7
5.Rxg2+ Rxg2 stalemate No. 2) 4.Kh7 Ng6 {4...Nd7 5.Kh6! -+ (5.Kh8? Kb3 -+) Nf8
6.Kh5 Ng6 7.f8Q Nxf8 8.Kh4 Rg7 9.Kh3 Ne6 10.Rxg2+ =} 5.Kg7! (5.Kh6? Kb3 6.Kh5
Kc3 7.f8Q Nxf8 8.Kh4 Rg7 9.Kh3 Ne6! 10.Rxg2 Nf4+ -+) Kb3 6.Kf6 Kc3 7.Kf5 Kd3
8.f8Q Nxf8 9.Kf4 Rg8 10.Kf3 Ng6 11.Kxg2! (11.Rxg2? Nh4+ -+) Nf4+ 12.Kf1!= Classical logical study with addi- tional stalemates. (9.5)

Andrey Visokosov
Andrey Visokosov
Andrey Visokosov
Andrey Visokosov
3rd Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Shakhmatnaya komp. ‘00
64-Shakhmatnoye ob. ‘99w________w
Shakhmatnaya komp. ‘00w________w
Kralin-55JT 2000
w________w
w________w

[wdw4wdwd]
[wdkdwdwd]
[wIwdwdkd]
[ngwdw4wd]
[dw$wdwdP]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdw0w0]
[wdwdpdnd]
[Ndwdndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwhwdw]
[dwdwdwdb]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdKdwh]
[NdpHwdRd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdPdwdw]
[)wdwdwGw]
[dwGw4wdw]
[p$wdpdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIpdP$Bd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dbdwdwdw]
[dngwdwdB]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Draw
(6+6)
Draw
(5+6)w--------w
Win
(6+6)w--------w
Win
(5+7)w--------w
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169
Andrey Visokosov
A

1.Rc1+! Rd1! 2.Rxe2! Kxe2 3.Rc2+! {3.Rxd1? Kxd1; 3...f5+? 4.Kd5! Kxd1 5.h8Q+-;
4.Bd4 (4.h8Q a1Q 5.Qd8+ Ke1 6.Ba5+ Kf1 7.Qd3+ Kg2 8.Qe2+ Kh3=) f5+! 5.Kf4! Kc1!!
6.Bf6 Kb1! 7.Bg7 Kc1 8.Bd4 Kb1! 9.Bf6 Kc1! 10.Ba1 Kb1! 11.Bc3 Kc2! 12.Ba1 Kb1!
Positional draw} Rd2! 4.Rxd2+ (4.Rxa2? f5+! 5.Ke5/f4 Rxa2!) Kxd2 5.Ba5+!! Kc2
(5...Kc1!? 6.Bc3 f5+ 7.Ke5!) 6.Bc3!! f5+ (6...Kxc3 7.h8Q a1Q 8.Qf6+ +-; 6...Ng6 7.Nxf6
+-) 7.Kf4! Ng6+ 8.Kxf5 Kxc3 (8...Ne7/Nh4 9.Ke6 Ng6 10.Kf7 +-) 9.Kxg6 Kc2 10.h8Q
Kb1 11.Qb8+ wins. (10.5)

B

1.f8Q+! Nxf8 2.Rg8 cxd3+! 3.Ke3!! {3.Ke1?/Kd2? Ng6! 4.Nxe6 Ba2! 5.N4c5
Bd5!!/Bc4!! 6.Kd1! Ba2! 7.Kc1! Bd5! 8.Kd2! Bc4! 9.Kc3 Ba2! 10.Kd2 (10.Kxd3 Nf4+ =;
10.Nb3 d2) Bc4! 11.Ke3 Ba2! Positional draw) Ng6! 4.Nxe6 Ba2! 5.N4c5 (zz No.1) Bc4!
6.Kd2! (zz No.2) Ba2! 7.Kc3! (zz No.3) Bd5 (7...Bc4 8.Kxc4 d2 9.Nxf8 d1Q 10.N8e6+!
=; 7...Kb8 8.Nd7+ =) 8.Kxd3 Nf4+ 9.Kd4+ Ng6 10.Kc3! (10.Ke3 Ba2 11.Kf3 Bc4
12.Kg4 Bd5 13.Kg5 Ba2 14.Kf6 Bd5 15.Rg7? Nxe6 16.Nxe6 Bxe6 17.Kxe6 Nf8+
18.Kd6 Kd8! =) Ba2 11.Nb3! wins. (9)

C

1.Kc8! Bg4! (1...Be8 2.Nb8 Nf8 3.Bd6=; 1...Nf8 2.Bd5+ Kg7 3.Be5+ Kh6 4.Bd6=)
2.Kxd7! {2.Nb8? Nc5! 3.Bd5!+ (3.Bd6 Bxa3 4.Kd8! Ne6 5.Ke7 Bxd6+! 6.Kxd6 Nf8)
3...Kf8! 4.Bd6+ Ke8 5.Bxc5 d6+ 6.Kc7 dxc5 7.Na6 Be3! 8.Kd6 Bd7! 9.Nxc5 (9.Be4
Nc3!) Bf4#} Nc5+ 3.Kc6! Nxa6 4.Bd5+ Kf8! {4...Kg7 5.Be5+ Kh6 (5...Kg6 6.Bc4!)
6.Bc4 Bc8 7.Bd3! Bb7+! 8.Kb6! Be3+ 9.Ka5! Bd2+ 10.Kb6=} 5.Bc4!! {5.Bd6+? Ke8!
6.Be4 (6.Bc4 Bf3+ 7.Kb6 Kd7 8.Bg3 Nc7!) Nc3! 7.Bd3 Bf3+! 8.Kb6 Kd7 9.Be5! Na4!}
Bc8 6.Bd6+! (6.Bd3? Nc3! 7.Bd6+ Kf7!) Ke8! 7.Bd3! Nxa3 (7...Nc3 8.Bg6+ Kd8 9.Be5!
Bd7+ 10.Kb6!=; 7...Nd2 8.Kb6=) 8.Bg6+! {8.Kb6? Be3+ 9.Kc6 (9.Ka5 Kc5!) Bd7+
10.Kd5 Nb5!} Kd8 9.Bd3 (zz) Bb2 10.Kb6 Bd4+ 11.Kc6! Bd7+ 12.Kd5! draws. (10)

D

1.Be1! c1Q+ 2.Kxc1 Rc8+ 3.Kd2! R3e8! 4.Rf8+! Kg4!! 5.Bf3+!! Kxg5 6.Rxe8 Rxe8
7.Bxa8 Bf4+! 8.e3! Bxe3+ (8...Rxe3 9.Kd1 =) 9.Kd3! Bc1! 10.Be4! Kf4! 11.Bh4! Rxe4
(11...Rh8 12.Be7 Rh3+ 13.Kc2=) 12.Bg5+ = (9)

My Chess Compositions, by Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich
(Library of StrateGems, 2003, 164 pp., perfect bound, quality paperback format)
One cannot read this book without his heart pounding. Milan Vukcevich, without question the outstanding American composer of his lifetime, and in overall genres the most accomplished in the history of chess, died on May 10, 2003, age 66, just hours after knowing that his
final work had, indeed, been published. In a stirring prologue that traces the history of his
family, he ends with the story of his own impending death from cancer. The nobility of a life
shines through in a candor that is breathtakingly ‘Milan’.
Only a composer with such an unprecedented breadth of skills could write such a work −
one that is rightly about composition in general. The fifteen chapters cover virtually the entire
scope of problems and studies. Naturally, Milan has emphasized his favorite themes, yet little
in the composer’s arsenal is unrepresented as he draws on samples from his work before 1980,
recorded from his previous book. Mike Prcic performed an unbelievable task in preparing for
publication, on a tight deadline, but there is no sign of haste in the eminently readable production, with typically three diagrams per page, and several memorable photographs. Michelle
Vukcevich and Virginia Prcic edited the text.
There is no textbook feel to this master work. Milan discusses his compositions with a
penetrating honesty. One gets the sense of looking over his shoulder as he describes, for example, his ‘free-square exchange’ theme for keys. (I once told him it reminded me of the golfer’s
old lament, the “explosion shot off the tee.”) Milan also had an affinity for Loyd-like positions,
and assured us, at the Cleveland meeting in 2001, that he would compete aggressively for the
“Sammy” award every year.

Milan was a consummate teacher, once delivering, in an email to his fellow Good Companions, an essential tutorial on the self-mate field. With some additional comments, this becomes
chapter 12. In the same spirit, other sections cite classic problems by other composers to illustrate thematic ideas.
There aren’t many books in the pantheon of chess literature where the personality of the
writer is so luminously evident. Milan’s scientific work, appropriately, was in the theory of
light, but the reason for his luminosity lies elsewhere. He was simply a human being who
radiated personal warmth to everyone he touched. In this book, he has reached out to the entire
chess community.

2.4 Wola Gulowska 1996
2nd Prize

cuuuuuuuuC
{wdw$Qdwd}
{dwdBIPdw}
{wdwdwdwg}
{dwdwiN0N}
{wdwdPdrd}
{dwdpdpdw}
{wdwdndwd}
{dwdw$wdw}
vllllllllV
#2
(9+7)

3.18 StrateGems 1998
1st Prize

cuuuuuuuuC
{wdwdwhb1}
{dwdwdw0w}
{wdwdpdwd}
{dwdwdwdw}
{wdwdwdNd}
{dwdQ)wdw}
{P)K)w)P$}
{$Bdwdwiw}
vllllllllV
#3
(12+6)

“All my life,” Milan writes, “I dreamt of creating problems that would amaze solvers with
their difficulty or outrageousness.” He succeeded here with a Bristol two-mover, made modern, by means of a try, and the highly quotable three-move “explosion” shot that won the
Sammy award for 2001. Solve them!
Bob Burger
[To order this book send $35.00 to Mike Prcic, 2613 Northshore Lane, Westlake Village, CA
91361. Foreign airmail delivery add $5.00.]

Fadil Abdurahmanović
& Zvonimir Hernitz
5th Prize (v)
Gábor Cseh MT 2001-2003
W________w

Gábor Cseh Memorial Tourney 2001-2003 Update
Fadil submits the following economization of his joint 5th

[wIwdwdwd] Prize, which (unlike the judge's suggested setting) maintains the
[dBdwdwdw] QvQ duel. With this update, the GCMT award is officially closed.
[wdq0k0pd] Solution:
set: 1...Qf4 2.Kxd5 Qc4#
[dwdRhR0w]
play: 1.Qxc2 Qb1 2.Kxf5 Bc8#
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdw0w)w]
[w)PHPdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
w--------w
h#2*
(10+9)
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StrateGems 2002 Series-Movers Award
Judge: Jeremy Morse, London, April 2003
It is an honour to judge the first informal tourney of StrateGems dedicated solely to
series-movers. 33 of the 37 problems published were ser.h# or ser.h=, almost equally divided;
and about half called for more than a single solution. Commendably, none was cooked; C0018
had a diagram error, subsequently corrected; and C0024 was wholly anticipated. The problems
varied greatly in difficulty; and while the content of many was familiar, there were some
striking new achievements.

1st Prize
4th Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
C.J. Feather
Dan Meinking
Dan Meinking
Michel Caillaud
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdw$wd]
[wiwdKdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[qdwdn4wd]
[Iwdwiw)w]
[dwdPdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dBdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdpd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdw!]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[dNdwdwdw]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdwdw!wd]
[wdwdBdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[KdwdwdwG]
[dwdndwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdw)w0nd]
[wdwdP0wd]
[p0pdw0pd]
[ndRdw0k0]
[dwdwdwgw]
[dwdwdrdw]
[dkdBdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
ser.h=8 b) wRa5 (5+4)
ser.h=14
(5+9)
ser.h#4 3 sols. (5+7)w--------w
ser.h=9
(4+6)
1st Prize - (C.J. Feather - C0026) An original conception, perfectly executed. Without the
pin of Black's f-pawn, the position would solve in 3 moves by 1.f1R 3.Re6 Qc7#. 1.Bh2?
guards c7, so Black must unpin by interference. 1.c5 activates the set-play, while 1.Ne3 and
1.Nc5 frustrate it but allow alternative promotions, self-blocks and wQ mates. 1.Ne3 2.f1B
4.Bd7 Qf6#, 1.Nc5 2.f1Q 4.Qd6 Qf7#, 1.c5 2.f1R 4.Re6 Qc7#
2nd Prize - (Dan Meinking - C0019) This twin setting combines harmony, elegance and
economy with a mixed AUW. The e-pawns ensure the accuracy of two 4-move journeys from
promotion to incarceration. a) 1.Rb1! 2.f1N 6.Na8 7.Rb6 8.Kc7 d8R=, b) 1.Rc1! 2.f1B 4.Be6
6.Ba8 7.Rc6 8.Kb7 d8Q=
3rd Prize - (Michel Caillaud - C0035) The captureless AUW is attractive in that its story is
evident in the final position. Three ser.h= examples appeared during the year, and this
beautiful setting with 9 moves and 10 men is surely the Letztform. 1.g1Q 2.Qg7 3.f1N 4.Nd2
5.Kc1 6.b1R 7.Qa1 8.Kb2 9.c1B Qh2=
4th Prize - (Dan Meinking - C0007) In this novel and enjoyable sequence, the bQ visits all 4
corners; bQ, bB and bNa2 each execute zigzags dictated by the wK; bQ and bNf8 each pause
on their journeys; and the finale is a grand pin-model stalemate. 1.Rf3 2.Nf6 3.Qh8
4.Bd3(Bb5+?) 6.Bh3 7.Ng4 9.Qh1 10.Nc1(Nc3+?) 12.Ng1 13.e2 14.f1B Rg5=

1st Honorable Mention
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention 4th Honorable Mention
George P. Sphicas
Michel Caillaud
Gianni Donati
Gianni Donati
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdQdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[)w0N0wdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[Kdw0kdwd]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dBdwdw)w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[BGKdwdw0]
[wHwdwdwd]
[QHwdwdwd]
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdn0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)Pdw)w$]
[pipdp0Rd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[w)w0p0wd]
[dwdndkdw]
[gNdwdwdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
ser.s#35 C(8+6)
ser.h=7
(6+6)
ser.h#4 2 sols. (5+3)
ser.h=22 C(6+6)

1st Honorable Mention - (George P. Sphicas - C0023) A difficult task, 4 wN Excelsiors, is
adorned with similar post-promotion continuations and a high degree of economy. Try: 4.Kg4
6.Bxh4 8.Bh5 9.Rh3 12.fxe6 17.a8B 22.b8Q 27.c8N 29.e8R 30.Bf3 31.Qg3 33.Rg5 36.Nxe3+
Nxe3#; solution: 5.f8N 7.Nxh4 8.Nf3 10.Rxe6 11.Kd5 16.c8N 18.Nce4 19.Bd6 24.b8N
26.Nbd4 27.Bc6 32.a8N 34.Nac4 35.Nxe3+ Nxe3#
2nd Honorable Mention - (Michel Caillaud - C0034) AUW in the minimum number of
moves for ser.h=, elegantly shown for the first time without the wK in initial check. 1.f1N
2.e1Q 3.Qxe6 4.Nd2 5.c1B 6.axb1R 7.Qh3+ Qxh3=
3rd Honorable Mention - (Gianni Donati - C0025) An 8-piece jewel: in 2 harmonious
solutions, promoted men clear for the wQ, then block the bK. 1.e1Q 2.Qxb4 4.Qf7 Qe4#,
1.e1R 3.Rxb5 4.Rf5 Qe8#
4th Honorable Mention - (Gianni Donati - C0022) Repeated maskings on the first rank and
file pave the way to an unusual AUW pack at the top of the board. 1.d1N 2.e1R 3.Re5 5.Na4
6.Ra5 11.e1B 12.f1Q 13.Qa6 15.Bxa7 16.Bb8 17.Qa8 18.Ra7 19.Ka5 21.Nb7 22.Ka6 b4=

1st-2nd Commendation 3rd Commendation
1st-2nd Commendation
4th Commendation
Michel Caillaud
George P. Sphicas
Tode Ilievski
Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdRdwd]
[bdwdwGwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[4PIw)w)r]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[Pdwhw0wd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[w0whwdwd]
[dPdwdPGw]
[GwdwdwdQ]
[dpHRdPdw]
[1BdPdpdw]
[qdkdw0Pd]
[Khwdw0w0]
[wdwdwdpd]
[p0w)Pdwd]
[dp0wdwdb]
[$pdn0wdp]
[0pdw)wdw]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdwdPdwg]
[pdwdpdpH]
[w0w)Piwd]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdbiwgN]
[1BdwdwdK]
[dwdwdwiw]
w--------w
ser.s=22 C- (10+11)w--------w
ser.h=15 C(8+13)w--------w
ser.h#7 2 sols.
(9+9)w--------w
ser.h#10
(6+10)
5th Commendation
Joost de Heer
StrateGems 2002
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[R0wdwdwd]
[dp0wdw0w]
[w0wdw0P0]
[dkdKdwdw]
w--------w
ser.h=16
(3+9)

1st-2nd Commendation - (George P. Sphicas - C0011, Michael
Caillaud - C0021) Two complex tasks, variously stimulated by
the Sphicas/Neumeier record of 5 bN promotions in ser.h=
(F0297v, 2nd HM, SG 2001). Michel finds a new matrix to match
that record, while George adapts the matrix to achieve 6 wN
promotions in ser.s=. C0011: 1.g8N 2.Nxf6 3.Nd5 5.f7 6.e8N
7.Bd8 11.g8N 12.Nge7 13.f8N 14.Ne6 15.Kd7 16.N8c7 17.b8N
18.Nc6 21.b8N 22.Ne3+ fxe3=; C0021: 1.a1N 2.Nc2 4.b1N 6.Nf3
7.Kd2 8.e1N 9.e2 10.Be3 11.g1N 12.Ng2 13.e1N 14.Ke2 15.Na2
Rxa2=
3rd Commendation - (Tode Ilievski - C0030) Two difficult
solutions with similar strategy lead to 2 surprising model mates.
1.Kxe2 2.Kf3 3.Bxd5 4.Bc4 6.Kxd2 7.Kc3 Ne4#, 1.Ke1 2.Qxb1
3.Qd3 4.Kxd2 5.Kxe3 6.Kf4 7.Qg3 Bh6#

4th Commendation - (Tibor Érsek - C0014) An ugly position yields a stylish solution, with
the bN thrice shielding the bQ. 1.Ne8 3.Qxd5 4.Nf6 5.Qxd4 6.Qxe4 8.Nh2 9.Qh1 10.g2 Bd4#
5th Commendation - (Joost de Heer - C0037) Another unusual sideboard AUW pack, well
constructed. 1.f1N 2.h1Q! 3.Qxg2 4.Qf2! 6.g1R 7.Rg2 8.Nd2 10.Na3 11.Ka2 12.b1B 14.Qa1
15.Rb2 16.c2+ Kc1=
All claims of anticipation to Dan Meinking by January 1, 2004.
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Reverse Logic
by Robert Lincoln
Tries, threats, defenses, and actual key, along with assorted mates, frequently develop a
unified relationship in many modern two-movers. The advent of the so-called “reversal”
themes rejuvenated traditional fare and we have never looked back since. Although principally
associated with larger layouts, these basic ideas are often expressed artistically in miniature
praxis.
First to arrive on the scene was Hannelius, being pioneered by Jan Hannelius in 1950.
Refutations of threats allow them to be inflicted, reciprocally changed, when employed later:
1.X? (2.A#) 1... a!
2.Y? (2.B#) 1...b!
1. Z!
1…a 2.B# 1…b 2.A#

(2) B. Miloševski
(3) M. Myllyniemi
& Z. Mihailovski
5th Commended
(1) V. Zheltonozhko
(4) S. Khachaturov
Rochade 1981
Themes 64 1970
Mag. komsomolets 1985w________w
Prapor peremogi 1972
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwHwdw]
[dwdwdwdB]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdQd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iB$wdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[wdw)k)wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwG]
[dw)wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wdKdwdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[w0w0wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[dwdw!wdw]
[dwdkdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+3)w--------w
#2
(6+1)w--------w
#2
(5+2)
No.1 proves that diagonal exits are fairly easy to control. 1.Rd1? (2.Qa6#) Kb5!, 1.Rb1?
(2.Qe6#) Kd5!; 1.Rh6! (zz), 1…Kb5 2.Qa6#, 1…Kd5 2.Qe6#, and 1…f4 2.Qd3#. Those
superfluous riders, (2.Qf7,Qg8), which accompany the second outing, are unfortunate.
The seductive symmetry of No.2 also contains an alternate reversal ingredient. 1.d5?
(2.Qb4#) Kxf4!, 1.f5? (2.Qh4#) Kxd4!; 1.e6! (zz), 1…Kxf4 2.Qh4 and 1…Kxd4 2.Qb4. Tries
and threats can be shuffled: 1.Qb4? (2.d5#) and 1.Qh4? (2.f5#). As will be seen shortly, this
move order produces a Banny theme.
Ambushing a black unit dispenses with flight squares entirely in No.3. 1.Rc8? (2.Bc2#)
b1Q!, 1.Rd8? (2.Rxd2#) b1N!: 1.Ra2! (zz), 1…b1Q 2.Rxd2 and 1…b1N 2.Bc2. The economy is remarkable, considering an absent White Queen.
Alfred Dombrovskis took the problem world by storm with his neat paradoxical scheme
(1958). Post-key black moves permit the same threats they defeated in tries:
1.X? (2.A#) 1...a!
1.Y? (2.B#) 1...b!
1. Z!
1...a 2.A# 1…b 2.B#
Black’s King enjoys unprovided outlets in No.4, a quite common situation in miniature
treatment. 1.Kb7? (2.Be1#) Kb4!, 1.Rb3? (2.Bd8#) Kb6!; 1.Re5! shelters the exposed Rook
from jeopardy and blockades a black straggler forcing 1…Kb4 2.Be1# and 1…Kb6 2.Bd8#.
A cook try for No.5 is met 1.Qb3? d3! Thematic elements turn on 1.Be6? (2.Qe2#),
1...Ke5 2.Qd5, but 1…Ke3! and 1.Bb5? (2.Qe6#) Ke5!. 1.Bg4! coasts to victory chasing
1…Ke3 2.Qe2# and 1…Ke5 2.Qe6#.
Evgeny Bogdanov’s No.6 is slightly unusual because it does not depend upon paired black
King flight squares. 1.Qf1? (2.Rg1#) h3!, 1.Rf1? (2.Qf3#) Kh3!; 1.Qf2! (2.h3#), 1...h3
2.Rg1# and 1…Kh3 2.Qf3#. Peripheral antics consist of 1.Qf6? e5! and 1.Kg6? e5 2.Qf5#, but
1..h3!
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(8) V. Kozhakin
(7) D. Müller
(5) R. Lincoln
(6) E. Bogdanov
Schach-Aktiv 1985
Die Schwalbe TT 1962 w________w
original
Prapor peremogi 1973 w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw!wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdpdwI]
[wdNdBdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQ0kdwd]
[wdwdwdk0]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdpdw!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdw!wdwI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdR]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwIBdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+2)w--------w
#2
(4+3)w--------w
Henk and Piet le Grand had their eponymous brainchild originally published in 1958.
White continuations are transformed after a given black response:
1.X (2.A#) 1…a 2.B# but 1…y!
1.Y! (2.B#) 1…a 2.A#
A theme tourney sponsored by Die Schwalbe helped popularize the le Grand pattern.
Dieter Müller’s configuration for No.7 hinges on 1.Bc4? (2.Qe2#), 1...Ke4 2.Qd3#, but
1…Kg4!; 1.Kg1! (2.Qd3#), 1...Ke4 2.Qe2#. There’s an additional finesse after 1…Kg3
2.Qf2# plus incidental niceties, 1.Kh3? (2.Bd5#) or 1.Qe1? (2.Ne5/Nd4#), both spurned by
1…bxc6!
A clear-cut No.8 proceeds 1.Bh6? (2.Qe3#), 1...Kc3 2.Qd2#, but 1…c3!; 1.Bf3! (2.Qd2#),
1...Kc3 2.Qe3# and 1…c3 2.Qe4#. Opposite colored Bishops relay guard duty functions
smoothly.

(10) R. Fedorovich
(11) R. Aliovsadzade
& A. Mitioushin
& M. Vagidov, Sp. HM
(9) V. Markovsky
(12) R. Lincoln
diagrammes 1980
Vilna Ukraine 1978
Probleemblad 1999 w________w
Kudesnik 2001
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[wdwdPdkd]
[k0wdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdpdNDW]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[dQdwdwdw]
[wiNdBdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdRdwIw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdKGwdwd]
[wdwdKdk0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[!wGBdwdw]
[dQdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(5+2)
#2
(6+1)
#2
(5+2)w--------w
#2
(3+4)
No.9 combines the renowned Barnes theme within a finely wrought virtual framework.
When a double menace is rejected, threats are then posed individually. 1.Nfd6? (2.Qa5/Qa3#),
1...Kc5 2.Qb6#, but 1…Kc3!, 1.Bd3? (2.Qa5#), 1...Kc3 2.Qa3#, but 1…dxc4!; 1.Ncd6!
(2.Qa3#), 1...Kc3 2.Qa5# and 1…Kc5 2.Qb5#.
Yet another reversal system was introduced by Dimitri Banny in 1968. Tries become
echoed mates in reciprocal fashion following certain defensive parries:
1.A? 1...a!
1.B? 1...b!
1.X!
1…a 2.B# 1…b 2.A#
A good demonstration is evinced by No.10. 1.Rd6? Kf5 2.Bc2#, but 1…Kh7!, 1.Rd8?
Kh7 2.Bc2#, but 1…Kf5!; 1.Bc2! (2.Rd5#), 1...Kf5 2.Rd6# and 1…Kh7 2.Rd7#. Note that
White’s Queen acts as a mere Bishop. A direct swap with the c1 piece would generate extra
variants. Perhaps the authors chose to avoid distractions.
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Rauf Aliovsadzade, our esteemed section editor, teams up with Medjnun Vagidov in
No.11. 1.Nc4? lets 1…Ka7! slip away. 1.Nc6? is innocuous against 1…b5! 1.Qa2! can nail
1…b5 2.Nc4# and 1…Ka7 2.Nc6#. Further pleasant sidelines are included, 1…Kb5 2.Qc4#
and 1…bxa5 2.Qxa5# (changing set play 1…bxa5 2.Qb7#).
The Banny requirements generally involve “pre-firing” and formation of batteries as the
foregoing showed. My No.12 substitutes premature checks. 1.Qg5+? Kh1! and 1.Qxc6+?
Kg3!. Such digressions hardly inspire as Black takes his only legal escape. But these strokes
return à la Banny style after 1.Qc5! Kg3 2.Qg5# and 1…Kh1 2.Qxc6#. 2.Qf2 and 2.Qg1 are
prepared to finish off 1…h1Q and 1…h1N respectively.

(13) M. Banaszek
1st Honorable Mention
Die Schwalbe 1987
w________w

[wdwdwgNi]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdwdw)Kd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(5+2)

(14) M. Banaszek
The Problemist 1996
after Aliovsadzade & Vagidov
w________w

[w4wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[w$wdRdQd]
[iwdwIwdw]
w--------w
#2
(4+3)

(15) R. Lincoln

original
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kgwGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)KdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(5+2)

The Vladimirov theme is usually realized through some kind of battery arrangement. I
examined nearly thirty examples and found just one not utilizing this feature. The prototype
(1977) was conceived by Jakov Vladimirov, Ilya Liokumovich, and the collaborators of No.11.
Tries reappear as mates in this sequence:
1.A? 1...a!
1.B? 1...b!
1.X!
1…a 2.A# 1…b 2.B#
In No.13, White’s attempts to effect (2.Qg8) are dashed 1.Ne7? Bxe7! or 1.Nh6? Bxh6!.
1.Qc8! constructs a masked alignment for 1…Be7 2.Nxe7# and 1…Bh6 2.Nxh6#. Two lovely
subsidiaries are 1…Bg7 2.fxg7# and 1…Kxg8 2.Qxf8#.
Marcin Banaszek delivers the goods again in No.14 which entails a five-fold complex.
One must be tolerant toward multiples strewn about. 1.Rb3? (2.Ra2/Qg7#) is simply crunched
1…Rxb3!. And so it goes up the file – 1.Rb4? Rxb4! etc. 1.Qg7! has its bevy of threats
uniquely distributed due to Black’s plummeting Rook by 1…Rb7 2.Rxb7#, 1…Rb6 2.Rxb6#,
ending with 1…Rxb2 2.Qxb2#. Obviously, this achievement stands as a task record.
Finally, I wish to share a peculiar happenstance that occurred recently. No.15 was composed to illustrate “correction” in each direction by the black Bishop. Hence, 1.Re4! sacks
1…B-southeast 2.Bc3#, 1…B-northeast 2.Bc5#, 1…Ba3 2.b3, and 1…Ba5 2.Qb3. However,
White could essay 1.Bc3? or 1.Bc5? (2.Qxb4#) repulsed by 1…Bxc3! and 1…Bxc5!. Put it all
together and we have a legitimate Vladimirov!

During the year there were 9 direct stalemates, 5 selfstalemates and 21 helpstalemates,
making 35 in all, of which 9 called for more than one solution. Q0083 was ruled out by cooks
in both parts, and Q0096 by an illegal position in part (a). The following were also unsound but
remained in the competition in corrected versions that have received some testing: Q0077
(correction in SG19, reverting to composer's original setting), Q0082 (correction in SG22),
Q0099 (small correction in SG21), Q0104 (small correction in SG22) and Q0107 (small
correction in SG22, reverting to composer's alternative setting). Finally, the composers of
Q0092 and Q0097 have offered improved versions, published in SG20 and SG22 respectively,
which the editor has asked me to include in my judgment.
A generally high standard gave me plenty of choice for the award. I have taken difficulty
into account, as well as artistry and achievement, in making my final selection.

4th Prize
1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize
Michel Caillaud
George P. Sphicas
Marcel Tribowski
Edgar Holladay
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002 (v) w________w
StrateGems 2002 (v) w________w
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[dwdw0wdp]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdw4pdwd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[w0ndwdwd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwiw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[ndpdw$wd]
[wdwIwdpd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[hp0wdpdw]
[dP)pdwdw]
[dwdwdN0w]
[dwHwdndp]
[q0p)wdwI]
[p0p)Pdwh]
[wdwdw0wd]
[p0p0r0p0]
[4wgwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdk]
[dwdwdwdk]
[gNdbdkhR]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
s=124
C(4+16)
h=9
C(5+10)
h=6½
(2+8)w--------w
h=4
(7+14)
1st Prize - (George P. Sphicas - Q0104v) For several years the composer has been working
towards a really long sound and dual-free selfstalemate. This major work, which pushes the
length record well into three figures, is the first genuine "sea-serpent" in the genre. White takes
7 moves to get the battery in place; then the wR has to go twice to the a-file to clear the 6th
rank; then come the serpent's coils, a 16-move manoeuvre repeated 4½ times to clear the c-file;
and finally the 24-move tail, in which White must first expose the bQ and then carefully avoid
its diagonal fire in setting up the stalemate. [white moves are checks; forced bK moves
omitted] 1.Qh4 2.Rf6 3.Qg5 Kh8 4-5.Rf8-f7 6.Qf6 7-8.Rg7-a7 9.Qf7 10.Ra8 Rd8 (shorter is
Bc8 11.Rxc8) 11.Qf6 Kh7 12.Ra7 Kg8 13-18.Rg7-d7-xd8-d7-g7-a7 19.Qf7 20.Ra8 Bc8
21.Qf6 Kh7 22.Ra7 Kg8 23-26.Rg7-c7-xc8-c7 27.Qxe6 Kf8 (Kh8 28.Qh6 etc) 28.Rf7 2930.Qg6-h6 31.Rg7 32.Qf6 33.Re7 34.Qd6 35-36.Rc7-xc5 Ka8 37-38.Rc8-c7 Ka8 (Kb8
39.Rxc4 etc.) 39.Qa6 40.Rb7 41.Qc6 42.Rd7 43.Qe6 44.Rf7 45-46.Qg6-h6 47.Rg7 48.Qf6
49.Re7 50.Qd6 51-52.Rc7-xc4 ... 68.Rxc3 ... 84.Rxc2 ... 100.Rxc1 101-102.Rc8-c7 Kb8
103.Rd7 104.Qc6 105-111.Rb7-xb3-b7-xb2-b7-b4-xa4 12.Qb6 113-114.Ra8-d8 115.Qd6
116.Rf8 117-118.Qf6-h8 119.Rf6 120.Qg7 Kh5 121-123.Rf5-f4-h4 Kxh4 124.Qg4 Kxg4=
[Editor's note: The Q0104v diagram given in SG22, pg. 104, is incorrect; should be bNa3/
bPc3 as given here. Apologies to the composer!]
2nd Prize - (Marcel Tribowski - Q0107v) The beguiling way in which White's e-Pawn has to
wait for its escort of 3 promoted bQs almost disguises the fact that these promotions are a new
record in help-play. Now for Gábor Cseh's challenge to show the same task in helpmate!
1.a1Q Ke3! 2.Qa8 Kf2 3.Qf3+ exf3 4.c1Q fxg4 5.Qxc3 g5 6.Qf6+ gxf6 7.b1Q fxe7 8.Qd1
e8Q 9.Qh5 Qxh5=

Judge: Jeremy Morse, London, April 2003

3rd Prize - (Edgar Holladay - Q0106) An irresistible blend of symmetry (initial position and
N-sacrifices) and asymmetry (route and timing), with pausing bP and ideal stalemate. 1...Nh2!
2.Na7 Kxa7 3.c6! Kxb6 4.c5 Kxc5 5.e4 Kxd4 6.e3 Kxe3 7.gxh2 Kxf2=

David Brown began his 2001 award by congratulating StrateGems on giving stalemates a
dedicated section and applauding the results. I warmly echo his appreciation, and feel honoured
to follow him.

4th Prize - (Michel Caillaud - Q0088) Less than a year after the first showing of 4 bR
promotions in h= (Q0072), here it is done in the minimum 4 moves. A trouvaille, such as it
takes a master composer to find. 1.axb1R Na2 2.gxh1R Nc1! 3.dxc1R Be1! 4.fxe1R Kg3=

StrateGems 2002 Stalemates Award
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3rd Honorable Mention 4th Honorable Mention
Gianni Donati
1st Honorable Mention 2nd Honorable Mention György Bakcsi
Tibor Érsek
Dan Meinking
& László Zoltán
& Dan Meinking
StrateGems 2002 (v) w________w
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdkd]
[w$bdndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw0wdw]
[0wdwdbdR]
[dwdwhw0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[B0wdwdwd]
[wdBGk)Pd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdw)w]
[dp0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[Pdw0wdwd]
[wdwdwdq4]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdNhwdB]
[Iwgwdwdr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdp4n]
[wdQdwdbd]
[pdpdw0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdKdp)p4]
[gwdwdwdw]
[hwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdR1k]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h=5½
(3+10)
h=4 b) Ba1→g1 (6+8)
h=9
C(3+14)
h=3 b) Ne7→f8 (6+5)
1st Honorable Mention - (Tibor Érsek - Q0077v) The 2 solutions show a deft interchange of
duties between White's Q and B and Black's B and N, and both end in striking double-pinmodel stalemates. a) 1.Bc3 Bxg2+ 2.Kc4 Bxb7 3.Nc8 Bxc8 4.Nd5 Be6=, b) 1.Nf5 Qxg2+
2.Ke6 Qxb7 3.Bh2 Qxb6+ 4.Bd6 Qc6=
2nd Honorable Mention - (Dan Meinking - Q0101) A fine Bristol-Indian crossweave creates
a big sideboard pack. 1.Ba5+ Kb2 2.Ra3 Kc1 3.Bb3 Rxa7 4.Qa4 Bb7 5.Kf7 Bg2+ 6.Ke6 Rf7
7.Rb4 Rf3 8.Kd5 Rd3+ 9.Kc4 Bf1=
3rd Honorable Mention - (György Bakcsi & László Zoltán - Q0076) Witty return of 2
resurrected wBs, the 2 lines being chameleon echoes, but the stalemate is the same. a) 1.Nxc6
f7 2.Kd7 fxe8B+ 3.Kd8 Bxc6=, b) 1.Nxd6 fxg7 2.Ke7 gxf8B+ 3.Kd8 Bxd6=
4th Honorable Mention - (Gianni Donati & Dan Meinking - Q0090) To change places with
the bN, the bQ triangulates within an open wR square. 1... Ra1! 2.Qb1+! Kd2 3.Ng1 Ra8
4.Qh7 Rh8 5.Qh3 Rh4 6.gxh4 Ke1=

4th Commendation
2nd Commendation
Nicolai Zinovyev
3rd Commendation
Gianni Donati
1st Commendation
David Zimbeck
StrateGems 2002 (v)
Michael Grushko
& Dan Meinking
StrateGems 2002 (v) w________w
for Svetlana
StrateGems 2002 (v) w________w
StrateGems 2002
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw4]
[whwdwhw4]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[)P)P)P)P]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kHw4NdBd]
[wdw0wIwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dRdndwhR]
[dwdw0pdw]
[wdwdrdwi]
[p0pdwdwd]
[Kdwdpdwd]
[rdwdwGwd]
[dwdw0w0w]
[0bdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdBdk]
[wdwdKdPd]
[q4pdwdwd]
[wdwdb0wd]
[wdwdw!wd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[iwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdq]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h=5 2 solutions (3+7)
h=7
(1+9)
=14
C(14+9)
=28
C(4+9)
1st Commended - (Michael Grushko - Q0092v) An attractive position, from which 2
accurate and related solutions naturally flow. 1.Rf4 Kd3 2.e4+ Kd4 3.e5+ Kxe5 4.Rf5+ Kxf5
5.e5 Be2=, 1.Rg4 Kf3 2.Rg6 Be2 3.e4+ Kf4 4.e5+ Kf5 5.e6+ Kxg6=
2nd Commended - (Gianni Donati & Dan Meinking - Q0095) The bQ and wK intermesh in
2 irregular Rundlaufs, with Black's 3rd move being particularly good. 1.Qb1+ Kd2 2.Ba2 Ke3
3.Qe1+! Kd4 4.Bb1 Kxc4 5.Qe6+ Kd3 6.Qa2 Kd2 7.b3 Kc1=
3rd Commended - (David Zimbeck - Q0082v) An adaptation (hopefully sound) of T. Szabó's
double-AUW selfmate matrix to show the task in stalemate form for the first time. 1.a8Q+
Rxa8 2.bxa8R+ Kb7 3.c8B+ Kc6 4.d8N+ Rxd8 5.exd8N+ Kd6 6.Rxd5+ Ke7 7.f8B+ Kf6
8.Nd7+ Kxg6 9.g8R+ Kxh5 10.h8Q+! Kg4 11.R8xg5+ Kf3 12.Qxh1+ Ke3 13.Rg3+ Bf3
14.Qf1=
4th Commended - (Nicolai Zinovyev - Q0097v) White must remove bPf5 before getting his
windmill working and driving on to a choice of ideal stalemates. 1.Bg4+? Kxg4 2.Qg3+ etc.
(stalemating in 24), but 1...fxg4! So... 1-6.Qg2-g5xf5-g5-g2-f2+, now 7.Bg4+! 8.Qg3+ 9.Qf3+
10-19.Bg3xe5-g3xd6-g3xc7-g3xb8-g3-d6+ 20-25.Qg3-h3-f5-g5xh4xh8+ 26.Bxf8 27.Bg7 Kh7/
Kg8 28.Kf7/Kg6=

5th Commendation
Tibor Érsek
StrateGems 2002
in memoriam Gábor Cseh
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[pdbdwdQ0]
[dwdwiPdw]
[whpgrdPd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[pdwdRdwd]
[GwdRdwdw]
w--------w
h=4 b) Pg3→f3 (8+9)

5th Commendation - (Tibor Érsek - Q0087) Eight Black men are
immobilised in 2 matching lines, with wQ mopping up while Black
rearranges the pins. a) 1.Re3 Qxh6 2.Be4 Qb6 3.Rc3 Qxb4 4.Bc5
Qa5=, b) 1.Nd5 Qxc6 2.Nc3 Qxa6 3.Be3 Qxh6 4.Rf4 Qh2=
All claims of anticipation or unsoundness to Dan Meinking by
January 1, 2004.

2002 Solving Championship final standing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Category
Perfect Score
R. Tomašević
H. Kalafut
D. Dunn
I. Tzur
E. Petite
B. Keith
L. Belcsak
M. Dickey
G. Spessato
Moulton David
T. Chow
L. Vitale
F. Lee
T. Barre
D. Stauvers
T. Langland
G. Balinth
A. Baniak
R. Casalino
D. Lenhart
H. Zajic
C.C. Frankiss
B. Fraser
R. TeVrucht
J. Morse
F. Freeman
P. Steiner
A. Markevitch
B. Bua
K. Davenport
J. de Heer

#2 #3
102 90
100 93
102 93
102 90
98 93
102 93
44
9
86 72
80 18
86 27
42 24
46 36
0
0
48
9
38 15
102 21
26 27
94 84
16
3
48
6
74 45
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
88
0
42 21
102
0
4
0
80
0
0
0
0
0

#n
144
141
141
73
92
126
5
46
0
4
34
9
56
5
16
9
17
140
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E
77
87
59
0
38
0
0
7
0
14
21
0
0
0
0
0
17
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S#
278
282
210
36
111
158
11
50
13
11
34
18
54
11
22
0
28
0
11
9
8
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H#
832
829
832
829
820
826
661
583
630
331
201
223
259
302
254
240
211
0
177
203
101
187
0
176
175
75
48
0
63
0
0
0

C
256
256
214
235
136
68
144
104
136
76
63
55
74
69
59
0
27
0
62
0
0
0
54
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
33
0

Q
219
233
168
178
129
0
71
51
8
20
21
13
38
4
0
0
13
0
0
0
0
0
53
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33
0

F#
304
309
318
11
81
44
69
11
17
0
59
21
13
5
9
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
68
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

R
91
70
35
0
0
0
0
14
7
0
7
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

PG
182
182
154
172
123
0
98
56
63
0
42
91
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35

Total
2574
2581
2325
1725
1720
1417
1112
1080
972
569
548
519
494
453
417
372
366
332
278
266
237
232
223
176
175
169
111
102
88
80
66
42
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Recent Tourney Winners
by Mike Prcic
Comments and solutions are from the magazines which originally published the awards.

R3 A.Slesarenko,
R4 Kauko Väisänen
V.Melnichenko,
& Unto Heinonen
R1 Wolfgang Berg
R2 Gerhard Maleika
1st Prize
1st Prize
& E.Erokhin, 1st Prize
Prize
idee & form 1998-99 W________w
The Problemist 1999/I W________w
The Problemist 1999/II W________w
Suomen T. 1998-98
W________w

[wdK$wdwd]
[wdwdwdQd]
[wdwHndwh]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[Iwdwdngr]
[dwdwdbdw]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdNdwdBg]
[w0Ndwdw1]
[PdwHwdwd]
[wdw$w0wd]
[0wdwHwdw]
[dwdwdRdp]
[$w0kdwdw]
[dw)Niwdw]
[wdRdwdP4]
[wdndkdwd]
[wdp)pgPd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdw0wGw]
[dwdw)R0w]
[dw)rdwdw]
[0PdwdQdw]
[Qdp)k)wd]
[wdb0PdBd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdw)w0rg]
[dwdb4qdw]
[GNdwdwdw]
[IQdwdBGw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(11+10)
#2
(10+11) #2*
(11+9)w--------w
#2...
(8+8)
R1 1.Qxa5? (2.Bd3/Nd4#) Nf5!, 1.Rc~? (2.Qc4#), 1...c1Q/c1N 2.Bd3/Nd4#, 1...Rxg4!, 1.Rd4?
(2.Qc4#), 1...c1Q 2.Bd3#, 1...c1N!, 1...Re4? (2.Qc4#), 1...c1N 2.Nd4#, 1...c1Q!; 1.Rf4!
(2.Qc4#), 1...c1Q/c1N 2.Bd3/Nd4#
R2 1.Ne7! (2.Rxg3#), Let us label the white mates: 2.R3f4[A]/Nxd2[B]/Nc3[C]/ Qd5[D]/
R5f4[E]/Qa8[F], then after black defenses: 1...Nxe3/Nce5/Nfe5/Ng5/Qf4/Qxe3, White responds with cyclic dual mates: 2.AB/BC/CD/DE/EF/FA.
R3 1...Nxd6/Bxd6 2.Rxc5/Qb7#, 1.N6~? (2.Rxc5/Qb7#) Rxd4!, 1.Nxc4!? (2.Rxc5#),
1...Rxd4/Bd6/Kxc4 2.Qb7/Nb6/Rxc5#, 1...e3!; 1.Nxe4! (2.Qb7#), 1...Rxd4/Nd6/Kxe4
2.Rxc5/Nf6/Bg2#
R4 1.Nc7? (2.Rd5[G]/Re6#) Qg8!, 1.Nc3!? (2.Qxf6/Qe4[A]#), 1...dxc3 2.d4#, 1...f5!, 1.Nxf6!?
(2.Qe4[A]/Nd7[B]#) Qxb7!, 1.Nb6!? (2.Nd7[B]/Nc4[C]#) Qa4!, 1.Ne3!? (2.Nc4[C]/Qf5[D]#),
1...dxe3 2.d4#, 1...f1Q!, 1.Ne7!? (2.Qf5[D]/Nc6[E]#) Qc8!, 1.Nb4!? (2.Nc6[E]/Nd3[F]#) Qa6!;
1.Nf4! (2.Nd3[F]/Rd5[G]#), 1...Kf5/Bxf4 2.Rd5/Qd5#

R8 R.Tomašević
& V.Nikoletić†
R5 Alexandr Azhusin
R6 Camillo Gamnitzer
R7 Viktor Syzonenko
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
diagrammes 2000
Die Schwalbe 2000
The Problemist ‘99-00 W________w
The Problemist ‘99-00
W________w
W________w
W________w

[NdwdQdwd]
[wdw!wGwh]
[wgwdbdwd]
[wdbgw$wd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[0wdwdpHw]
[hwdwdpdw]
[Hp4r0Qdp]
[w$piwdwd]
[Pdkdwdpd]
[pdwdw)w0]
[pdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[IpdN0wdw]
[4wdw0KdN]
[)wdndwdw]
[B0KdPdwd]
[pdwdBdwd]
[r0w0BdPd]
[Ndk0Kdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0pdPdw]
[dPdwHpdw]
[dRdwdwdP]
[wHwdwdwd]
[wdbdwdwd]
[wdw)kGw$]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwgwdw]
[dQdRdwdw]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
s#3*
(12+13)
s#6
(8+4)
s#5
(8+12)
s#6
(10+12)
R5 1.Rb8! (zz), 1...c5 2.Bb3 Kc6 3.Nd3 Kd6 4.e5+ Kc6 5.Qg6+ d6 6.e6 d5#, 1...b3 2.Bd2 c5
3.Kc3 c4 4.Rb6+ Kc5 5.Qh5+ d5 6.e5 d4#
R6 1.Bc5! (2.Ne3+ Kxc5 3.Qb6+ axb6#) d2 2.Bb4 (3.Nf6+ Bxe4 4.Qb6+ axb6#) Bd1 3.Bf5
(4.Nf6!) Bh4 4.Bd7+ Kxd5 5.Bxb5+ Bxd8#, 1...f5 2.Ne3+ fxe4 3.Qe7 ~ 4.Qb7+ Kxc5 5.Qb6+
axb6#
R7 1...Bb5 2.Nf4+ exf4 3.Bd3+ Bxd3#; 1.Nc2! (2.Bd3+[A] Kxd3 3.Nf4+[B] exf4#), 1...Nb5
2.Nf4+[B] exf4 3.Nxd4+[C] Nxd4#, 1...Bb5 2.Nxd4+[C] exd4 3.Bd3+[A] Bxd3#, 1...d3
2.Bxf3+ Kxf3 3.Nd4+ exd4#

R8 1.Ke5! (2.Nb2+ Kc5 3.Bb4+ Nxb4 4.Rc3+ dxc3 5.Qf2+ Rd4 6.Nd3+ Nxd3#), 1...Rc5
2.Rb2+ Kd3 3.Nxc5+ Ke3 4.Qf4+ Nxf4 5.Bf2+ Kf3 6.Bd5+ Rxd5#, 1...d3 2.Qf4+ Nxf4
3.Nb2+ Kc5 4.Bf2+ Rd4 5.Rb5+ axb5 6.Nxd3+ Nxd3#, 1...g3 2.Rb2+ Kd3 3.Qxh7+ Ke3
4.Rf3+ Kxf3 5.Qd3+ Ne3 6.Bd5+ Rxd5#

R11 F. Abdurahmanović
& bernd ellinghoven
R9 Menachem Witztum
R10 Mario Parrinello
R12 C.J. Feather
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Stojoski 50JT 2002
Best Problems ‘00-01 W________w
Die Schwalbe 1998
Springaren 2000
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdw4]
[wGwdRgwd]
[wdwGwdwd]
[rdw1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[dw4w!p0w]
[dwIndndw]
[)kdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdpd]
[pdwdbdpd]
[pdw0kdwd]
[ndwgw)wd]
[dw0wdqhw]
[)wdwdw0w]
[dw0rdwdw]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwipd]
[RIwdwdPd]
[w0pdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw4ndw]
[dw)p4k0w]
[dPdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!wdwdw$]
[whwdwdwd]
[rdwdwdwd]
[wdKdw0wd]
[Iwdwdbgw]
[dwdwdndw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw!w]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 3 sols.
(4+12)
h#5½
(3+10)
h#2 b) Pf2→b6 (4+7)
h#2 b) Pc3→h3 (8+14)
c) Pf2→b5, d) Kb7→d7

R9 1.Re4 R7h3 2.Ke3 Qd2#, 1.g3 Qe2 2.Kg4 R2h4#, 1.Qe4 R2h5 2.Kf5 Rf7#
R10 a) 1.Rc4+ Kb3 2.Ke4 Qb7#, b) 1.Bc4 Kc3 2.Kf4 Qxf7#
R11 1...Bh4 2.Rg5 Kc6 3.Kf5 Kd5 4.Kf6+ Ke4 5.Ke6 bxc4 6.Rd5 cxd5#
R12 a) 1.Nb8 axb8Q+ 2.Ka6 Qf1#, b) 1.Qb8 axb8R+ 2.Ka7 Qxb6#, c) 1.Rb8 axb8B 2.Ka8
Qa7#, d) 1.Bb8 axb8N+ 2.Ke8 Qg8#

Jan Mortensen 1932-2003
Sadly, the month of May 2003 has taken another composing great from us. Christer Jonsson
advised me of Jan's passing. In an email shortly thereafter, Leif Schmidt provided the details
below:
Yes, it is sad, Jan Mortensen died 2003-05-11. Jan was sick for some years. He was hard
hit with a cerebral hemorrhage so his last days were in a nursing home. He was born 1932-1113 and was for 33 years president of The Danish Chess Problem Society. He was one of the
founders of Thema Danicum in 1976 and editor from the start to 1990. Jan was also editor of
Skakbladet (1959-1994) and Stella Polaris 1966-1970. He wrote a lot of articles and was one
of the best problemist in Denmark. He was international judge in #2, #3, #n, H#, S#, and F#
from 1966, and 2. and 3. Vice-president of FIDE.
Dan Meinking

StrateGems Book Library
Petkov – Selected Compositions, by Mike Prcic
205 pages, 550 compositions, three diagrams per page fully commented.
Price: $20.00 includes mailing.
Rundlauf in Helpmates, by Mike Prcic
90 pages, 329 diagrams. Comprehensive study of circling (Rundlauf) in helpmates.
Price: $15.00 includes mailing.
My Chess Compositions, by Milan R. Vukcevich
164 pages, 300 diagrams. Milan’s second book, covering the period from 19802003. Price: $35.00 includes mailing.
To order send check, money orders or cash to: Mike Prcic (address on back). The
books can also be purchased through BCPS library.

